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-News •In Brief
Steve Zea. executive vice president of the Murray-Calloway County
• ber of-Commerce, has annouted that two Murray businessmen
—ffordifftWrs iffihe Keritutky-ChatillMr"OtaveTitet namedb-the-boa
of Commerce.
- Harold Hurt, representing HT-Marketing and Jerry Kelly,.
representing Fisher Price Toys, are the newest members from the
local community to join the prestigious group. "We:ye had others installed on the bOard from the community, btit this is the first time
we're placed two at one time," Zea said, adding that there are currently four people from the Purchase area on the state's board of
directors.
Former Mississippi Governor Bill Winters was the keynote
speaker. According to Zea, he spoke on educational reform and
economic development working together going into the 21st century
Bruce Cotton of Lexington was introduced at the new president of
the state organization.
Approximately 800 people from across Kentucky attended the
chamber's Annual Meeting Wednesday at the Galt House in
Louisville

Holman: park ready to open pool
for the season beginning Saturday
The Murray-Calloway County Park will open the swimming pool
for the season on Saturday at 12 noon. The pool will be open from 12
noon to 8 p.m., Monday through Saturday, and 1 to 6 p.m. on Sunday,
according to Gary Hohman, park director.
Pre-season pool passes at $70 for family and $40 for single may be
- purchased through Saturday. After that date the passes will be $85 for
family and $55 for single. Hohman added.

--Deadline nears for those wanting
-input on environmental proposals
Farmers and others interested in the environment have just a few
days left to comment on proposed changes that will guide U.S.
Department of Agriculture USDA) conservation programs through
1997. The public comment period on the proposals closes June 4
Randall W. Giessier, head of the USDA's Soil Conservation Service
SCS) in Kentucky, said that interested persons may review the proposed conservation -programs in local SCS or Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service t ASCS ) offices.
"Opportunity for public review of proposed changes in USDA's conservation activities is required by the Resources Conservation Act
(RCA I of 1977" Giessler said. "Under this law the national conservation program is regularly updated to meet new conditions and
needs
Giessier said that the proposed program emphasizes reducing erosion on the nation's highly erodible cropland and preventing surface
and subsurface water contamination by nonpoint pollutiqn.
Interested persons are urged to review and comment on the proposed program Responses should be in writing and must be postmarked
no later than June 4 Mail to (SCS, 333 Waller Avenue, Lexington, Ky.
40504)

Elsewhere...
5)The v40(1417111 PitEss
THE WORLD OF POLITICS - Democrats Jesse Jackson and
Michael Dukakis met in debate but turned most of their fire on the
Reagan administration over its dealings with Panama's Manuel Antonio Noriega Republican George Bush. meanwhile, was sounding
somewhat relieved about the breakdown of U.S. talks with Noriega,
saying he didn't want a "bad deal" with the dictator
NEW FORK - Wily take-over strategist Carl C. Icahn announces a
$13.64 billion cash offer for Texaco Inc., the largest corporate
takeover attempt ever, after talks between him and management
collapse over the troubled oil giant's future. Texaco dismisses
Icahn's move as a phony pressure tactic.
DENIER - An unlicensed pilot who flew a stolen private jet on a
1,600-mile joyride before killing himself showed no signs he was intending to commit suicide, says the pilot who talked him through the
landing.
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America s Refirement Choice

FRANKFORT, Ky. ( API Kentucky's thinly spread and
lightly attended legislative
primary elections suggest that
translating a governor's popularity into pureTf local Votes is difficult at best.
That is certain to be the lesson
drawn from the vote totals by
legislators who butted heads with
Gov Wallace Wilkinson through
the 1988 General Assembly and
seek to prevent the scales of power

tipping toward the executive
branch.
The legislator most often identified with that struggle, Senate
An-APNews-Aaalysis
President Pra Tem John "Kee
Rose of Winchester, said Wednesday that voters are "pretty much
informed people" and "don't pay
much attention" when a governor
touts a legislative candidate, or a

legislator touts a candidate for
governor.
"I think it's much more important to local people whether a
legislator is independent (and)
knowledgeable-than-it-is whether
the governor favors them," Rose
said.
Wilkinson made a handful of
public endorsements, backing
Democratic Reps. Dick
Castleman of Mayfield, Jerry
Lundergan of Lexington and

Charles Geveden of Wickliffe and
Democratic Sen. Greg Higdon of
Fancy Farm. All won, but there
was no clear correlation.
Wilkinson actually revoked his
endorsement of Castleman after
concluding that Castleman's supporters had turned the campaign
into a crusade against Wilkinson's
touted lottery amendment.
Castleman won, anyway, swam(Cont'd on page 2)

Reagan busy
preparing for
Moscow talks;
eyes Panama
HELSINKI, Finland (AP) —
President Reagan made quiet
preparations today for his summit
talks in Moscow - a first-in-alifetime venture already clouded
by failure in a U.S. effort to oust
Gen. Manuel Antonio Noriega, the
military ruler of Panama.
There were no appointments on
his schedule as the 77-year-old
president tried to adjust to the
seven-hour time change and get
over the 4.450-mile flight from
Washington.
Just before Air Force One landed. Reagan received a telephone
call from Secretary of State
George P. Shultz with the disappointing news that Noriega had rejected a deal for him to step down
in exchange for almost certain
dropping of drug-related charges
against him in Florida.
"I don't feel weakened,"
Reagan assured reporters after
his post-midnight landing. But he
seemed disappointed - and at a
loss on what he might try next to
force out Noriega.
Shultz had stayed behind to
supervise the negotiations held in
Panama between Michael G

Stiff photo by Dam Newcomb

Imo and (1.1. Lilly visited the'Soviet Union in 1982 before Gorbachev and glasnost.

Back from the USSR
Lillys remember Soviet experience;
new image attracting more travelers

(Gbet'd on page 2)

Washington's
critics hailing
the collapse of
Noriega talks
- The colWASHINGTON (
lapse of U.S. efforts to negotiate
Manuel Antonio Noriega's departure from Panama is being hailed
by both congressional Democrats
and Republicans, who assert that
the administration's strategy was
misguided from the start
There were virtually no dissenting voices Wednesday after
Secretary of State George P
Shultz, appearing solemn at a
hastily arranged news conference.
said that Noriega had rejected
U S. proposals for his resignation
as defense chief and his temporary departure from Panama
The reaction came as no suprise
since criticism of the administra-

By DONNA NEWCOMB
Staff Writer
When President Reagan steps off his plane in
Moscow on Sunday, it will be the first visit of a U.S.
president to the Soviet Union in 14 years.
Americans, however, tend to be frequent visitors
of the mysterious and reportedly changing
country.
Murray travel agent Margarita Marsden
describes the typical American vistor to the USSR:
"Anyone who is going to spend their money and
time to go to Russia has a keen interest in seeing
Russia. They're either students who study Russian...or professionals, and they're involved in it.
They really are interested in seeing it, so they
know a lot of what to expect before they go."
There is another category of Soviet tourists
though - people who are well-traveled. "Eventually, when they've done Europe, and they've
done Hawaii, then the next thing is perhaps getting
into out-of-the-way places like China, or Russia, or
South America T. something a little bit more exotic
and far-away,""Marsden said.
G.T. and Lucy Lilly, retired Murray teachers,
come more near fitting into the latter category.
Former travelers to such places as Spain, France,
Switzerland and East Germany. the couple spent
two weeks in the Soviet Union in Octobel 1982 with
a group of doctors, including a relative wha is a
physician.

"The liberalizations that
are going on are only those
things that put them in a
better posture with the world.
There's a reason for
every inch that they give."
G.T. Lilly
Though not a regular tour group, the Lillys
visited the most-often-toured cities of Moscow.
Lenningrad and Kiev. Of President Reagan's trip.
G.T. Lilly said, "I would like very much for him to
have an opportunity to meet the Ukranian people
because they're so different.. They're so warm
and friendly."
The Lillys spoke with fondness of a Ukranian serviceman "with medals on his chest," and a wedding party who let them take pictures.
Though they both say they are glad they had the
adventure, and seem to enjoy telling about it, the
Lillys did not always find the rest of the country so
inviting.
(Cont'd on page.!)

(Cont'd on page 2)

Forecast
Tonight: Clear and cool. Low
in the upper 40s. Calm wind.
Friday: Sunny. High in the
lower Ms. Souiti wind 5 to 10
mph.
Outlook for the Memorial
Day weekend: Fair and warm.
Extended Forecast
The extended forecast calls
for dry and warm weather
Saturday through Monday
LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky
Barkley

358.7
358.7

Catastrophic health bill clears major hurdle
WASHINGTON i AP) - A
catastrophic health insurance bill
providing the largest expansion of
Medicare in the program's 23-year
history has cleared a major
legislative hurdle.
The compromise agreed to late
Wednesday by a House-Senate
conference committee must win
final approval from both
chambers, but that is a foregone
conclusion given the broad support that the basic measure
received last year when it cleared

the two houses in different
versions.
Health and Human Services
Secretary Otis R. Bowen told conference committee members that
he will recommend that President
Reagan sign the legislation, even
though it is considerably more
ambitious than the measure proposed '11, the administration more
than a year ago
The basic framework of the
legislation has been in place for
months: providing protection for

America's 31 million Medicare
recipients against runaway
hospital and prescription drug
bills accumulated during acute illnesses. But House and Senate
negotiators have worked since
February to iron out the details.
Sen. Lloyd Bentsen, D-Texas,
whose Finance Committee shaped
the Senate bill, called the compromise "a landmark piece of
legislation . . that will bring peace
of mind to millions."
Rep. Dan Rostenkowski, D-Ill.,

chairman of the House Ways and
Means Committee as well as the
conference committee, praised
Bowen for his protracted role in
overcoming some objections
within the administratian, to win
presidential support for the
Medicare expansion
"You are the linchpin who laun
ched us on this crusade,"
Rostenkowski told Bowen, a physician and former two-term gover(Coot'd on page 2)
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Two capsule disclosures listed
WASHINGTON AP ) - Here
are two capsule stiMmaries of the
financial disclosure forms filed by
members of the House from Kentucky for 1987 and released
Wednesday.
Income includes the House
salary, honoraria earnings from
writing and speeches and other income such as dividends and
interest.
Earnings by the representatives' spouses and dependents
are not included in the income
figure.
The asset and liability figures
for the representatives do not include holdings and liabilities of
spouses and dependents.

Teen volunteers at
MCCH set meeting

Representatives are permitted
to keep honoraria earnings- fromspeeches and writings up to 30 percent of their salary. For nearly all
members, their salary was $89,500
at the end ot,4987. The speaker of
the House was paid at the annualized rate of $115,000 and the
Democratic and Republican
leaders were paid at the annualized rate of $99,500.
Many members receive
honoraria above the limit and
donate the excess to charity.
In their financial disclosure
forms, representatives are allowed to list income, assets and
liabilities by ranges instead of
specific figures. However, some
representatives provide specific
figures.
In their listing of assets,
representatives do not have to In.
dude their personal residences
and vehicles. Gifts, though listed,
are not counted in income figures
given here.

This summer's teen-age
volunteer program (TAV) will
begin with an organizational
CARROLL HUBBARD
meeting Wednesday. June 1, at the
Income:
$139,4334177,933.
Murray-Calloway County
Honoraria:
$34,450, of which
Hospital.
$8,700 given to charity.
All interested teen-agers who
Gifts: None.
are 14 years old and have their
Assets: None.
- rents' consent should attend the
--Liabilities: None.
June 1 meeting from 10 a.m. until
11 a.m. in the hospital's third floor
JIM BUNNING
classroom. Applications will be
Income: $144,543-$195,543.
distributed and details of the proHonoraria: $18,060, of which
gram will be discussed.
The eight-week program begins
officially with morning orientation
sessions June 6, 8, and 9 from 9
a.m. to noon.
Volunteers will be able to select (C,ont'd from page I)
the day or days they wish to work,
Kozak of the State Department
but each must agree to devote at
and Noriega.
least four consecutive hours of
Asked what he might do next,
work per week and wear standard
Reagan said,"That's going to take
uniform. TAVs may be absent,
some studying and consultation."
however, for vacation and camp.
Evidently, any serious planning
Depending on time and day
will have to take a back seat to the
preferences, jobs are available in
Moscow summit and Reagan's
areas such as x-ray, laboratory, first visit to the Soviet Union,
dietary, central services, long
beginning on Sunday.
term care, physical therapy,
In any event, White House
business office, housekeeping, and
spokesman
Marlon Fitzwater
nursing.
said: "No other negotiations are
Twenty-five positions are
planned. No agreement has been
available for TAVs this summer.
on the table."
left
In the event of more than 25 apFitzwater said U.S. economic
plication, past TAVs will receive
top priority in job placement with -Unctions against-Panama would
retrial in place.
new applicants being accepted according to age.
The president also was hoping
For more information, contact
for word from Capitol Hill that the
the hospital's Public Relations OfSenate had ratified his treaty to
fice at (502) 753-5131, extension
abolish U.S. and Soviet nuclear
131.
missiles in the range of 300 miles
to 3,400 miles.
Another key aide, Howard H.
Baker Jr., the White House chief
of staff, stayed behind to oversee
maneuvering by Senate
WASHINGTON (AP) - U.S.
Democratic and Republican
Sen. Wendell Ford, D-Ky., on
leaders to choke off debate and brWednesday endorsed
ing Reagan's only nuclear arms
Massachusetts Gov. Michael
control agreement to a vote before
Dukakis for the Democratic
the president opens talks with
nomination for president.
General Secretary Milchait.S. GorFord said Dukakis has "the
bachev on Sunday.
discipline to meet the host of proIf the administration's strategy
blems facing Kentucky. He stands
is successful, Baker will fly the
head and shoulders above the rest.
ratified pact to Moscow on SaturAnd what's best for Kentucky I
day so Reagan and Gorbachev can
think is best for the country."
have a formal exchange of the
Ford is one of Kentucky's sodocuments.
called "super" delegates to the
The Supreme Soviet, the
Democratic National Convention
nominal parliament, endorsed the
in Atlanta.
treaty on Monday and sent it to the

$9.189.75 given to charity.
Gifts: None.
Assets: $180,000-$400,000.
Liabilities: $100,000-$200,000.
Bunning, a former major league
pitcher, received $2,500 for an appearance in a baseball card show
In Philadelphia, and $1,000 for the
Old Timers Classic in Washington,
D.C.

Two accidents
reported in area
Calloway County Deputy Sheriff
Dan Bazzell reported two traffic
accidents in the area Wednesday.
Bazzell said that at 10 a.m. Jack
Dodd, 75, of Route 8 in Murray,
and Jerry Clemons, 20, of New
Concord, collided at the intersection of Hwy. 121 south and Locust
Grove.
No injuries were reported in the
accident that happened two miles
outside of the city limits.
According to reports, Allen F.
McCuiston, 66, of New Concord,
was traveling west on Hwy. 121
south and apparently ran off the
road and into a ditch where the
vehicle turned on its side. McCuiston was taken to the MurrayCalloway County_ Hospital where
he was admitted for observation
and is in stable condition.
The accident took place at 11:30
a.m. and approximately one mile
outside of the city limits.
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they took her money and let her on
the next plane.
-Somebody just decided to exercise their authority. That's how
the game is played," said Lilly.
Though a visit to the Moscow
Baptist Church was the highlight
of Lucy Lilly's trip, it is another
example of Soviet restriction. She
said that many of the churches
were closed and the Baptist
church was so crowded that people
were standing shoulder to
shoulder in the aisles.
Though G.T. Lilly admits that,
under Mikhail Gorbachev, there is
some loosening, and openness in
practicing religion, he has experienced the "contrasts between
our freedoms and their type of
controlled society, and their
tremendous preoccupation with
putting on a good front
"There have probably been
some changes, but a lot of people
have some misconceptions The
Russian system isn't going to
change The liberalizations that
are going on are only those things
that put them in a better posture
with the weirld. There's a reason
for every inch that they give.
"They've still got people in
slave labor. They've still got Jews
that want to get out and they won't
let them out," Lilly said.
Though it doesn't seem like the
place for a fun-loving American to
take a vacation, the Llllys say they
thoroughly enjoyed the trip. "It
was truly an education." they
said "It has helped us so much to
understand the recent trend of
eventiE,'"?-

additional benefits are to be paid
for by additional charges to
Medicare enrollees The charges
will be a blend of flat monthly
premium increases deducted from
Social Security checks and an additional, sliding-scale supplemental premium that will be charged
to the estimated 40 percent of the
elderly with enough income to
make them subject to federal income taxes.
While the exact premiums have
not yet been determined, the additional flat premium will start at
about $4 a month in 1989, climbing
to $10.20 in 1993.
The so-called supplemental
premium is expected to total an
additional $22 a year for each $150
of income tax owed in 1989, climbing to an additional $42 a year on
each $150 of tax liability by 1993

(Coen'from page 1)
nor of Indiana whose first wife
died after a long battle against
cancer
It was a surprise Bowen
maneuver - dropping his opposition to a respite care provision for
home-bound beneficaries - that
removed the last stumbling block
to compromise.
The big knot that had kept the
legislation tied up was loosened
last week when a conference committee task force agreed on provisions of a historic outpatient
prescription drug benefit.
The compromise legislation provides for Medicare coverage for
hospital stays lasting up to 364
days; a first-day deductible still
will be charged Medicare now
pays full hospital bills for only 59
days a year.
Regarding doctor bills.
Medicare now pays no more than (Coat'd from page I)
tion's stand had been widespread
80 percent of approved charges, no
well before Shultz's announcematter how high they run. Under
ment. The critics included Vice
the catastrophic health provision,
President George Bush, Justice
Medicare will pay 100 percent of
Department officials, Panamaallowable fees after an individual
nian opposition leaders and 86
has incurred $1,320 to $1,400 in outsenators
of-pocket expenses.
Perhaps the most biting comThe exact level of that deductiment of all was made by Sen. Alan
ble has yet to be determined,
Cranston, D-Cal if., who expressed
along with several other details
no regret at all for the administrasuch as the precise additional
tion's
negotiations failure.
premiums that will be assessed to
"This administration negotiates
pay for the new program.
with the clarridest people - IraUnder the expansion, Medicare
nian terrorists and Panamanian
will pay half of drug costs in 1991
drug dealers," Cranston said. "I
after a $600 deductible is met, with
think we should have an adthe government share rising to 60
ministration which doesn't
percent in 1992 and 80 percent in
negotiate with people like that.
1993. However, the deductible is
:..This administration has handlexpected to rise each year to keep
ed
the Noriega situation so badly
pace with rising drug costs.
that it is an embarrassment to the
The drug benefit, and all other
United States."

Panama...

To The Voters of District 2

ONE GROUP

50% OFF

I want to thank

you for your votes and support in the May 24th primary. I pledge to do
my best in the coming months to justify
your faith in me.

20% OFF
, STOREWIDE!
Nurkinglyini sag
i&ay 4Itb
Ch•stnut, Murray

"We're in a rural
area of Kentucky and
I think people are
more interested in
going to Hawaii or on
a Caribbean cruise
than spending a lot
of money going to
Russia."

A new development in travel to
"This may go on for three or
Russia is a non-stop 747 flight
four minutes." He said if you're direct from New York
to Moscow.
not wearing a hat or glasses in the The joint venture between
Pan
passport picture and you're wearAm and Aeroflot, the Soviet
ing them in person, you can be airline, will allow
travelers to
sure they'll ask you to take them
reach Moscow in under nine
off. "It gets a little bit tense when hours.
you realize what you're getting inOther new developments allowto," he said.
Marsden, who booked several ing greater freedom in touring the
tours to the Soviet Union as a Soviet Union are bicycle and
motorcycle tours that were
travel agent in Montreal and
previously
off-limits to foreign
Toronto, Canada, said, "The unigroups.
Internation
al Bicycle
que feature about traveling to
Russia is that in order to get your Tours will introduce the tours this
visa for entry.. you have to have summer.
documentation that you have comBe it real or imagined, the new
pletely prepaid your tour with the—-"openness" in the USSR is attracdates included)."
ting more tourists. According to
Tour operators specializing in the Soviet publication, Pravda, the
eastern block countries, such as country is trying to make a visit
General Tours and Love Holidays, more inviting. "Much remains to
deal directly with Intourist, the be done to improve tourist
USSR government agency that centers. Over the next five years,
handles travel arrangements for a whole series of high quality
all foreign visitors including tourist facilities are planned for
journalists.
Soviet seaside resorts, moutain
Since coming to Kentucky, and river regions and areas just
Marsden has not booked many outside large cities," said one
Soviet tours, if any. "We're in a article.
rural area of Kentucky and I think
people are more interested in goIn Ian, when the Lillys were
ing to Hawaii or on a Caribbean seeing the Soviet sights, they said
cruise than spending a lot of they had perfect freedom to travel
money going to Russia."
Inside the cities. They saw,
General Tours, however, has however,a deprivation of freedom
predicted that ''Russia is set to be many limes. Their guide from
one of the hottest travel destina- New York had been taking groups
tions of 1988." In a recent travel to the country for several years.
guide, the president of General On the last night of the tour, each
Tours writes, "There's never a group would donate some money
more fascinating time to visit a to her as a gift. The Lillys' group
country than when it is undergoing kicked in $400. But the next day,
a period of change....This age of leaving from Lenningrad, the
'Glasnost' and GorbachtV is a Ifni:- authorities stopped the woman
que historical event
' Though she explained It to them,

Presidium, the highest executive
body, for ratification. Viktor P.
Karpov, head of the foreign
ministry's arms control office,
said the Soviets should not ratify
the treaty before the United
States.
Reagan had hoped to make a far
more significant treaty to cut U.S.
and Soviet long-range nuclear
weapons the centerpiece of his
fourth and probably final summit
meeting with Gorbachev.
But negotiations in Geneva were
unable to resolve differences over
his program for a space-based
defense against Soviet ballistic
missiles and how to verify cutbacks in elusive mobile missiles
and cruise missiles carried aboard
fighter planes and warships.
So Reagan decided to-put the
emphasis for this summit on
human rights and trying to
stabilize U.S. relations - with a
communist system he built his
political career on denouncing as
evil.
In a departure speech Tuesday ((oat'd from page I)
-Challenger Rick Johnion byIn Washington, the president took —ping
2,300 votes.
a softer approach. "We have
Lundergan also was a big winmany differences - deep difner in a contest that, in addition to
ferences, moral differences," he
Wilkinson's involvement, had a
said. "But we are still fellow
racial element. Lundergan's
human beings. We can still work
challenger, Shirley Cunningham
together to keep the peace."
Jr., is black and defeated
Lundergan in a bitterly fought
primary four years ago.
Although Wilkinson was not
overtly
involved elsewhere, there
The Murray Fire Department
were races in which the
responded to a call Wednesday at
challenger wrapped himself in the
Boone's Coin Laundry on Hwy.641
governor's
cloak .
north.
In Owensboro's 13th House
Department officials said there
District, challenger Don Wathen
was an electric short and fire
made an issue of Rep. Louis
fighters removed the hazard by
Johnson's
"no" vote on the lottery
disconnecting the power
bill, saying the incumbent "has
No injuries were reported.
crossed wires with the governor on
the lottery." Johnson rolled up 56
percent of the vote and an 800-vote
margin.
In Hardin County's 25th District,
Fred Richardson of Elizabethtown
Identified himself as a Wilkinson
supporter and ran against Rep.
Bud Gregory, but got just a third
of the vote.
The scene was repeated in the
74th District, made up of Montgomery. Bath and Nicholas counties, where Rep. Adrian Arnold, DMount Sterling, got 70 percent of
the vote against Wilkinson devotee
Julian Cunningham.
In northern Kentucky's 23rd
Senate District, when it was clear
CAMBRIDGE SPIRIT
Sen. Gus Sheehan could not win,
ONE GROUP
Wilkinson point men tried to
generate
a late rally for Mark
30%0FF
Bubenzer against the third
challenger, Rep. Joe Meyer of
CAMBRIDGE DRY GOODS
Covington.
ONE GROUP
•

President...

Sen. Ford endorses
Michael Dukakis

f'oat'd from page 1)
Though they had already been
behind the Iron Curtain, visiting
distant relatives in East Germany, the Lillys found that entering the Soviet Union was a little
different. "In all the countries in
the free world you throw your
passport down on the counter and
they glance at It....You go into
Russia and they've got military
personnel sitting up in elevated
cubicles behind glass petitions.
You slide your passport under a
little slot there and they look at
you very carefully and they look at
the passport, and then they look at
you again, and they look at the
passport," said G.T. Lilly.

Thank You Again

Steve Lax and Family
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Professor gets to- Belize To get away, head to Missouri's big springs
the hard way: by driving
M.C. Garrott is in the hospital
this week, but is expected to
return soon. The following is a
repeat of one of his articles.

down with brochures, litter bags
and maps wherever you stop.
There are several comfortable
motels in Van Buren and the Big
By Dr. James P. McCoy
to understand a word. It became
Spring Restaurant, "featuring the
Drive to Belize? With a two- apparent in our dealings, not only
Blue Room," is a pleasant
year-old? Sure, but where is
with officials but with all the peoNow that spring has sprung and
surprise.
Belize anyway? The first country
ple we met on our travels, that if perhaps you feel an urge to get
Apparently the most popular
south of Mexico on the eastern
having our son along was a big out to commune with nature, let
place in town, judging from the
border of Guatemala? Uti, maybe asset. His red hair and fair skin
me suggest a "mini-vacation," a
breakfast and early coffeewe should think about it!
normally brought smiles and two-day jaunt across the
drinking crowd, it has a touch of
When the opportunity to teach friendly conversation (which often
Mississippi into the big springs
the thing forced the front of the elegance uncommon to the area.
and engage in research for a
we couldn't understand!) from all country of the Missouri Ozarks.
ferry beneath the water. I watched Jack Stalcup and his Paducah
semester in Belize arose due to a
who we met.
Big Spring is at Van Buren, this closely all the way across — band are scheduled for a
faculty exchange program betOur arrival in Belize went
Alley Spring at Eminence, Round
from the other end.
"candlelight buffet" and dance in
ween Murray State and the smoothly. We lived in a very small Spring just to the north, Blue SprAfter climbing the sandy bank the Blue Room April 28.
University of College of Belize, my
but very nice one bedroom apart- ing off 106 east of Eminence and
• • •
on the Missouri side, you follow
wife and I were excited. I had
ment in the heart of the business Johnson's Shut-Ins at Lesterville.
Highway 80 across the table-flat
From Van Buren, you can go 11
studied International Economics district of Belize City, population
All reflect the wonders of nature in
Missouri bottom lands, through miles west on Highway 60 to
and Development Economics in 60,000. Fish and tropical fruits ob- a fascinating way.
East Prairie to Interstate 55. Winona, then north on 19 for 1.2
graduate school but this was dif- tained at the open-air city market
When we lived in St. Louis, we
Eight miles north you hit Highway miles to Eminence. Seven miles
ferent. We were going to not only
became our staples. Initially, the
often camped among the springs. 60 and head west past Sikeston, from Esainence is Alley Spring
study a situation but live in it.
sight, sounds, and smells of the
The two older children were
through Poplar Bluff to Van State Park. Alley was a family
Initially the thought of driving
market land the whole city for
youngsters then, and we "roughed
Buren, some 85 miles down the camping favorite of ours in the
the length of Mexico to Belize that matter!) bombarded our
it" — sleeping in a tent, cooking on
road.
years past, but we hardly
seemed about as absurd and
senses. Within about a week we
open fires, playing in swift, clear
Big Spring is 75 yards in recognized it. Missouri, taking a
remote as driving to the moon. had adjusted to the heat, the close
streams and making new friends
diameter and gushes forth page from Kentucky's tourism
Our concerns focused upon living living quarters, the open air street
around campfires at night. millions of gallons of clear, cold, book,- Is tapidly developing its
in a Third World country for three shopping, and the convoluted oneUntil iaAt week, however; We blue-green water to feed the park system, and Alley surely is
months with our two-year-old son. way streets packed with
hadn't spent any appreciable time twisting current. John-boat excur- one of its most beautiful.
While other faculty had parpedestrians, bicyclists, and taxis.
in that area — known as the Ozark sions are available at Big Spring
The spring at Alley is about 100
ticipated in the exchange pro- Teaching in Belize was a special
National Scenic Riverways Park, and there's a campground, yards in diameter and pours its
gram. noon had previously taken
treat. I had the rare opportunity to
because of the swift-flowing Curpicnic area, lodge and cottages. waters into Jack's Fork of the Curchildren to Belize.
teach Economic Development in a
rent River — in 15 years. We bare- The lodge also has a fine dining rent. Beside it and carefully
"developing country." Students
ly recognized some of our favorite area. We've eaten there several preserved is an old red grist mill
However, after speaking with
were
motivated,
diligent,
places, now beautiful state parks. times, but it hadn't opened for the with its three stories of antique,
and
geparticipants,
other
some of whom
nuinely interested in "building a Here's what I would suggest for season when we were there last water-driven machinery.
had completed the drive, we
better
Belize."
In
addition,
most
you
if you would like to make this
week.
From Alley Spring and
began to change our minds. After
government officials (some who
trip.
Van Buren is a little town of 750, Eminence, you can head east over
all, others had made it (and loved
• • •
were my students) were equally
right on the Current River. It Missouri 106 past the old powder
it! ), our son is a good traveler, and
interested
to
Columbus,
and
for
Go
a
helpful
first
and,
while
I
purrelies
largely on vacationers for mill at Owls Ben and Blue Spring,
it was a chance to see a major part
change, cross the Mississippi on
sued additional outside-of-class
much of its income. On a typical considered by many the most
of this continent that neither of us
research.
the Columbus-Belmont ferry, one summer day, the current is alive beautiful spot in Missouri. You hit
had ever. seen So, after much
We
tried
of
to
the few still operating on the
take
full
advantage
with people floating past on Highway 21 at Ellington and head
preparation, including academic
river. It takes about 15 minutes to canoes, rubber rafts and inner north for your next stop —
preparation, health precaution, of weekends whenever possible by
cross (if you catch it on the Ken- tubes, all of which are advertised Johnson's Shut-Ins.
car preparation, _ and even_ traveling in and sometimes outside
the
country.
Belize
boasts
the
tucky
side, and the fee is $3 per everywhere.
auditing an introductory Spanish •
car A_ huge—tractor trailer jig- --E.xtremely friandly,-tha-people——The—Shut-In6.—are—a--massive
class (neither of us spoke any Second largest harrier,reel in the
crossed with us, and the weight of promote their area and load you maze of huge, time and waterworld in the crystal clear waters
Spanish), we were ready to go.
of
the
Caribbean.
Trips
to
islanda"
The day after Christmas, we filled
every square inch of our 1977 involved either small boat or sixseater single prop airplane rides.
11:0kIT, MR MfbliK
Ford, squeezed our son's car seat
1,R4Ilk M_Lif,4?44
Having our car enabled us also
PIECIO11ATION4
into the middle of the back seat,
_
to travel inland to visit ancient
UP IN 10 Ntaag
hotED
Nag To try-room
put the spare tire on the roof and
izorliA
Mayan ruins and experience the
CA/fT RE.454 6r
headed South.
gE
WAN 14E12E, MAKIN.t6
MMI1061
,
0
YirgE Ilk OE
-_ biles*than two days wsieactled - !faded fauna and flora of the cowl„ICOK RVICIA,OhrLiNIP6
the border town of Brownsville. --tiy.'Thiring these inland trips, we
I
I
'
64 I..
Texas. There we took care of the learned to appreciate the luxury of
necessary paperwork {Mexican The level paved roads in the U.S.
wirji •
;
r*
Sometimes we found ourselves
I
insurance, tourist visas, car perii
slipping
or
bouncing
along
mud
or
is
mit I and following a request from
dirt one-way mountain roads.
the Mexican customs official for
We learned many things during
"special service," which involved
;$V
our
experience, many more than I
$2 from my wallet to his, we were
could possibly relate here. I
across the Rio Grande and on our
believe a couple are especially
way
worth mentioning however.
MR FIZE:41VENT, I TUIOK
First, in material terms, in the
Unfortunately, our first exIT
IN
sat,
U.S.
we
are
the
most
fortunate
of
perience with driving in Mexico
BE 82AD AIRFVFNEentailed immediately getting lost the fortunate of the world. With
in the border town of Matamoras regait—W the conditions under
After an anxious 30-45 minutes of which most of the world's popula, ,•
unintentional touring the town, we tion lives, it is extremely easy to
found our way out and very slowly slip into an attitude of "out of sight
S
and gradually learned to relax and — out of mind." Given the increasenjoy the adventure. The road sur- ing economic and social inr
faces were quite rough by U.S. terdependence of the world, an
understanding
of
the
perspective
standards, but the scenery was
of the people of other countries
spectacular.
The route alternately traveled will become increasingly importhrough plains, lush tropical hills tant. We were given the opportuniand mountains, and along side the ty to gain new insight into the
Let t et. To Tilt. Editor
deep-blue Gulf of Mexico. While perspective of the people of Belize,
we spent our nights in very nice Mexico, and Guatemala.
Second, high standards of
and relatively inexpensive hotels
In fairly large cities, out days material well-being are not
were spent dodging livestock and necessary for people to be polite,
center — and still dry. A religious
Dear Editor;
Murray nas can be solved by
traveling through villages of huts helpful. and genuinely friendly.
center
— and not wet. Legalized liI
hope
the
citizens
of
Murray
legalizing the sale of alcohol. Murmade of sticks and thatched roofs. Requests for advice, directions,
quor can not add one positive
have given attention to the inforray now has all the control a third
Regularly these villages were provisions, and even help when
mation in our media relative to a
feature to our city. It will add only
class city can have on the sale of
"guarded" by the largest and our car broke down in Mexico 75
evil influences and expensive proreferendum on September 77 for
alcoholic beverages.
most dramatic speed bumps miles from the nearest town,
blems to our city government. It
the
purpose
of
legalizing
the
sale
always
The basic citizenry of Murray
were
responded
to
without
(locally called "sleeping policeusually cost city governments can retain the desirable atof alcoholic beverages in Murray.
ment") we had ever seen. No mat- hesitation and with a genuine feel$4-$17 for each dollar received
As in 1971 and 1985 students at
mosphere and character of Murter how slowly we went over them. ing of warmth and sincerity. We
from local liquor licenses.
Murray State University have
ray by being sure to VOTE NO on
we often could not avoid scraping regularly experienced unsolicited
been used to generate the
September 27, 1988. Remember,
and grinding the underside of our gestures of friendliness in all three
The MSU students who register
necessary petition for an election.
you may be living here for several
overloaded and low -riding countries.
to vote can now be "regular" and
Beneath
the
umbrella
of
Citizens
years
with your children and
We
have
now
returned to our
Granada.
not "temporary" citizens of Murfor a Progressive Murray, MSU
grandchildren. Student voters
We quickly became accustomed secure and easy life in Murray,
ray. They can help pay their share
students with a few faculty and adusually leave in a few years.
to seeing and sometimes being Kentucky. Yes, in many ways
of
auto tax and city auto permits.
ministrators; local merchants
Wayne M. Williams
stopped by groups of Mexican easy! We're very glad to be back,
That should please any academic
that hope to profit financially from
307 North 12th Street
soldiers. The first instance or two but we also feel very fortunate to
mind and let them share some
retail sales; and other local liquor
Murray, Kentucky
was a bit intimidating however — have had an experience that will
responsibility
if Murray goes wet.
advocates again threaten Murray
groups of what appeared to be remain with us for a lifetime.
The
"wet" Progressive students
with the blight of legalizing the
boys with automatic rifles peeping Editor's note: Dr. James P. Me.
can not only vote to turn Murray
sale
of
whiskey,
wine
and
beer.
their heads through our car win- Co,, is an assistant professor of
into a "wet" center for most of our
I've known Murray since 1937
^4•ushl S•nd Inc
dows or briefly searching our econemies at Murray State
neighboring counties but they can
when it was a city of 5,000 people.
trunk while speaking rapidly in University who taught in Base
also be eligible to vote in any of
It has grown to 15,000 without
Spanish with our barely being able during the spring semester.
our
other local elections. They can
legalized liquor. Murray has
help
elect mayors and council
grown in industry and economy
members as well as county ofwithout legal liquor where most of
ficials. In one nearby university
our "wet" cities in western Kentown
students supported and
tucky have not. Murray is acWALTER L APPERSON, Publisher
elected their own mayor.
TED DELANEY, Circulation & Production Manager
claimed the No. I Retirement
DAVE REEVES, Advertising Manager
Area in the USA — with no liquor.
Murray is not perfect. It has
BARB PAYTES, Classified Manager
A medical center, and no liquor
challenges for improvement as
ALICE ROUSE, Business Office Manager
stores, saloons and bars. A
does any third class city.
The Murray Lodger • Times lust's IMP 700,
cultural, educational and tourist
However, not one problem that

4/01447]
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nme vaLt,

Williams rejects idea of legal alcohol sales
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By Ken Wolf
The great American poetphilosopher Ralph Waldo Emerson
(1803-1882) had the ability at times
to get to the heart of an issue in a
few words

Note, for example, this passage
from his essay "Friendship".
Every man alone is sincere.
At the entrance of a second
person, hypocrisy begins.

MM k

1
•

worn boulders through which the
Black River tumbles. Youngsters
delight in climbing across the
rocks above the swift, churning
waters.
When we used to visit the ShutIns, it was privately owned. You
had to walk a half-mile along a
path to the rocks, but this area,
too, has been developed. Now owned by the state and converted into
a beautiful park, it also offers
camping and picnic facilities

Although we were ready to head
for Murray from the Shut-Ins, a
tourist-minded lady at a small
grocery nearby urged us to visit
one more park before we headed
home. Only seven miles away we
found Elephant Rocks State Park,
composed of huge granite
boulders, many shaped like
elephants and some at least 100
feet high.
Paved, marked trails lead
through and over them past the
quarry from which the granite
cobble stones were cut for the early streets of St. Louis. Elephant
Rocks was a new and fascinating
experience for us. Our Jeff
thought they were "neat," and had
a great time climbing over them.
• • •
From Elephant Rocks, it's a
short ride back down Missouri 20
to Ironton where you pickup 72
east to historic Fredericktown,
Jackson and Cape Girardeau and
Interstate 55, then south to
Sikeston and the circle is comlete.
From Sikeston, you can either
take the ferry back across the
Mississippi at Columbus, or take
your place in the long line of cars
and trucks waiting turns to creep
across the single lane over the- ---bridge at Cairo.

Looking 1');
Ten years ago
Lynda Johnson, daughter of Mr, _
and. Mrs. Robert Johnson, has
béñ'iiámë
at NEUF'
ray High School.
James A. Rogers, since 1949 a
member of Administrative Staff at
Murray State University, has announced his retirement effective
June 30.
Installed as officers of Murray
Woman's Club were Bonnie Jones,
Cecilia Brock, Oneida Boyd. Ruth
Wilson. Dorothy McKenzie and
Helen Kline. Anita Poore, governor of First District of Kentucky
Federation of Women's Club, was
guest speaker.
Twenty years ago
Martha Kemp and Kim Smith
are top honor graduates of Murray
University School.
Jackie Mason Canady, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Robert M. Canady,
has enlisted in the U.S. Army and
is now taking basic training at
Fort Campbell.
Sherry McCuiston and Donald
Edwards were married May 11 at
Cherry Corner Baptist Church.
Elected as cheerleaders at Murray High School were Cindy Alexander, Kathy Crider, Debbie Edmonds, Kathy Ann Lockhart,
Anita McDowell and Jennie
Barker.
Thirty years ago
Nine sets of twins enrolled the
past year at Almo High School
were Brenda and Linda Johnston;
Vickie and Rickie Hopkins; Dick
and Tom Schroader Garry and
Larry Edwards; Glenda and Linda Canady; Suzanne and Suzette
Evans; Brenda and Linda Parker;
Carolyn and Marilyn Garrison:
and Ricky and Randy.Young.
Army PFC John Pittman, son of
Mr. and Mrs. John Pittman. is serving in Augsburg, Germany.
Elected as cheerleaders at Murray Training School are Gwynn
Blalock, Judy Grogan, Judy
Clark, Judy Thomas and Phyllis
Gibbs.
Forty years ago
Murray Fire Chief William
Spencer requested today that all
home owners in Murray place
their correct house number in a
place where it can easily be seen
from the street. This is imperative
in event of a fire at a home.
Elected as officers of Murray
Lions Club were Leonard Vaughn,
Haron West, O.A. Adams, Wesley
Waldrop, W.B. Moser, Isaac Ford,
Charles Baugh, Henry Fulton,
Bryan Tolley and Otto Swann.
Mrs. W.W. McElrath, Mrs. W.P.
Williams, Mrs. J.D. Peterson,
Mrs. W.S. Swann, Mrs. A.F.
Doran, Mrs. H.P. Wear, Mrs
Albert Lassiter, Mrs. Tom Banks,
Mrs. Fred Gingles and Mrs. F.D.
McConnell are new officers of J.N.
Williams Chapter of the United
Daughters of the Confederacy.

Brenda Donelson and Suzie
England presented the Employer
of the Month Award on behalf of
the Work Activities Training
Center for the Handicapped
(W.A.T.C.H.) The recipient for
May is Ted Vaughn,owner of Murray Fabrics.
The award is presented monthly
in an effort to recognize local
businesses for their confidence in
the handicapped worker and including them in the workforce.
Since November of last year.
Donelson and England have been
responsible for the folding and
bundling of Kevlar, a material used in protective clothing which is
manufactured at Murray Fabrics.
In addition, Vaughn has recently
hired another worker to provide
janitorial services at his business.
Ted Vaughn,left, owner of Murray Fabrics,accepts the Employer of the
Since the introduction of the
Month Award on behalf of Work Activities Training Center for the Han- Supported Employment program,
dic.apped (W.A.T.C.H.) from Susie England, center, and Brenda
W.A.T.C.H. has made 26
Donelson.
placements, with a 92 percent success rate after the training period.
In addition, 80 percent of those
workers placed since 1985 remain
employed. The best indication of
the success _of the program is the
fact that one-third of the
businesses participating have
hired additional workers.
Some incentives for businesses
to hire handicapped workers include one-half wage reimbursement for 400 training hours, commensurate wages, a federal tax
credit, and total on-the-job training by a job coach.
Any employer who wishes to
participate or learn more about
the prtigram is encouraged to contact Patrice Klobe at W.A.T.C.H.
at 759-1965.

Glassco-Eells wedding planned
The approaching marriage of
Miss Lisa Michelle Glassco to
John Christopher Eells, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Don Eells of Murray, has
been announced by her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Lamar Glassco of
Hamlin.
Miss Glassco is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Mario
Nanni of Detroit, Mich., Mr. and
Mrs. John Funk of Livonia, Mich.,
and Mr.and Mrs. Jack Edwards of
Paducah.
Mr. Eells is the grandson of
Harold Eells and the late Mrs.
Elizabeth Eells of Rossville, Ill.,
and of Mrs. Shirley Moore and the
late Roy Moore of Minneapolis,
Minn.
The bride-elect is a 1988
graduate of Calloway County High
School.
The groom -to-be is a 1988
graduate of Calloway County High
School and will be attending
Oklahoma University.
The wedding vows will be solemnized on Saturday, June 11, at 5
p.m. at First United Methodist
Church, Murray.
A reception will follOw at the
church.
All friends and relatives are invited to attend the wedding and
the reception. Only out-of-town invitations will be sent.

Hazel Woman's Club held its
April meeting at the Miller Courthouse Annex in Murray.
The members participated in a

OPENS TODAY EVERYWHERE

THE WORLD'S FAVORITE
ADVENTURER IS RACK
FOR MORE. MUCH MORE
PAUL HOGAN

Lisa Michelle Glassco and
John Christopher Fells to marry

mock trial. County officials the Kentucky Federatio
n of
donated their Um to show a work- Women's Clubs at Frankfort
were
ing court and explain the
Marylin Liddle, Clarkie Butterprocedures.
worth, Linda Thomas, Ann Wilson
Officials were Circuit Court and Ruth Barnhill.
Clerk Ann Wilson; County AtPlans were completed for the
torney Robert 0. Miller; At- annual luncheon
for Hazel Senior
torney Public Defender Warren Citizens on Saturday. May 21,
at
Hopkirk; gheriff-1
.-iiaast-Commualtry-Cantes—
and District Judge Leslie Furches.
The club voted to donate four $50
Janice Wilkinson. Elaine savings bonds to Project
GraduaPaschall. Marylin Liddle and
tion of Calloway County High
Hilda Bennett, club members, School for the
event on May 26 and
acted as plaintiff, defendant and 27.
witnesses.
Refreshments were served by
Jurors were Nancy Overbey, Mrs. Wilkinson, Mrs. Wilson and
Betty Hudson, Clarkie Butter- Mrs. Paschall. Also present were
worm — Rath'-13arnhI1l.
-- —Sharan'Ray:Patty- Khotrifid Pit
Gallimore and Belinda Elliott.
Latimer, members, and Carolyn
Members of the Hazel club atMarshall, Linda Lane and Betty
tending the Spring Conference of
Kell, guests.

•2fish fillets

•a generous portion of
boneless chicken fillets
•sweet n'sour sauce
-french fries •cole slaw
-2 hushpuppies

The first was for himself.
The second was for his country.
This time it's to save his friend.

Chestnut Hills Shopping Center — Murrit
753-9383

Joanna Gibbs, left, and Gins Coursey, right, members of the senior
class of Calloway County High School, accept the four $50 savings bonds
given for Project Graduation. Sandra Gallimore, center, made the
presentation for Hazel Vioman's Club.

Has The

Hottest Looks For The Hottest Days
Over 300 Suits To Choose From
All Swimwear 1/3 Off
Beverly Hills Polo
Used
NAF-NAF
Bad

Three newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Tuesday, May
24, have been released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Ricker baby girl, parents,
Melissa and Vernon, Lynn Grove
Apts. No. 5, Lynn Grove;
Williams baby boy, parents,
Vonda and John, Rt. 1, Box 440,
Springville, Tenn.;
BARGAIN SHOWS
Sat., Sun. Aft. & Tues
All Seats '2.50

WARM UP TO SUMMER—Ladies
A Special Store
With Special Looks
For EXTRA Special
Girls & Ladies.

ALL S rin Merchandise
Large Rack
Selected Items

50%

OFF

300Io OFF
NOVI Minn,
lkiwriam. mow • Oval m.o.
Wlvolams of loseviiii
Gaol OW, Ms Uwe • SiVirr
iV
illea.•11•11 11 le • limo IOW 1 IV

Lowe baby boy, mother, Ann
Castle, Rt. 6, Box 292E, Murray.
Dismissals
Mrs. Mavis Robinson, Rt. 1, Box
197, Puryear, Tenn.; Miss Sharon
Cole and baby boy, Box 721,
Camden, Tenn.;
Miss Kellie Williams, E-29 MurCal Apts., Murray; James Lipford, 1505 Diuguid Dr., Murray;
Mrs. Faye Albin, Rt. 7, Box 173,
Mayfield;
Mrs. Linda Lyons and baby boy,
Box 73, Paris,Tenn.; Freddie Norton, 105 Shady Oaks Trailer Park,
Murray;
Stephen Wilkins, Rt. 8, Box 83,
Benton; R.C. Sheridan, Rt. 7, Box
123, Mayfield; Mrs. Ethel Mitchutes), 749 Riley Ct., Murray;
Mrs. Alma Pearl Jackson ,Rt. 1,
Box 57, Mmo; Hewlett Cooper, Rt.
7, Box 854, Murray; Roland Byrne,
HC Box 202, New Concord;
Mrs. Ruby Bonnin, Box 115,
Hazel; Thurman Albin, Rt. 7, Box
173, Mayfield; Omus Flora, Long
Term Care, MCCH.
One newborn admission and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital on Wednesday,
May Z, have been released as
follows:
(001Ird On Page5)
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Dick and Clark vows are solemnized at church
Miss Catherine Nell Dick and
Jeff Alan Clark were married on
Saturday, April 30, at 6 p.m. in the
santuary of First United
Methodist Church, Murray.
The Rev. Nowell A. Bingham officiated. Music was presented by
Joan Bowker, organist; Rhonda
Bedwell, trumpeter; Melissa Ann
Cain and Randall Black, vocalists.
The bride is the daughter of Mrs.
Wanda Farmer Dick and Joe Dick
of Murray.
Parents of the groom are Mr.
and Mrs. E. James Clark of
Overland Park, Kan.
The bride was escorted to the
altar by her father.
The bodice and fitted sleeves of
her white, formal length gown
were of reembroidered Alencon
lace overlaid with scattered pearls
and iridescent sequins and opened
into a v-shape in the back. It was
accented by dangling pearls at the
point of the basque waist, in the
front center of the bodice, and at
the center of the scalloped
neckline. The full skirt fell from
the basque waist into a chapel
length train edged with matching
lace.
She wore a small pillbox hat
covered in reemhroidered Alen.
ince-overlatd-with-pearis and
sequins-which matched the bodice
of her gown. Centered on the front
of the hat was an applique covered
in bugle beads and short dangling
pearls. The bat. k of the hat
featured a small ruffled pouf.
covered with scattered pearls,
which held her fingertip veil of
illusion.
The bride carried a cascade
bouquet of white tulips and roses,
lily of the valley, mock orange and
miniature ivy.
Miss Carol Dick of Atlanta. Ga..
twin sister of the bride, was maid
of honor.
Bridesmaids were Dr Leeanna
Dick of Durham. N.C., sister of the
bride; Miss Amanda Holt of Atlanta; Miss Melissa Ann Cain of Des
Peres., --Ms,. -tousin of
Mrs. Karen Cocke Clark of Fairfax. Va.; and Mrs. Jill Clark Lyles
of Paducah, sister of the groom.
Each of the attendants wore a
sleeveless, black taffeta. ballerina
length, sheath gown featuring a

large, white satin, cowl drape over
the bodice and forming a deep V in
the back. Each wore elbow length
gloves and carried an arm bouquet of long stemmed red tulips
tied with white satin bows.
The father of the groom was best
man.
Groomsmen were Everett Lyles
of Paducah, brother-in-law of the
groom; Jay Wyatt of Charleston,
S.C.; Tom Washburn of Kansas City, Kan.; Todd Doyle of Nashville,
Tenn.; and Chip Sloan of Paducah.
Howard Crittenden of Murray
and Scott Orr of Charlotte, N.C.,
served as ushers and •
candlelighters.
The groom and his attendans
wore traditional black tuxedoes
with white shirts and black bow
ties. Their boutonnieres were of lily of the valley.
The bride's mother wore a
mauve tea length dress covered in
ivory lace. The mother of the
groom wore a tea length dress of
rose moire. Their flowers were of
cymbidium orchids.
The guest register was attended
by Miss Becky West of Nashville
and Mrs. Danna Cain Gresham of
Tulsa, Okla., cousin of the bride.
Mrs. Patricia Holt and Mrs.
Rosemary---Jetfrer-T urman
directed the wedding.
--Clarr-butire---district—manager or
A recePtion follow-WiTthe Murthe Snappy car rental company for
ray Country Club. Assisting the
the Atlanta area.
bride's parents as hostesses were
The bride is a graduate of MurMrs. Rebecca West and Mrs. Jean
ray High School and Murray State
Lindsey.
University where she was a
Music was provided by Rick
member of Sigma Sigma Sigma
Crago of Owensboro, disc jockey.
social sorority.
Floral arrangements were of
The groom is a graduate of Lone
red and white tulips and roses, Oak High School and attended the
white snapdragons, lily of the
University of Kentucky. He later
valley, mock orange, red gerbera
finished at Murray State.
daisies, springerii and ivy.
After the wedding rehearsal, the
Serving at the reception were
groom's parents entertained the
Miss Susan Crass of Louisville.
members of the wedding party
Miss Glenda Farmer of
and their guests with a dinner at
Metropolis, Ill., Miss Stacy Fulton
the Brass Lantern in Aurora.
of Nashville, Mrs. Tracey Brown
Following the rehearsal dinner,
Hendrix of Versailles, and Mrs. a party for friends and out-of-town
Evelyn Wilson Chilcutt, Mrs. Jane
guests of the bridal couple was
Hall, Mrs. Lanette Hunt and Mrs. given by Miss Amanda Holt and
Mary Lou Rayburn, all of Murray. Miss Carol Dick at the home of
Following a wedding trip - to Miss Holt's parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Hawaii, the new Mr. and Mrs. Bill Holt, on Gibbs Store Road,
Clark are residing in Atlanta. Mrs. Murray.
Clark is a retail merchandizer
A brunch honoring the bride's
with Southern Sales Force and Mr. attendants was given at the home

Wedding vows said
Ms. Nellie C. Walker of Decatur, Ill., and Leonard Dunnaway
of Rt. 8,
Murray, were married on Saturday, April 16, at 2 p.m. at West
Side
Church of the Nazarene, Decatur. The Rev. Leslie Wooten of the
Oak.
Grove Clitirchliflhe itat.arene officiated itthe ceremony.

Mrs JeffAlan Clark
of the bride's mother- on—Lynn
Grove Road on Friday, April 29.
Other hostesses were Mrs. Jane
Cocke of Calvert City and Mrs.
Ann Cain of Des Peres, Mo.
Mrs. Tracey Brown Hendrix and
Miss Stacy Fulton entertained
with a personal shower for the
bride-elect at the home of Miss
Fulton's father, Henry Fulton, on
Dogwood Drive, Murray.
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Nameplate Family Restaurant

fle
fle

(0
(1' 8 Oz. New York Strip

ALL YOU CAN EAT
Boneless Fish or Catfish Steaks

A coffee in honor of the brideelect was given at in the Hospitality Room of the University Branch
of the Bank of Murray. Hostesses
were Neva G. Allbritten, Evelyn
Chilcutt, Sally Crass, Ann Doran,
Marjorie Dunn, Polly Garland,
Edith Garrison, Martha Guier, Vivian Hale, Nan! Hewitt, pa Holt,
Rebecca Irvan, Marie Lassiter,
Betty Lowry, Marilyn McCuiston,
Patricia Miller, Dorothy Nanny,
thus Orr, Ella Mae Quertermous,
Rosemary Thurman, Betty Sue
Vinson and Juliet Wallis

759-1864

sol

2RICANTS
p
Fridays til 8:30 p.m.
Sundays 1:00 - 5:00
Monday Memorial Day
10:00-4:00

lack of sufficient numbers of
foster homes for the hundreds of
children placed in foster care in
this state each year.
Calloway Countians interested
in learning more about local foster
care needs may call the Social
Services office in Murray,
753-5362.
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Newborn admission
Francis baby girl, parents,
Rebecca and Steven, Box 1024,
Cadiz:
Dism issals
Miss Delana Fuller and baby
boy, 138 Washington Court,
Camden, Tenn.; Mrs. Margaret
Johnson, E-1 Coach Estates,
Murray;
Mrs. Marylan Suiter, Rt. 2, Box
16C, Murray; Willie Perry, E-16
Fox Meadows, Murray; Buel
Stalls Jr., 407 North Fifth St.,
Murray;
David Alan Southerland, Rt. 2,
Box 3B, Hazel; Miss Angela
Turner, Rt. 7, Box 402, Benton;
Mrs. Ruth Ann Renner, 2526
Sassafras St., Anderson, Ind.;
Mrs. Terri Wallace, Rt. 1, Box
57A, Henry, Tenn.; Ethelbert
Hamil, 1807 Myron Courey Dr.,
Hickman;
Mrs. Alma Fortner, K-1
Southside Manor, Murray; Mrs.
Sue Wicker, 208 North Eighth St.,
Murray; Mrs. Virginia Swarm, 700
South 16th St., Murray.

Thurs, Fri & Sot

4 Day Week-en
Awns
loe

(Cont'd from page 4)

"The folks who attended the
conference are now a part of our
training program back on the local
level, and we hope this will
strengthen Kentucky's system of
providing this temporary care for
children in need of protection."
A continuing problem facing
Kentucky's foster care system is a

'Every

1908 Coldwater Rd.

De Voers attend state foster parents meeting
state's efforts to have better trained foster parents.
"Child-adult situations occur in
a foster home that might never
arise in a natural family setting,"
Michalczyk said "It's the nature
of being a volunteer parent to a
child who has been abused,
neglected or abandoned

ok,

475

dEramoi

FRANKFORT — Two Calloway
County residents recently participated in a three-day discussion
on issues related to their volunteer
work as Kentucky foster parents.
James and Mary Ellen DeVoer
represented other foster families
In the Purchase District region at
"Kentucky Families: Together
and Safe — Foster Parents Helping To Make A Difference," a
state-sponsored conference May
12-14 at the Capitol Plaza Hotel in
Frankfort
The conference coincided with
Gov. Wallace G. Wilkinson's
declaration of May as Foster
Parent Appreciation Month in
Kentucky
In addition to the Calloway
County delegation, an estimated
200 foster parents, along with staff
from the Department for Social
Services, took part in workshops
on topics including helping a foster
child deal with separation from
the natural family, the impact of
Kentucky's new Juvenile Code on
foster care and state planning for
the needs of foster children with
AIDS.
Social Services Commissioner
Larry Michalczyk said the conference i an important part of the

Good
Thurs.-Sat.
May 26-28

$475

'Includes choice of potato, tossed
salad & french bread
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Wedding vows will be said July 16
Mr. and Mrs. John Amos Armstrong of Hazel announce the
engagement and approaching
marriage of their daughter, Miss
Tracy West, to Johnny Feagin, son
of Mrs. Jeanette Feagin of
Mayfield and the late Basil M.
Feagin.
The bride-elect plans to
graduate from Graves County
High School and attend Murray
State University for a degree in
business administration.
She is employed at Seafood Express family restaurant in
Murray.
The groom-elect is a 1987
graduate of Graves County High
School. He is employed at
Shelton's Automotive in Mayfield.
The wedding vows will be exchanged on Saturday, July 16, at 2
p.m. at New Life Baptist Church,
Mayfield.
A reception will follow the
ceremony.
All friends and relatives are invited to attend the wedding and
the reception.

These 11 Murray women have just gotten off the bus at Paducah and are waiting for R.P. Hodge, minister of
Youth/Education of First Baptist Church, to take them to Murray in the church van. They, along with Estelle
Gray, who had gotten off at a previous stop, attended the WMU Centennial Celebration in Richmond, Va. They
are, from left, Pauline Wainscott, Memorial Church, Pauline Waggener, Frances Brown, Thelma Warford,
Louise Swann, Lula Bell Hodges, Frances Butterworth, Opal Howard, Virginia Biggins, Edna McKinney and
Jane Lane, all of First Baptist.

Murrayans attend celebration
By JO BURKEEN
Murray Today Editor
Twelve Murray women have
returned from attending the
centennial celebration of
-Woman's Missionary Union, Aux-thary-to-Southern-Bapttst Oxiven-

lion, held May 13 and 14 at Richmond, Va.
Attending were Dr. Pauline
Waggener, director of %VW:Council; Estelle Gray, director of
Blood River Baptist Associational WMU-;-Frances Brown, 'Thelma

lktio
Tracy West and
_Johnny Feagin to marry
Priscilla Presley
incensed about
reports on Elvis

MURRAY TODAY

We

NOW. Have
Men's

EastlandPenny Loafers

only

34"

Factory Discount Shoes
1(ith

\lain

7)3-9419

LOS ANGELES(AP) — Actress
Priscilla Presley says she's incensed over reports that her exhusband Elvis Presley is alive and
in seclusion.
Such claims by "supposedly
reputable journalists," she said,
are nonsense and harmful to
herself and 20-year-old daughter,
Lisa Marie, Elvis' only child.
Miss Presley, who was married
to.
frbtn- -1967 to 1972:
-Wednesday she was referring to
KABC-TV's four-part series called
Is Elvis Alive?"
The report mentioned Atlanta
author Gail Giorgio, whose book,
The Most Incredible Elvis
Presley Story Ever Told," purports the King of Rock 'n' Roll
may still be swinging. Ms. Giorgio
claims she has an audio tape of
Elvis speaking in 1980.
Presley died in 1977, four years
after Priscilla Presley divorced
him.
It infuriates me that certain
journalists have decided to exploit
Elvis Presley's death merely for
the sake of newspaper sales and
higher ratings," Miss Presley
said.
The Los Angeles station's news
director, Terry Crofoot, said, "It
isn't KABC's claim that Elvis is
alive. It would be ludicrous for us
to say that."

SPECIALS
Rent 7 Movies
for only
- Each Additional ,Movie Only 99`

$0

Estelle Gray, First Baptist Church, Murray,and director of Blood River
Baptist Aseociational WMU,shows the banner she carried in the processional at the special litocessional at the WMI. Centennial Celebration at
Richmond, Va., on May 14.

Pictured Is the artist's view of the organizing of the Woman's Missionary Union, Auxiliary to the Southern Baptist Convention. The national missions organisation for Baptist women was organized on May
14, 1888, in a basement room of Broad Street Methodist Church, Richmond, Va. This is by Sidney E. King, artist, from the Mural, Virginia
Baptist Historical Society, and was purchased by Murrayans attending
the WMU Centennial Celebration at Richmond, Va.

Choose from over 2850 Movies
VCR Rentals Only *8.95

FREE Popcorn & Cokes
LADIES' WEAR 20%-60% off
Jackets
Dresses

$15.00 Swimsuits
(One Rack) $5.00 Pants

80% off
$10.00 & less

CHILDREN'S WEAR Now 20497
0-50% off
-Every Day's A Sale Day At Jo'An'a'

200 E MAIN ST., MURRAY, KY 42071

PHONE 502 / 753-8201

JO-AN'S Varieties On the Square
•We will be closed Memorial Day

Warford, Louise Swann, Lola Bell
Hodges, Frances Butterworth,
Opal Howard, Virginia Riggins.
Edna McKinney and Jane Lane,
all of First Baptist, and Pauline

—These - 12 women were among
the 80 women from the Western
end of Kentucky going by two
buses from Paducah in a conducted Price Tour Group.
Before arriving at the conven.
tion the group spent a day
sightseeing at Washington, I) C.
and Williamsburg, Va.
More than 11,000 persons were in
Richmond for the centennial
celebration.
Tours of the Foreign Mission
Board and the Mission Learning
Center were taken. At the learning
center is where the missionaries
take orientation before going on
the mission field and returned
there for a debriefing when returning from the mission tour.
The WMU. was .organized- on-May 14, 1888, in a basement room
of Broad Street Methodist Church,
Richmond. The document signed
started with "We, the women of
the churches connected with the
Souther Baptist Convention,
.desirowl of stimulating the
Virit.an.0
9.1 SIYing among the women and
children of the churches, and
aiding in the collecting of funds for
missionary purposes, to be
disbursed by the Boards of the
South Baptist Convention, and
disclaiming all intention of independent action, organize..."
The permanent watchword for
the WMU is "Laborers together
with God," I Corinthians 3.9
Mrs. Gray carried the banner
for Blood River WMU for the pro.
cessional at the Saturday afternoon session
A highlight of the Friday evening session was the testimony
panel on "Consider the outcome of
their lives" by Kathleen Jones,
native of Murray, missionary doctor in Indonesia; Thelma Bagby,
missionary dynasty in Brazil;
Jimmy Anderson, among Indian
people in Oklahoma; C. Anne
Davis, the heritage of the WMU
Training School; and Cherry
Chang, missions in China Bearing
fruit in the United States.
The Saturday morning session
included a "Remember your
leaders" showing dramatic
moments in WMU History. Many
of the women dressed in clothing
styles of the 1888 year. Among
those participating in this from
Murray were Waggener,
Wainscott, Swann, Warford and
Howard.
Saturday at 2 p.m. was a nationwide television broadcast via
signal services over Baptist
Telecommunication Network and
American Christian Telvision.
System. This was seen at First
Church here at the WMU meeeting
held to coincide with the
broadcast.
At the concluding session Saturday evening, Dr. Keith Parks,
president of Foreign Mission
Board, gave the charge to the
Woman's Missionary Union.
Presentation of 27 home missionaries and 3,856 foreign missionaries was made in an impressive ceremony to conclude the
centennial celebration.
The Saturday night banquets
took place for 8,000 women. The
"simultaneous banquet" was so
large it required 13 sites.
The Murray women expressed
their amazement at the large
number of people gathered for the
celebration. They praised the
special music, speakers, etc. for
this 100th celebration.
In one of the most incredible
coincidences of American history,
the second and third presidents of
the United States - John Adams
and Thomas Jefferson - both died
on July 4, 18243, 50 years to the day
after the Declaration of Independence was adopted.

•
•
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Coming community events listed
Thursday, May 243
Compassionate i'acent Support
Group will meet at 7:30 p.m. at
Calloway County Health Department, North Seventh and Olive
Streets. For information call
753-3881.
Front Porch Swing is scheduled
to rehearse at 7 p.m. at First
Christian Church.
---Murray High School Corn•
mencement will be at 8 p.m. at
Lovett Auditorium, Murray State
University.
---Calloway County High School
Commencement will be at 7 p.m.
at Jeffrey Gymnasium, CCHS.
Project Graduation party will
follow from 11 p.m. to 6 a.m.

Saturday, May 28
cafeteria of Calloway County High
School
-- - Main Street Youth Center at 205
North Fourth St. will be open from
1 p.m. to midnight. For information call 753-TEEN.
--- Dance with music by Showdown
will be from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. at
Murray Moose Lodge. This is for
members only.
-- - AA and Al-Anon will meet at 8
p.m. at American Legion
Building, South Sixth and Maple
Streets.
Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Log Construction Workshop from 9 a.m. to 5
p.m. and Iron Industry at 10:30
a.m. and 1 : 30 p.m. at
Homeplaee-1850 Taxidermy
Show from 9:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. at
Woodlands Nature Center.
Natural Dyes from 1 to 3 p.m. at
Empire Farm.
-- - An Appaloosa Horse Show will
begin at 8 a.m. in West Kentucky
Livestock and Exposition Center.
Admission is free.

Murray Women of the Moose
will meet at 8 p.m.---AA and Al-Anon will have closed
meetings at 8 p.m. at Senior
Czens' Center Benton. For information, call 759-4059, 762-3399,
753-7764 or 753-7663.
---Murray Single Connection will
meet at 7 p.m. in third floor
classroom, Educational Building,
29 _
. Sunia-y:qay,
Find United - Methioditt
Flint Baptist Church will have
For information call--Glen--at
its annual ha:Deccan+
•
IF 1 , rerta-at 753-2513-15I—
Carol at 753-2596.
- GEM =In

MM.

Sunday, May 29
Ken Hainsworth who will leave
for mission service soon will be
honored from 11:50 a.m. to 1 p.m.
at Murray Chapel of Reorganized
Church of Jesus Christ of Latterday Saints.
-- -Melody Parker will present a
piano recital at 2:30 p.m. in
Recital Hall Annex, Doyle Fine
Arts Center, Murray State
University.
---Crafts in the Village will be from
9 a.m. to 6 p.m. at Kentucky Dam
Village State Park, Gilbertsville.
--- AA will have a closed meeting at
4 p.m. at American Legion
Building, South Sixth and Maple
Streets. For information call

DR.GOTT
Peter
Gott, M.D.

Washing may help
skin problems
DEAR DR. GOTT: I have beautiful
skin on my face but mliattacks
covered with pimples. How can 1

Sunday, May 29
759-4059, 762-3399, 753-7764 or
753-7663.
---Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Taxidermy
Show from 9:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. and
Hummingbird and Butterfly
Gardening at 2 p.m. at Woodlands
Nature Center; Inron Industry at
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. at
Homeplace-1850.

Crafts in Village planned
Crafts in the Village will be Saturday and Sunday, May 28 and 29, at
Kentucky Dam Village State Park, Gilbertsville. Handcrafted items only will be exhibited and sold. In addition to exhibits, skilld craftsmen will
demonstrate their unique talents. No admission fee will be charged.
This event will be sponsored by Village Craftsmen's Guild, Gilbertsville.

United Way to take applications
Applications for agency's membeship in the United Way of Murray
and Calloway County should be made by Friday, July 1, according to
Bob Cornelison, president. Applications may be mailed to United Way.
P.O. Box 1011, Murray, Ky. 42071.

Scott 'descendents plan event

An Appaloosa Horse Show will
begin at 8 a.m. at West Kentucky
The descendents and friends of Mrs. Fannie Page Scott will meet for a
Livestock Show and Exposition
reunion on Saturday, May 28, at Murray-Calloway County Park. A
Center. Admission is free.
potluck meal will be served at 1 p.m.
---Calloway County Public Library
will be closed today.
-- -St. Leo's Catholic Church and St. John's Episcopal Church will have a
clear up this embarrassing situation? joint Vacation Bible School starting Monday, June 6, and continuing
DEAR READER: Complexion through Friday, June 10, at St. Leo's Parish Center at North 12th and
problems often appear on the but- Payne Streets. "Jesus Loves Me" will be the theme of the school from 9
tocks without skin elsewhere on the to 11:45 a.m. each morning for children, four years of age through
Grade
body being affected. In part, this may
6.
Students
will
participate
in
Bible
stories,
art
activities,
music,
service
be because the buttocks are almost always covered; therefore, increased projects, recreation and worship. Persons may register their children
sweating can contribute to skin blem- by calling Sr. Mary Anne at St. Leo's, 759-1621. The registration deadline
ishes in this area, as can prolonged is Tuesday, May 31.
sitting and non-absorbent underwear.
Try washing your behind with bacterial soap, such as Dial or Betadine,
twice a day. This will reduce the bacMembers of the Wheatley family whose ancestors settled in Benton
terial count on your skin, thereby
making skin infections less likely. Jo_ CAKIntys_Tenn.. will gather for a reunion at Paris Landing State Park on
addition, change to cotton undergar- Monday, May 90. The event will begin at 10 a.m. at the large pavilion in
ntents. Finally, some people have dis=-- the_parluThose attending-areasked to brbtg a_potluck dish,lawn c : I •,
covered that regular Waslu-ngieith an old pictures, familYhistoriiiiind
abrasive soap, such as Lava, will
gently remove the occlusive outer
layer of dead skin, permitting the
pores to breathe.
Murray Country Club will host a Memorial Day Golf Scramble on
If these simple measures are ineffective, you may have to consider Monday, May 30, at 5 p.m. This will be a 2, 3or 4 person team event.
seeking professional attention from a
skin specialist.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I don't make
earwax and my ears are dry and
Each Thursday night Murray Country Club will be holding its men's
scaly. Eardrops only help temporarstag night golf scrambles. The event will start at 5 p.m. and will be
ily. Is there another solution?
DEAR READER: Everybody followed by a steak dinner. Each team is made up of two to four players
makes earwax (cerumen), but there is for a nine-hole tournament. No reservations are need for golf but reserenormous variation in quality and vations are required for dinner. Last week's winners were the team of
quantity. If your ear canals are un- Roy McKendree, Jim Pickens and Dave Reeves who shot a four under
usually dry, you may have a skin dis- par to win by one shot.
order, such as psoriasis or seborrhea,
that is the cause of your ailment. See
a doctor for diagnosis.
For more information, I'm sending
you a 'free copy of my Health Report
Independence United Methodist Church will have Its monthly singing
on "Eczema-and Psoriasis." Other on Saturday, May 28, at 7 p.m. The Decisions will be the featured group.
readers who want a copy of this re- The church is located 24 miles east of Almo and the public is invited, a
port should send $1 and their name church spokesman said.
and address to PO. Box 91369, Cleveland, OH 44101-3369. Be sure to ask
for the report by name.

Churches plan Bible School

Wheatley family plans reunion

Independence plans singing

Youth Center plans cookout

In 1792, a highwayman named
Nicolas-Jacques Pelletier became
the first person under French law
to be executed by the guillotine.

AA and Al.Anon will meet at 8
p.m. at J.U. Kevil Center, South
10th Street Extended. Mayfield.

Puryear Day. sponsored by
Puryear Lioness Club, will begin
with grand parade at 10 a.m
followed by special events
throughout the day.
--- Owens-Bynum Family Reunion
will be at Columbus Belmont State
Park. For information call
436-2864 or 1-247-1307.
-- -Alpha Department of Murray
Woman's Club is scheduled to
meet at 12 noon
-- - Annual Belles and Beaux
Couples Golf Tournament will be
at Oaks Country Club.
-- - South Marshall High School
Class of 1958 will hold a class reti
nion at 7 p.m. at Ken Bar Inn
--- A reunion of all persons who
have attended Old Faxon High
School will be at 5 p.m. at

DATEBOOK

Men's events tonight.at club

Games will be played at 8 p.m.
at Murray Moose.Lodge.

Saturday, May 29
Monthly singing featuring The
Detisions will be at 7 p.m. at Independence United Methodist
Church.
--- Descendents and friends of Mrs.
Fannie Page Scott will have a
potluck meal at 1 p.m. at Murray.
Calloway County Park.
--- Crafts in the Village will be from
9 a.m. to 6 p.m. at Kentucky Dam
Village State Park, Gilbertsville
-- -Murray-Calloway County Park
will open the swimming pool at 12
noon.
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Golf scramble at club Monday

Friday, May r:
Kentucky Lake Chapter of Na.
tional Association of Retired
Federal Employees will meet at
11 :30 a.m. at Sirloin Stockade.
-- - Memorial Baptist Church Puppeteers will perform at Piney
Campground. Land Between the
Lakes, at 7 p.m
--- Health Express of MurrayCalloway County Hospital will be
at Kirk's Store at Paris Landing
from 9 to 11 a.m. and at Piney
Campground in Land Between the
.Lake from 12-10- to 2730- p
Blood pressure, cholesterol,
triglyceride, anemia and diabetes
screenings and colon cancer kits
will be offered

'Events In Land Between the
Lakes will include Log Construc•
tion Workshop from 9 a.m. to 5
p.m. and Iron Industry at 10:30
a.m and 1.30 p.m. at
Homeplace-1850.
--- Senior citizens' activities will be
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel and
Willis Centers.
- -Square and round dancing with
music by Sharecropper will be
from 7:30 to 11 p.m. at Lynn Grove
Roller Rink.
-- - Main Street Youth Center at 205
North Fourth St. will be open from
4 p.m to 12 midnight. A cookout
will be from 6 to 8 p.m. followed by
program by YIELD, a local Christian contemporary group. For information call 70-TEEN.

THURSDAY, MAY 24, ism

3 BIG CHANCES
To Take Advantage
of Memorial Day
Weekend Sale Prices

Key wins at pageant
Kellie Renee Key was named first runner-up at the the America's Cover
Mission Pageant held Saturday, April 9, at Holiday Inn, Murray. She
received a two-foot trophy. She also won first runner-up in sportswear
and received a two-foot trophy. Kellie is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Nelson Key; the granddaughter of Mrs. %•ermell Key and Mr. and Mrs.
Carlos Elkins; and the great-granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. C.E. Jones,
all of Murray. Her sponsor D. & W. Auto Supplies.

•Friday, May 27
•Saturday, May 28
•Monday, May 30(10 a.m.-3 p.m.)

Quick Check
Petro
Open 7 Days a Week

Fine home furnishings for every room in
your home will be sale priced. Come in and

Good May 26-May 31

Ham Sandwich

$2.29 lb.
Ruffle's Chips

99

(excluding Ralph Lauren)
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Jersey Gloves

790Pair

6 pk.- Coke Cans

16 oz. Return
R.C.

Hwy. 641 N.

Century
Drexel
Harden \
lEienredorR
Heritage
Laura Ashley
Richardson Bros.
Stanley and more!

990

$2.99
Pair
First Quality
9.59

Save on
bedrooms,
dining rooms &
upholstery by:

2 - Liters
Coke

8 oz.

". 1

p 111 1,'L

690

0

i !0, --. 1
1:: ,-111; ,,„L
lim
,_._.., ......

and more,on our
in stock selection

Ice

Deli Ham

_— _ -

TZWPIW7217
644
77""

Save 25%-50%

790

$1.49

_._ _
•

shop early for the best selection.

Potato Salad

16 oz. Fountain Drink

Main Street Youth Center at 205 North Fourth St., Murray, will host an
end of school celebration for all youth, ages 12 to 18, on Friday, May 27.2=1=
Included in the celebration will be a cookout from 6 to 8 p.m. and live
entertainment by YIELD, a local Christian contemporary group. Rick
and Kathy Walls, directors, invite all youth to come and join in the
celebration.

Mrartin
„
Inkriors of cliatinction

QU6
t@

0

9.59
Murray

753-4986

3:

American Express
Rust & Martin
Charge invited.
.

511 Lone Oak Road
in Fiannan Plaza
(502) 443-0077
9:30-5:00 Fri. & Sat., May 27 Sr 28
10 a.m.-3 p.m. Monday, May 30,
_ •
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Gwyn Key honored
at special events
for her retirement

By Abigail
Van Buren

Modern Maiden Thinks She's
Found Knight in Shining Armor
DEAR ABBY: Although I've table. He sits at the head of the table
never written to you before, I want and barks commands at everyone.
to thank you for addressing one ("Sit up straight!" "If you must
issue I had been struggling with a cough, leave the table!" "Just shut
few years ago. A 17-year-old girl up and eat!")
thought something was "wrong"
It doesn't take much of this before
with her because she was still a we all lose our appetites.
virgin.
I was raised in a family where the
I, too, had felt that way on several supper table was a place we could
occasions. I'm a virgin who will eat leisurely and share with other
turn 21 soon. I was dumped by more family members the events of the
than one man because I wouldn't day.
have sex. I plan to remain a virgin
I think my husband's attitude is
until I marry. I don't want to have wrong. He says the table is the place
to tell my husband about an illegit- to eat and get it over with.
imate child, an abortion or herpes
Please tell me, who is right?
outbreaks.
DIFFERING IN
I also want to thank you for the
GARLAND,TEXAS
addresses of overseas servicemen. I
wrote six -letters and received three
DEAR DIFFERING; There is
rephes. One has become very spe- no right or wrong — only differcial. He's"Andy" on the USS Coral ent _preferences. I acme with—
Sea. He writes beautiful, deep, you:The supper table is an ideal
philosophical letters — three and place for the family to enjoy
four typed pages. We have come to each other's company while
know each other intimately through they eat.
our letters.
Try to persuade your husband
Our similarities are uncanny. We to lighten up a little, to be more
agree on everything from premari- patient and less demanding of
tal sex and abortion to kids, dogs the little ones. Good luck.
and yogurt. Abby, he has helped me
to understand that just because I
had a bad childhood, I am not a bad
person. He tells me I am a very
DEAR ABBY: Would you kindly
special, beautiful person, and I define the phrase —immediate fambelieve him. If I never lay eyes on ily"? I need to show the answer
in
him, he has already helped me more writing. Thank you.
than he (or you) will ever know.
INQUISITIVE
Andy is due back in the States
IN LONG BEACH
soon. And when his ship docks in
Norfolk, I'll be there to meet him!
DEAR INQUISITIVE: In the
Abby, if he turns out to be half as legal sense, wife or husband
,
wonderful in person as he is in his children, parents, brothers
and
----letters, -I—would marry-him -tomor- sisters are all immedia
te family.
row.
But for exact information reWALKING ON AIR garding the laws in your state,
you should consult a lawyer.
DEAR WALKING: He sounds
too good to be true. Congratulations on an exciting beginning.
Please keep me posted.
Wedding bells? Wedding
•• •

DEAR ABBY: Our family is able
to eat only one meal each day
together. It's supper. Our children
are 8,5 and 3 years old. My husband
does not allow any talking at the

bills! Who
pays for what and everything else you
need to know-W yee've- planning a
wedding can be found tn Abby's booklet, "How to Have a Lovely Wedding."
Send your name and address, clearly
printed, plus check or money order for
$2.891$3.39 in Canada)to: Dear Abby,
Wedding Booklet, P.O. Box 447, Mount
Morris, III. 81054 (postage and handling included).

(Big 99iasitomia
caTout(Psicea

Gwyn Key is pictured in top photo with the special red plate presented to
her at her retirement dinner at Kenlake State Park. Seated beside her is
her husband, Calvin, and standing is Ray Dunn, principal at Southwest
Calloway Elementary School. In the bottom photo, Mr. and Mrs. Key
are pictured with else of-their-seas, Dan Key and wite,_Marion, at the
tlinuer----

When Gwyn Key steps down
Ray Dunn, principal at
from her position as third grade
Southwest, presided at the dinner.
teacher at Southwest Calloway
Impromptu remarks were made
Elementary School this week, she
by other persons attending.
will have served Calloay County
Gifts were presented by Eupal
Schools for 30 years.
Underwood and Betty Jackson.
She has served with six prinOther hostesses for the occasion
cipals and three superintendents.
were Melisa Starks, Ruth Potts,
She taught 16 years at Hazel
Gall Turner and Diana Tatlock.
School and 14 years at Southwest.
Mrs. Margery Shown, former
The year 1954 was an eventful
music teacher at Southwest,
one, Mrs. Key recalls. "I started
presented musical selections. She
teaching at Hazel as a substitute
was accompanied by Oneida
and have remained in the teaching
White at the piano.
profession ever since. t really --The faculty and staff showed
prepared myself for the business
their appreciation to Mrs. Key
world when I attended the univerduring the week and at the dinner
sity. The late Guy Lovins was my
with several activities. These Infirst principal and was a great included "Gwyn Key Day," silver
fluence in my staying in the field
chain, Memories book, Ray Harm
of teaching. He encouraged me to
print, and Red Plate stating "You
go back to school and get a degree
are Special Today."
in education."
Other presentations and gifts
Mrs. Key is a graduate of Murwere given by Hazel friends,
ray State University and also atstudents from Southwest, and
tended _Union University.. at_._Calloway,.Coupty_ Education
Jackson, Tenn. She is active in
Association.
civic and church affairs and has
"Mrs. Keyis methods of
played the organ or piano at Hazel teaching have inspired an.
-Baptist Church since 1939.
motivated her students to more-in-"My hobbies, beside music. are
depth thinking and learning. She
collecting and selling antique
attempted to make her classroom
glass, my husband, Calvin, my
one of cheerfulness inviting an atsons and their wives, and my two
mosphere to enhance learning," a
grandsons," she noted. "Well, I
fellow teacher said.
can't forget sports because they
Mrs Key and her husband,
are a big part of my life, too."
Calvin, have two sons, Stan and
Mrs. Key was honored at a
his wife, Mary Jane, Murray. and
retirement dinner given by
Dan and his wife, Marion, Kansas
Southwest Elementary School
City, Mo., and two grandsons,
faculty and staff on May 12 in the
Ryan and Neil.
Garden Room at Kenlaice State
"Southwest will be different
Park.
when the doors open in August 1988
Tributes, praise and memories
— Gwyn Key will have cleared her
were shared by fnends and fellow
desk and headed to a different way
and former teachers including
of life while students and faculty
Crystal Parks, Geraldine Myers.
remember her with a silent
Edward Curd, Jane Cothran and
'thanks'," friends and teachers
Baxter Wheatley
said

Pdtato salad recipe released by Byal
By NANCY /DAL Better Names
sad Gardens Food Editor

Stop! Don't peel the spuds for
potato salad. Cook them in their
skins so the water-soluble vitamin
C stays in the potatoes, not in the
cooking water. Then slice the
potatoes without peeling to retain
fiber. Marinating the potato slices
while warm helps them absorb the
tart-sweet marinade flavor
Marinated Potato Salad
1 pound red potatoes
1 small cucumber, seeded and
chopped (1 cup
34 cup thinly sliced radishes
14 cup,white wine vinegar
14 cup water
1 tablespoon sugar
14 cup low-calorie mayonnaisetype salad dressing
34 teaspoon poppy seed
.2 hard-cooked eggs, chopped

Lettuce leaves
Cook potatoes in boiling water
tori2t0 15 minutes. Drain. CV into thick slices; quarter slices. In a
large bowl combine potatoes,
cucumber and radishes. In a small
bowl stir together vinegar, water
and sugar; pour over vegetables.
Chill at least 2 hours. Drain
vegetable mixture thoroughly.
reserving 1 tablespoon marinade.
Combine mayonnaise, reserved
marinade and poppy seed; pour
over potato mixture. Toss to coat.
Fold in chopped egg. Serve in
lettuce-lined bowl or lettuce cups.
Makes 8 servings.
Nutrition information per serving: 176 cal , 3 g pro., 13.9 g carbo .
12.5 g fat, 76 mg chol., 102 mg
sodium. U.S. RDA: 17 percent vit.
C.

Carroll
Volkswagen, Audi, Mazda
v1/41mtvotettec the Prices to the
"Good Old Days"

EPISCOPAL E% ENTS — Members of St. John's Episcopal Church
celebrated Pentecost Sunday, the birthday of the church, on May 22 by
releasing balloons bearing Scripture verses and invitations to correspond with the senders. Shown in top photo are, from left, Alexander and
Ken Elliott, Erika Johnson, Alexia Schempp and Sally Kegler. In bottom
photo, Randy Johnson, right, president of St. John's Episcopal Church
women, presented copies of the Book of Common Prayer to graduating
seniors Jeffrey Sickel. Krystel Mowery and Fred Malifoud. Fr. Andre
Trevathaa,second left, vicar of St. John's, also presented the three with
the crosses they have worn In their service as acolytes.

1000's of Dollars in Savings
1/4 CARAT* 1/2 CARAT*

$299 $499 $799
•

Come by and register for
"Oldie But Goody" Albums
to be given away Friday & Saturday

10 to 6
FII

10 to

Financing on VW

PLUS HUGE DISCOUNTS ON ALL MODELS

1f11A1 NE ,(.).11
,T 14A1 IONS
'It ARr.F ti
s Men SA

JEWEL ERS
Chestnut Hills
Murray

6•9%

1 CARAT*

8

800 Chestnut

753-8850

753./695

PIER l's Annual Pre-Memorial Day Sale
(Now through Sunday, May 29th)
r,ush.ons And Planit,
Sold Separately Al
Regular Pnces

White Wicker
Chaise Lounge
With Cushion
Reg $37999
Now Only

Pius...Many
One-Of-A-Kind Pieces
Of Wicker & Rattan
Furniture Reduced Up To
50%. . and more!

$26999
Papasan Chairs
With Your
Choice of
Cushion Color
Reg 1 69 99
Now Only

119"

a it
US
It
ti
st
o

Rattan Trunks
Reg $10999 and $1 39 99
Now Only $6999 and $8999

•Closed Monday, May 30th
for Memorial Day•

Plant Stand (32"), Maharlika Chair
(30" in height), Twist Table (26")
All Burl Furniture
Reduced

20% to 50%!

A PlacelbDiscover.Bel-Air Center — Murray

AIDS victim gets
keys to own car
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) -z-Ryan
White doesn't have his driver's
license yet, but the 16-year-old
AIDS victim happily accepted the
keys to his own car as he was
honored for his "ennobling"
courage
Ryan received the black 1987
Chevrolet Cavalier from the Indiana Independent Automobile
Dealers Association on
Wednesday
"Ryan has shown that the ordinary things in life can be ennobling. He has the kind of courage
that I think most of us would like to
have," said the association's
president, Fritz Kreutzinger.
"I just want to tell everybody
thanks," Ryan said. When asked
what he planned to do with the car,
he replied, "Drive it. I'm going to
go anywhere and everywhere."
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1407 Main
Phone 753-4682
Store Hours:
8-7 Mon-Thurs;
8-8 Fri & Sat
We Accept Food Stamps
We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities

OPEN
MEMORIAL DAY

Ail

THURSDAY, MAY 241, 1988

Prices Good May 26 thru June 1

2CEDVIRRITIMErkitirkIINIZE
Cans

PEPSI DIET PEPSI
MT DEW 7 UP

289
99

White Cloud Bathroom

TISSUE

4 roll pkg.

„,i()
WHOLE MILK
R

iMunt
ifil

TUNA

$ 189

73°
8,

TOWELS...*

Prairie Farm

VVInte.

APPLE JUICE

QUENCHER

32 oz

Wesson

)
.71 69
4..

CORN OIL

gal

s All Figvor

hi /It f'

AMERICAN CHEESE $ 169

89'
CHARCOAL •, 99'
15
S la/iozBEANS 3/99'
a
)r../

Owens Best Family Pack

991b.

COKE DIET COKE
MELLO YELL 0, SPRITE

$299

Hyde Park Hamburger or

880 SAUCE

78 oz

89'

Field
BAKED HAM
aoTUCKIA

lb

It#46OLD

Fields Finest Kentuckian

$149

GHERKINS

HAM

16 oz

_

or whole lb.

to)

h

Fields Finest Thick or Reg.

LARGEeraE7Gs doz.49'
I

$389

Fields Finest

P

SLICED BACON
CLASSIC WIENERS...
lb

$239

$169

Fields Finest Dinner Franks &

$159

PAPER PLATES Ho , $ 1 19

2/

Green Giant French Style or

GREEN BEANS 16 oz.

Cut89

,;„.,„
NIBLET CORN

0

Fields Finest Flame Browned or

COOKED HAM..6

SPLIT FRYER
$ 29

oz. pkg.

$
16
9

Fields Finest

2/89' SLICED BOLOGNA...lb. $159

Gol(llost Young & Tenth.,

GROUND BEEF
3-4 lb. pkg.

pk c;Ins

Vlasic Sweet

Parkay Squeeze

MARGARINE....„b.

0•

hr,ift

89'

GRAPE JELv

32 oz

COKE, DIET COKE,
ELLSY

LA BAGS 1°0. $269

Wr

DILL tili
iib
e
i
ff e

der

Luzianne

$189 CATSUP

89'

POTATO CHIPS

2189'

SWEET PEAS

:$•••••

Hyde Park Tomato

2% MILK

69°
99
79

6Y2 oz.

10-K Thirst

PEPSI DIET PEPSI
DR PEPPER 7 UP

I

If t'e'll

Star Kist Oil or Water Pack

Boston

PORK LOIN
$ 1 29

PORAST
$...I
.1 19
RO
BoAST

lb

COME TO OWEN'S FOOD MARKET HOME OF SUPER TRIM MEATS Yi IN. OR LESS

WIllt,ams Hot or UFO

$ 1"
$ 69

SAUSAGE
Fresh Small

PORK RIBS
Center Cot

PORK CHOPS

$239
$399

F,Ifill Fresh

CATFISH FILLETS

$ 1 2q

Hall

3.,

1 69
$1/

49°
$109
69°
2/69°
39°
lb 99°
head

Sno White

()won s Rest

BBQ RIBS
BAKED HAM

Red & Ripe Great Salad Topper

Owen 's Best Store Baked

TOMATOES

lb

Fresh Crunchy

POTATOES
Fresh

RED PLUMS

6 oz pkg

lb

$329

Owen s Best Hooeless Pit

MUSHROOMS...8 oz. pkg.

Idaho Baking

PORK STEAK
PICKLES

LETTUCE

RADISHES. . .

F

Clatissen Whole

Fresh Crisp Iceberg

PECAN PIE

$429
$389

Owens Best Raked or

BBC) BEANS
SWISS CHEESE
s Best
BAKED HAM

$ 1 19
$329
$429
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Inspiration doesn't lift
Tigers, Lakers to state
Murray finishes third again;
Schwettman falls in playoff
By CLAY WALKER
Sports Editor
The inspiration was certainly
there.
Murray High had seen the Lady
Tigers captured the girls First
Region golf title a day earlier and
Calloway County saw their own
Joanna Gibbs blister the
Princeton Country Club course to
claim the individual medalist
honors.
Murray also had the added incentive of barely missing the
criteria for making the state tournament in 1987, having finished
third.
The Tigers breezed through
most of the field at the Boots Randolph Golf Course at the Lake
Barkley Resort Park on Wednesday, but Paducah Tilghman surprised the pack of 20 teams on its
way to a 313 score and the First
Region championship.
Graves County was close
behind, rifling a 316 and sending
two golfers into a playoff for the
individual championship.

40milL

.ar,s44
s lee"
4

Wurray's Craig Schwettrnan fired a 77 in the First Region tournament
on liednesday, but failed to qualify for the state tournament after losing
in a tie-breaker.
Staff photo b) Daniel T. Parker

performance," coach Judy
Muehleman said. They played
well. We would like to go to state.
but I think coming in third place
two years in a row is excellent.
''You couldn't console them (the
players) with that." she added.
"They were very disappointed
because we really believed that
we had a_ chance to go."
Murray shot a 324, ahead of
Mayfield's 326 and Fulton City's
327. Marshall County, Trigg County, Reidland, Caldwell County and
Calloway rounded out the top ten.
While the Tigers knew that their
collective season was over. Craig
Schwettman needed an extension
as he tried to make the state field
as an individual.
Schwettman and Caldwell
County's Will Ed Settles finished
18 holes with 77s, tieing them for
the final spot among state tournament qualifiers.
A sudden death playoff followed,
but it only lasted two holes as
Schwettman suffered a bogey and
Settles saved par for the win.
In another playoff, the heavily
Then there was Murray, coming
in third for the second straight favored Chris Wilson of Graves
year and watching the only two County lost to teammate Larry
teams with lower scores celebrate Seay for the individual championtheir upcoming tnp to the state ship. Seay, who tied Wilson's 74
4'allowa Count)'s Tre% or Coleman shot an W7, along with teammate
finale.
after regulation, ended the playoff
Patrick Gupton. as the fakers finished the First Region tournament in
•'I'm not disappointed with their (Coard on page II)
10th place.
'tat/ pacdo bi
SI allief

ThomasJeads--hot-Pistons -pa-A-al:went-minded Celtics 104-96
BOSTON (AP) — There were 5% years of failure,
5't years in which the Detroit Pistons lost every one
of their 21 games in Boston Garden.
But rarely, if ever, in those 21 games did Isiah
Thomas get hot and score 35 points at the same time
_ _that the Celtics went_ cold and forgot the entire paint
of their offense.
Boston, at its best when it plays patiently and
works the ball inside, hurried shots from the outside
in the second half Wednesday night. Thomas hit
shots from all over and led Detroit to a 104-96 victory
in the opener of the NBA's Eastern Conference
finals.
Having seized the homecourt advantage from the
Celtics in the best-of-seven series, the Pistons can
gain a huge edge by winning tonight's second game
at the Garden. The third and fourth games are
scheduled for their Pontiac Silverdome home on
Saturday and Monday afternoons.
In the playoffs. you don't really think about the

41.8 percent of their shots for the game and 35 6 perplay. Thomas had 14 points in the spurt and the
cent in the second half.
closest Boston came after that was 92-89 with 2 58
"On offense, we self-destruct sometimes." said
remaining
Kevin McHale. who led Boston with 31 points on
He made 8 of 11 shots in the second half, including
Byron Scott scored 30 points on 11-of-17 shooting to
both his 3-point attempts, and had 15 points in the
lift Los Angeles past the Mavericks 123-101 for a 2-0 . 13-for-17 shooting. "We had a stretch of about four
fourth quarter.
lead in the best of seven Western Conference cham—:1,ttitries in_a_row in the fourth cLuartv• where we didn't
get
a
single
good
—
shot.
'Thomas. who alS"o'had 12 assists, took charge after
pionship series. Action now shifts to Dallas for
Detroit had trouble guarding the 6-foot-10 McHale,
Detroit center Bill Laimbeer left the game with a
Games 3 and 4 on Friday and Sunday_
but the Celtics rarely got the ball to him in the second ._bruised right shoulder with 7.02 left in the
third
half. He had 22 points with nine minutes left in the
quarter. He didn't return
) Celtics' home winning streak," Detroit guard Vinthird quarter but took just four shots after that.
Although an examination revealed no fracture. the
rue Johnson said after the Pistons' first Garden vic"We showed no patience on offense once we got the
Pistons said it was doubtful he would play tonight
tory since Dec. 19. 1982. "You just want to win the
lead," Celtics' coach K.C. Jones said. "W'e were
Laimbeer said theinjury occurred when he was boxgame. Now that the streak is over, it's great, but I'm
coming down quick and firing it up."
ing out Boston guard Danny Ainge and the ball
more excited about winning the game."
Boston led 70-64 with 3:21 left in the third quarter
squirted loose and I had my arm caught and it pulled
"It's real frustrating starting the series like this,"
but didn't get another field goal in the period. An 11-3
my shoulder back."
said Boston's Larry Bird, who had 20 points. "You
Pistons' run put them ahead 75-73 heading into the
Detroit led
after one quarter but trailed 53-52
want to win and get the first one under your belt."
final period.
at halftime. McHale made three of the Celtics' four
The Celtics, who led the NBA with a 52.1 shooting
They extended the surge to 26-12 and grabbed a
baskets in an 8-2 run that gave them their biggest
percentage during the regular season, made only
90-82 advantage on Thomas' 3-pointer with 5:32 to
lead of the game. 61-54

Lakers up 2-0

Alkijot. Lea glie

Leary nearly tosses a: gem; Robinson is almost perfectly awful
By The Associated Press

The National League is starting
to become a bit leery of Tim
Leary.
Leary, troubled by a sore arm
for most of his career, pitched a
one-hitter Wednesday night and
the Los Angeles Dodgers beat the
Philadelphia Phillies 4-0.
A line-drive single by Darren
Daulton leading off the third inning was the only blemish in
Leary's third shutout this season.
Leary, 4-3, extended his scorelessinning streak to 19 and lowered his
ERA to 2.45.
"I went to spring training not
sure where I'd end up pitching,"
Leary said. "I had to open the
Dodgers' eyes."
In other NL games, Pittsburgh
defeated Houston 4-3, New York
beat San Francisco 63, St. Louis

eifULL„

trimmed Cincinnati 6-0, Atlanta
edged Chicago 2-1 and Montreal
topped San Diego 6-2.
Mike Scioscia and Jeff Hamilton
hit two-run homers, the first of the
season for each, to support Leary.
Leary pitched his first career
one-hitter and his fifth shutout in
the majors.
Leary's main trouble came in
the first inning. He cut the middle
finger on his pitching hand on a
pebble while facing leadoff batter
Milt Thompson, and called the
trainer to the mound.
"It was bleeding a little," Leary
said. "They put some gooey stuff
on it and closed, the scratch. It
didn't bother me after that."
Phillies manager Lee Ella was
bothered by his team's hitting, and
lack of it.
"I'd be embarrassed if I went
out there every night and had my
bats broken," Elia said. "We keep
getting jammed and striking out.

You'd think they'd have enough
belly to correct it."
"We got beat by a guy with one
pitch, a fastball. All night long
again, no offense." Ella said.
Philadelphia's Mike Schmidt
went 0-for-3 and is hitless in his
last 18 at-bats.
Scioscia homered in the fourth
and Hamilton connected in the
seventh against David Palmer,
0-4.
NATIONAL LEAGUE
Meta 6, Giants 3
Gary Carter and Kevin
McReynolds each drove in two
runs as New York beat San Francisco for the first time in five
games this season.
Ron Darling, 5-3, gave up three
runs in 7 1-3 innings and Randy
Myers got the last two outs for his
seventh save
McReynolds, in a 1-for-19 slump,
hit a two-run single and Carter
followed with a sacrifice fly in the

VALVE
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Purdorn Thurman
S. McNutt Insuranc•
107 Mop( Soutftwip 751 4451
t

X
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State Auto
Insurance
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Mario Soto, 3-3. took the loss
in his second complete game. Ed
Pirates 4, Astro§ 3
Whitson, 3-4, allowed five runs on
Bobby Bonilla and Darnell Coles eight hits in five innings for the
hit consecutive homers and Jose
visiting Padres.
Lind's single broke a 3-3 tie in the
.4MER/C4 LEA G E
seventh inning as Pittsburgh beat
Tigers 4, Brewers 3
visiting Houston
Jeff Robinson was so bad he was
With two outs, pinch hitters Sid almost perfect.
Bream and Barry Bonds walked
The Detroit pitcher had a hard
before Lind singled off Joaquin time finding the plate, and the
Milwaukee Brewers had a harder
Andujar, 0-2.
Mike Dunne, 3-2, gave up five time finding his pitches
When the game was over
hits in seven innings. Jeff RobinWednesday night, Detroit had a 4-3
son closed for his fifth save.
Bonilla and Coles homered in victory and the Brewers had just
the fourth
one hit off Robinson and reliever
Expos 6, Padres 2
Guillermo Hernandez, a three-run
Dennis Martinez ended his four
homer by Greg Brock.
game losing streak with his first
"Robinson was wild," Brewers
victory since April 24 as Montreal manager Tom Trebelhorn said.
defeated San Diego.
"Wild enough to be very effective
Tom Foley hit a pair of RBI until he got too wild."
doubles and Tim Wallach had two
In the first five innings, Robinhits, drove in two runs and scored son, 5-2, didn't give up a hit.
twice.
"I was so concerned at trying to
Martinez, 4-6, gave up eight hits (Cont'd on page II)

Local gull'

sERvo
As independent agents, we're
committed to delivenng full
value in protection and service
to all our policyholders Including concerned assistance
when a claim occurs
Call us today

first inning against Mike LaCoss,
3-4.
LaCoss hit a two-run double and
Kevin Mitchell homered for the
visiting Giants.
Braves 2, Cribs 1
Gerald Perry singled home the
tiebreaking run with two outs in
the eighth inning as Atlanta won in
Chicagb.
The Braves took two of three at
Wrigley Field and won their first
series under new Manager Russ
Nixon.
Reliever Rick Mahler, 5-4, won
his fifth straight decision despite
allowing Ryne Sandberg's tying
single in the eighth. Bruce Sutter
got his sixth save.
Cardinals 6, Reds0
Larry McWilliams pitched a
two-hitter and Tom Brunansky
had a two-run homer, leading host
St. Louis over Cincinnati.
McWilliams, 3-0, struck out
eight.

The Oaks Country Club is
holding its annual Belles and
Beaus Tournament this
weekend. Listed below are
Saturday's tee times.

UP TO $2,200.00 SAVINGS
*ON APPLICABLE VEHICLES.
There are Time Constraints
on Factory Programs

TRUCKS-TRAILERSBUSES, INC.
753-1372

US 641 South-Murray, KY 42071
1-800-626-5484
Ben Nix-Jack Foley-Don McCord

Meriting - 6:411 O'Cleck
I Harry & Linda Sandusky. Chuck & Betty
Woods, Pete & Angie Haywood
2 llis•Irene Woods Joe Pat & Sue Lamb.
Bill 6 Betty lax
Joe & Suzanrw Oakley Don P. hind. Alert•
ender. Lyle & Dot Cannon
30 Bob•Robbie Lam aatus. Bill & Mickey
Blackburn. Gene Paul P. Helen King
4 Bob & Wanda Brnwn. Jortan Tanum 4
Vicki Singleton. Jerry
& Dawn King
IS A R & Melva Hatcher. Jim & Janice
Johnson, Purdom Lovett & Vicki Cc/wards
6 Prentice & Lou Darnell. Ted a Cheryl
Darnell. Malcolm & Martha Ray.
7 Bobby IS !Arida McKinney. Rudell P.
Isabel Parke. Walter 1 Claudean /Cops
4 Mike & Jeanie Morgan, Joe Pat & Jane
Barnett. Danny• Vicki Woods
MB Don 1 Barbara Sloan, Dan • Anna
Duke. Gene & Valera Bronze
0 James H a Wife MrCab. Billy R •
Virginia Clements Cecil P. Barbara Hobbs
10 Tim Holloway•Pat McClain. Stan •
Jennte Soma, Stan Hargrove • LaDonna
Cooper
tea Tommy • Ton)* ram. Jerry &
Irthelene McCallon. J P & Laura Parker
11 Steve P. Karen Keith. Mike P. Des Walsh,

William & Sheryl Kobler
12 George & Vicki Coghill David • Jean
Helloing Clayton & Vicki HAMMY,
13 Bobby •Shirley Wad. Jerry Wade•
Shelby Morgan. Jerry & Reda Watkins
14 Lae Canter P. Carolyn Howard Jeff
Hicks a Carol Speed. Marsha Stevenson •
Lyle Canter
14B Bob P. !Melba Harnett Max & Linda
Oliver711ny enthran a Shirt Lamb
15 George • Vicki Oliver. Joey • Pam
Williams Ras & Inane Viffanova
16 Greg Story P. Sue Well. Bill &
Seale, Truman • Donna Whitfield
I? James P. Judy Hooper. Jerry Falwell P.
Karon Goets. Joe Warren•Martha Barnett
111 Virgil P. Susie Dick. Don Nelson & Beth
Schroeder, Mike Schroeder & Den•y
Hargrove
Allerwoon
I 91110'f3sock
1 Gerald P. Sue Stone. Ron & Gay Bayley
Steve & Denise Seltzer
1B Randel Gibson a Carolyn Hales, David
• Jan Crider. Ron Galli/nor* P. Sheila
Rowlett
2 Jerry P. Rosati Johnson, Jack P. Pat timid
dy. Charlie & Martha Ire.
Walden• Kathy Morrie, P1111 & Mickey
Dodd. B111 aIC'ter Stout
341 Hun P. Pauline Omen. Betty Lowry 1
Sam Spillman. Dick & !nu Orr
4 Gary & Barbers Chandler, Rick•Deb
by Sutton. Smokey• Becky Donoho
5 Jack P. Sarah Londrin, Bill & Ads Roberta,
Ted 1 June Alden
6 Cl T P
& Fironda. Byrne' P. Anne
Gallimore, Dalton P. Peggy Noel
6B JO & Polly Bochanast Hilly P. Sue Jor

/an Bill Hayes & Dot Arnold
7 Randy P. Mary A Scott. Chuck & Donna
Robertson Plan P. Vicki /Clam
x Stan & Bonnie Barrett Tommy P. Judy,
French. Herb & HALM Camp
AB Jerry•Martha Farmer. Jimmy•Teri
Lamb, Monty P. Missy Newcomb
9 Larry•Paulette Smith. Tom• Marge
Jones. Jerry (humbler & Partner
10 Billy Vassar•Paula Greer, Tom Greer
Margaret Vassar Johnny Quertermous P.
Mary Rain
10B Clarence 1 Adrienne Berry Joe P:d
Partner. Gene P. Pat Tapley
wards
11 Vince Genovese & Timid& Robo. Delmar
& Burlene Brewer. Hal P. Mary Hunter
12 Jerry P. Vicki McCleary, Woody & Faye
Brundige, David & Linda Bram
12B Charles P. Paulett• Reed Homer P.
Karen Branch. Tony P. Kathy Rayburn
13 Wallace & Helen McKelvy. Dean
O'Guitin & Wanda Higdon, Steve P. Virginia
Steele
14 Mike a Debbie Cathay. Charles P.
Virginia DUlon. Jim P. Millie Robinson
140 Jerry & Barbara Jones. BSI! Sid le
mond. Mike P. Jackie Hendley
15 Hill P. Kathy Walsh, Latinos P. Beverly
Oakes Randy & Debi Pfaff
16 Johnnie P. Beverly Wallin, James P.
Susie Thomas. Tim P. Teresa Garland
17 Chuck P. Shirley HinrIche Vernon•Bet
ty Childers
IS Terry & Gwyn Potty. Eddie & Judy
Oultra. Alan P. Mary J Parks
111/1 Kenton a Wife Holland. Bob P. Veran
Ia Johnson, Charles•Hilda Jackson
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Blackout gives Oilers chance to follow tradition
EDMONTON, Alberta AP) —
Winning the Stanley Cup at the
Northlands Coliseum has become
a springtime tradition for the Ed.
monton Oilers.
"The only better position than a
3-0 lead is a 3-0 lead with the fourth
game in Edmonton," said Oilers
center Wayne Gretzky, whose club
takes a three-game lead over
Boston into tonight's second attempt to play Game 4 of the finals.
An Edmonton victory will give
the Oilers their second straight
Stanley Cup and fourth in five
years. The first three were all won
at home.
The first attempt to play Game 4
was short-Circuited by a power
failure Tuesday night at foggy
Boston Garden. The game was
halted late in the second period,
seconds after the Oilers tied the

game 3-3.
The NHL decided to cancel the
game and replay it in Edmonton,
giving the Oilers — who are
10-for-10 at the Coliseum in playoff
games this year — home ice in
three of the first four games.
The Oilers were happy to be out
of the Boston Garden, even if it
meant coming home without the
Cup.
"I think the conditions are better to play hockey in Edmonton,"
coach Glen Sather said. "The ice
is absolutely better there. You can
actually glide out there. In Boston,
It's like skating in sand."
Or fog, which gave parts of
Tuesday night's game a surrealistic quality.
Gretzky said the conditions were
intolerable. There was no air conditioning and the heat in the

building sent ice -level
temperatures soaring and triggered the fog.
The game was held up several
times while players skated around
to help clear the fog. Gretzky said
players had trouble seeing and
there was a danger of getting hurt.
"It was an unfortunate situation," he said.
When the power went out, Gretzky felt "it was a blessing in
disguise. I thought someone was
going to lose an eye, or
something."
Things will be different in Edmonton, where the Oilers have
been able to use the larger ice surface to their advantage.
"We've got to be in a good frame
of mind," Gretzky said. "We won
Game 3 and tied Game 4. We
played well in Boston and we're

coming nome where we are
undefeated."
Bruins coach Terry O'Reilly
said, "It's good to be going to Edmonton, but I wish we had a win
under our belts."
O'Reilly said Andy Moog, who
who played well in the opener of
the series and again in the
blackout game on Tuesday night,
will start in goal.
Moog, a former Oiler, has never
been readier.
"I would rather play Game 4 in
Boston," he said, "but we've
played some of our best games in
Edmonton."
Considering the circumstances,
Moog would play Game 4 on the
moon.
"Hey, we're down 3-0," he said.
"It really doesn't matter where
we play."

Inspiration doesn't lift Tigers, Lakers...
((bard trom page 10)
on the third hole.
Murray's Todd Sims followed
Schwettman with rounds of 41 and
37 for a 78. Bill Fandrich shot a 43
on the front nine and a 39 to close
at 82. Jon Muehleman's 42 and 45
left him at 87.
Not only was Murray's coach
pleased with her squad's combined score, she pointed to the win
over fourth-place MsAyfield as a
major accomplishment.

"Before the tournament, I
would have guessed Mayfield
could have won easily," she said,
having seen Mayfield beat the
Tigers twice this year. "They
played us very tough in the
regular season and it was a big
win beating them."
Murgay's youth also made the
tournament easier for Muehleman
to accept. The Tigers return all
their players to next year's squad.
Calloway County. meanwhile.

will lose three of its top four
players, but coach Johnny Gingles
said that the rebuilding year that
awaits his squad shouldn't overshadow the effort put forth by this
season's team. The Lakers lost
two of their top players to graduation last year. bitt_OUtscored nine
of the 16 teams they faced in 1988.
_The Lakers had their problems
Wednesday, however. Trevor Coleman and Patrick Gupton fired

Major League Baseball...
((bard from page 10)
throw strikes. I never had time to
think about a no-hitter," Robinson
said "I think I was just wild
enough (that they couldn't sit in
one place
"They didn't know where it was
going, and half the time I didn't,
either "
In other American League
games Wednesday, it was the New
York Yankees 4. California 2 in 10
innings; Texas 5, Toronto 1; Min.

nesota 4, Kansas 2: Cleveland 5.
the Chicago White Sox 2, Boston 4.
Seattle 0: and Oakland S,
Baltimore 1
Yankees 4, Angels 2
Dave:, Winfield's 10th-inning
home run led New York to its victory and a three-game sweep of
California.
Winfield's homer of the season
came with one out against DeWayne Buice, 1-3. The Yankees
added another run on Willie Ran-

Loea I s ports

No-hitter highlights action
Staff Report
The Jaycees wiped out Seafood
Express 37-0 Wednesday night as
Greg Miller tossed a no-hitter in
Kentucky League play Miller also
helped himself with a double and
single as Seafood Express surrendered 29 walks
Josh Taylor also doubled and
singled, Billy McCoy had two
singles and Josh McKeel doubled.
Little League
State Farm Insurance and the
Hutson Company unloaded their
lumber Wednesday night in Little
League action. with SF1 posting a
25.17 victory over Thornton
Heating and Airconditioning while
Hutson downed Medical Arts
Pharmacy 29-15
Ethan Crum picked up the win
for State Farm while singling,
doubling and tripling against
Thornton. Tim Brickey added a
double and two singless For
Thornton. Robert Weatherly
doubled.
•
Jonathan Reed and Mitchell Mc.
Clain teamed up for the victory for
Hutson Company, with McClain
cracking two doubles and a triple
while Reed singled and doubled
Casey Williams tripled and
doubled and David Armstrong added a double and single to the Hutson lineup. For MAP.,Ted Booth
posted an inside-the-park home
run and T.J. Myhill singled and
doubled.

Jr. Babe Ruth
_In Junior Babe Ruth league ac- _
tion, Hawaiian Tropic slipped by
Kiwanis 8-5 while Peoples Bank
checked off Corn-Austin 5-1
Rob Dennis recorded the win for
Hawaiian Tropic while Bart Crum
singled and doubled for the victors. For Kiwanls, Neil
Chris
Gerhard and Mike Winters each
had two hits.
Travis Turner got the 5-1 win for
Peoples Bank as Cliff Curd crunched a triple and two singles to
drive in three runs. Tripp Tivitts
tripled and Benji Kelly added
three singles
For Corn-Austin, Alex Rayburn
had two singles
Park League
Murray Lumber and Dennison Hunt rock'n'rolled to the greatest
hits in a 2,3-11 Lumber win that saw
everything from grand-slam home
runs to 14 players posting
multiple-hit games.
For Murray Lumber, Drew
Wooldridge unloaded the grand
slam along with a single while
Shea Hudspeth had four hits, including a home run and triple and
Shane Andrus had four hits with a
triple.

In other Park League action.
Mountain Valley Water defeated
Martha's Hi-Burger 10-7 as Jake
Thurmond homered, David
Perlow doubled and tripled and
Richie Jones doubled
For Martha's. Shane Fox had
two triples and Terry Billington
also tripled.
Curtis Burkeen, Brett Armstrong. Joshua Burgess, Andrew
Balzer and Jonathan Graves each
had three hits, with Burkeen
doubling and tripling.
Andrew Griffin and Tim Starks
had two hits each, with Starks adding a double.
For Dennison-Hunt. Chris Jones
had three doubles while Jason
Gilliam homered and doubled,
Troy Doss doubled and singled and
Brian Dennison had two singles.
Art Cripp added a home run for
Dennison.Hunt

dolph's bases-loaded walk.
Red Sox 4, Mariners 0
Roger Clemens held Seattle to
just four hits.
Spike Owen's third homer of the
season, off starter Mark Langston,
4-4, hit the left-field foul pole just
above the wall. Wade Boggs walked to lead off the eighth and
Dwight Evans followed with his
second home run.
Indians 5, White Sox 2
Cory Snyder's two run-scoring
hits led Cleveland past Chicago.
John Farrell, 5-3, allowed two
runs on six hits, while striking ctt
five and walking two for the
victory.
Twins 4, Royals 2
Bert Blyleven beat Kansas City
for the 28th time and Dan Gladden
tripled, doubled and singled,
leading visiting Minnesota to a
three-game sweep of the Royals.
Rangers 5, Blue Jays 1
Geno Petralli had three hits and
knocked in three runs to lead
Texas over Toronto. The victory
snapped a three-game Texas losing streak as middle reliever Jeff
Russell, making his second
straight effective start, gave up
six hits over 7 2-3 innings. Dale
Mohorcic relieved with the bases
loaded to halt Toronto's rally.
Athletics 8, Orioles I

Bob Welch allowed three hits in
eight innings en route to his
seventh consecutive victory as
Oakland defeated Baltimore.
Welch, 8-2, who got his first AL
shutout with a five-hitter at
Baltimore on May 14, struck out
four and walked none.

87s. Coleman shot a 43 on the first
nine holes and a 44 on the back
nine while Gupton reversed those
numbers for a 44 and 43. David
MeCuiston carded a 41 and 48 for
an 89 and Adam Chambers, the
team's only junior, shot a 95.
"It was a learning experience
and I'm still learning," Gingles, in
his first year as head coach, said.
"They've shown improvement,
they've worked hard at it and
they've had some fun. We want to
win, but if you're not enjoying
yourself, you shouldn't be out
there to begin with."
Gingles said that next year's
rebuilding task will depend a great
deal on several freshman who
played this year as eighthgraders.
Among those are Chad Jenkins,
Jay Newton, Ashley Ross, Brandon Lucas and Trent Gibson.
Other golfers to make the state
tournament included Lyon
County's Brian McDaniels and
Fulton's Todd Beadles. Both
qualified at 76.
Under the current high school
format, the top two teams advance
tonoll
next week's
v state tournament
along with the top three individual
scorers whose team did not
0700.1,0‘‘
qualify.
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SCOREBOARD
The Insurance Center
of Murray
BUSINESS • HOME •CAR •HEALTH • LIFE
"Your more than one company agency."
David King

901 Sycamore

753-8355

Baseball
AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
W
L Pct. GB
New York
30
612 14
Cleveland
29
16
644
14
Detroit
27
16
628
24
Boston
23
19
548 6
Milwaukee
23 21
521 I
Toronto
19
26
422 11%
Baltimore
9
200 21%
36
West Divisioe
W
L
Pct. GB
Oakland
31
14
689 Texas
21
22
512 8
Minnesota
21
22
488
9
Kansas City
30
M
444 11
Seattle
20
20
435 114
Chicago
19
25
432 114
California
17
29
370 144
thedneeday'• Games
Oakland 8. Baltimore 1
Detroit 4. Milwaukee 3
Cleveland 5, Chicago 2
Minnesota 4. Kansas City 2
Texas 5. Toronto I
Boston 4. Seattle 0
New York 4, California 2.90 Innings
Thursday's Gases
Milwaukee (Melo 641 at Detrott (Tanana
7 21. n
Toronto(Web 6-3)at Texas(Kilos 6-31.

miry gamMe s

leoarc
Friday's Gooses
Milwaukee at Cleveland, (ro
Chicago at Toronto, In)
Detroit at Minnesota. In
Texas at Kansas City. In)
New York at Seattle. tro
Baltimore at California, (n
Boston at Oakland, In,

NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Divlatem
W
L Pet. GB
New York
31
721 12
Pittsburgh
27
18
600
5
St Louis
511
22
23
9
Chicago
21
477 104
23
Montreal
20
22- 476 10%
Philadelphia
366 15
15 26
West Divss
W
L Pet. GB
24
17 588
'25
18
581
23
22
511
3
22
23
41111
4
15
29
341 10%
14
28
133 104
Wednesday's Games
St. Louis 6. Cincinnati 0
Atlanta 2. Chicago 1
Montreal 6, San Diego 2
Pittsburgh 4 Houston 3
New York 6. San Francisco 3
Loa Angeles 1. Philadelphia 0

Los Angeles
Houston
San Francisco
Cinctruuttl
San Dlego
Atlanta

Thursday's Games
San Diego ( Hawkins 4-3, at Montreal
(B Smith 2-3), In/
San Francisco (Reuschel 5.3j at New York
(Crooden 8-0(. In
Los Angeles (Sutton 3-30 at Philadelphia
fRawley
in)
Only games scheduled
.
Friday's Games
Houston at Chicago
Los Angeles at Montreal. in,
San Diego at New York. In,
Pittsburgh at Cincinnati. n
San Francisco at Philadelphia
St Louis at Atlanta, (n

n)

NHL,:\ BA Playoffs
NBA Playoffs
Doefereace Finals
Best-of-seven /
Wednesday. May 25
Detroit 104 Boston 96. Detroit lead series
1-0
LA Lakers 123 Dallas 101, LA Lakers
lead series 2-0
Thursday. May BS
Detroit at Boston
Friday, May Ti
LA Laker* at Dallas
Sanarday. May 29
Boston at Detroit
Sunday. May 211

L A Lakers at Dallas
Monday, May 311
Boston at Detroit

NBL Pisysffs
Manley Cep Finals
Thursday. May SS
Boston at Edmonton
Sainnkay, May 116
Edmonton at Boston. if necessary
llienday. Way so
Bourne at atenenton. If necessary
'Thursday,JIMISI
Edmonton at 13oston. if necessary

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
901 S. SYCAMORE

753-8355
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BOAT ACCESSORIES
Mercury Quicksilver Outboard Oil
"America's Cup" Adult Life Jackets

16 oz., per case $29"

$16"

Permanent Mount Boat Ladders
Teak Swim Platforms with Ladder Step

$3850
$7995

While Supplies Lest

NEW BOAT MOTORS
1988 2 H.P. Mariner
1988 15 H.P. Mariner
1988 20 H.P. Mariner
with electric start &

1988 75 H.P. Mariners
with oil injection

'389
'1295
'1449
Alternator '1649
53395

1988 90 H.P. Mariner
with power trim & oil injection

USED BOAT MOTORS
1974 50 H.P. Mercury wkontrols '875

1983 Complete MerCruiser Used Outdrive, 120 or 140 H P.
'950
1 Complete Mercury Outboard Power

Trim, Practically New, will fit from 50 to
115 H.P. Mercury
*319

54329"

1OUT
NAR
VER*
BOARDS
BETIERME LONGRL\
1 q86 BUICK REGAL. power windows, power locks
A C tape, 35,000 miles MUCH MORE

1988 Laser 17' Bass Boat

1988 Glasstreem, 140 Stinger

with 90 H.P. Mariner Power
Trim Oil Injection, Foot Trolling
Motor, Custom Trailer,
Lowrance Depth Finder and 17
Gal. Tank
'9,995

w/40 H.P Mariner, Power Tilt,
Oil Injection, Custom Trailer,
Hummingbird 3004 Graph &
Foot Trolly Motor
'5,495
14' Jon lost, 6 H.P

Factory Rebate Available on Selected New Models

Evtnrucle, Trolling Motor & Troiler '575"

1984 19' Laser Low Profile Ski Boat, Corn
plete w/200 H . P. Mariner, full warranty'9673

1984 Cheetah 17', V-H
Cruiser. Stern Drive

"with 120 H P Meronghtly Damaged'2700

Sole ends Set. at 3:00 p.m.

We are your factory authorized
MerCruiser Stern Drive Mercury & Mariner Outboard Service Center
with Complete Parts Department

READ THE CLASSIFIEDS
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Calloway County to get arts grant funds
Council, a division of the Kentucky
Department of the Arts. The Murray Art Guild will receive a $410
grant. money that will support a

Gov. Wallace G. Wilkinson has
announced that Calloway County
will receive arts grant fiadatotaling $14,383 from the Kentucy Arts

consultant for fundraising and
marketing. Murray State University will get a $2,500 grant for
children's art exchange; the

%too Do
OLYMPIA

SCHAEFER
REG.& LIGHT

99

99

5

CASE Of 24

CASE Of 2/12 PAIS

120!. CARS

,

1201. CAM

IME STER BRAU

OLD STYLE

699

•

CASE Of 2/12 FANS
1201. CANS

( ills qr)sl 1\11 1:1 s11V,

e Party Mart
509 Lone Oak Rd Hannon Plaza
Opcn 8 A PA to 10 P M
Fr, and Sat 011 P

Patio Opens Fri & Sat 8 a.m:

Open 9-9 MS
12-6 Sunday

Sale starts Fri.. May 20,
through Sun . May 22. 1988

,

isflfl. ._.

Murray-Calloway County Cornmunity Theatre will receive two
grants, one of 0,975 in support of
in-school theater workshops/performances, and a $1,000 grant
toward a play writing workshop;
and the West Kentucky Educational Co-op in Murray was
granted $8,500 for a theatre
residency under the Arts Council's
Artist in Residence Program.
In Utis most recent round of
grants, a total of $306,250 in state
and federal funds was approved
by the council for distribution
after July 1 to arts groups
throughout the state.
Speaking of the grants, Gov.
Wilkinson said, "The arts are important in many ways to Kentucky's progress — to the
economy,, business, industry,
tourism and especially to
education."
According to Council Director
Roger Paige, the council's total
budget for fiscal year 1989 will be
slightly over $3 million. This
money includes the Kentucky Arts
Council share from the National
Endowment for the Arts as well as
new funds recently allocated by
the Kentucky Legislature.
Paige said that the council can
. lo sa •.II
•i •
'
tions received at this deadline.
"We count on the -recommendationsof evaluation panels made up
of arts professionals in Kentucky
to help us determine which applications are of highest priority,"
Paige said. "It is always a difficult
decision, especilly with so many
worthy projects needing funds."
The Kentucky Arts Council, a
16-member citizen board appointed by the Governor, receives
grant applications and disburses
funds. For more information, contact the Kentucky Arts Council.
Berry Hill Mansion, Louisville
Road, Frankfort, Ky. 40601 (5021
564-3757.

A total of le students from Calloway County High School won awards in
competition at the State Foreign language Festival at the University of
Kentucky in Lexington. Pictured above are, frost row, from left: Katy
Holum, first place 'Min dialogue; Tracy Franklin, first place latin
dialogue and third in lads realia; and Gina Harris and Tracy Walters,
first in german dialogue; back row,from left: Anisha Frissell, third in
german written proficiency; Jessica Myrand, second in french art:
Susan Herndon, second in french listening proficiency; and Jeff Enoch,
first in lads writing proficiency. Award winners not pictured are Jason
Groppel,second in german oral proficiency; and Betsy Herndon.•iecond
inlitin Costume.

Big step taken in fight against MD
BOSTON (AP — The protein
deficiency that triggers a rare
form of muscular dystrophy has
been pinpointed, according to a
study that an expert called a "key
victory" in finding the causes of
the crippling disease of children.
The research wassconducted by
Dr. Louis M. Kunkel and colleagues at Children's Hospital in
Boston and reported in today's
New England Journal of
Medicine.
They found that the disorder is
caused by problems with the mus-

'P

lobo°-n
4

...

illt\kN

cle protein called dystrophin
Becker muscular dystrophy
results if the body' produces too little of the protein or makes an abnormal form of it
"We've scored another key vie•
tory in uncovering the causes of
muscular dystrophy. learning
what must be set right to
these devastating diseases." id
Dr. S. Mouchly Small, press ent of
the Muscular Dystrophy Association in New York

THE ACES
ON BRIDGE
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'If I were to begin life again, I
should want it as it was. I would
only open my eyes a little more." — Jules Renard.
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UP TO $2,500.00 SAVINGS
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There are Time Constraints
on Factory Programs

TRUCKS-TRAILERSBUSES, INC.

50% Off
Entire Selection of Evergreens
and Shrubs

753-1372

US 641 South-Murray, KY 42071
1-800-626-5484
Ben Nix-Jack Foley-Don McCord

,d1
/
40R141

67

Grass catcher for 12-HP Industrial
/Commercial Lawn Tractor
Rear niOUlkkld pan CalChar Ms the 36- lawn traCtOr Two
containers hold up to 7 bushels See through windows let
you know when begs are tub

SPECIALS

$857

Murray 12tHP Industrial
/Commercial Lawn Tractor
Heavy duty Dann* Cut a 36 inch swath to nuke s"1)1
work of large lawns Tilt hood and seal allow easy Eons
to batten(and engine 5 sated

a.se

flaw Proc.
Loco Casewle

.00

Vow Find Cesi
511.1••
Ma OM,

1.70
11.110 •••••
.60
maw MO.

Ivor.•mamma. web ••••

*Rent 11
vie
GetIFREE
(Not Good With A,M7

24.88

Each
Contractors Wheelbarrow. 4
cu fl capacity. Makes light work
of heavy sCitts

$66.00
Sunbeam Grill. No. 9054.
Our &79.88

2.44
Garden Hose. 50 ft, nylon.
/
1
2" inside dia.

1.70

Price After
Rebate
Pine Bark Mulch. Ideal for
mulch, many other landscaping
lobs In 2 Cu ft pig

*Pick Up Saturday —
Bring Back Tuesday.
SPECIALS GOOD SAT. ONLY
We

Will Be Open Memorial Day 1-6

Put yourself in today's East
chair. See if you can defend alertly
enough to beat South's game
Dummy's spade ace wins and
South immediately plays a low club
from dummy. You don't like this development; it appears that your
side-strength is vulnerable and is in
South's side-suit. Do you resign
yourself to fate and play an unhappy seven'
11 you do, South wins his .ace,
draws trumps with the ace and
queen, and ruffs a spade_ Now he
leads a club and you are stuck After
vriiining your king, you must lead either a spade or a diamond, either
way, South gets his game-going
trick.
It's another matter if you play
your king of clubs at trick two. Now
South has no legitimate way to
avoid losing two diamonds and two
clubs,and instead of 10 tricks, Southgets only nine.
It's tough to throw away what
seems to be the only good card in
your hand. However, there are two
clues. Why hasn't South drawn
trumps? And why hasn't he ruffed a
spade to eliminate that suit? Besides, if the club king is going to be
finessed, it might as well be played
on the first round as on the second.
NORTH
s-rs- A
•A 7
•Q 1087 5
•Q 107
4942
WEST
EAST
•K Q 10 9 6
•J 8 5 4 2
•3
•A 9 2

3
•QJ 105•K7
SOUTH
.3
•A K J 92
•K 6 5
4A 86 3
Vulnerable: East-West
Dealer: South
The bidding:
%nth West
North
East
1•
i•
2•
24
4 IP
Pass
Pass
Pass
Opening lead: Spade king
BID WITH THE ACES
South holds:
s4s-a
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a
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Nyponts Pine nark Nuggets for
Otcorong landscape Or flower beds
Many uses in yards and gardens 1 Cu
4

2.47
Mower Tune-up Kit. For
ILE-4211

mart Lawn Mower. 10 side
discharge with 3 H P engine and
r tires

Lawn and.Leaf Rake. Fan small engines Complete with shaped. speeds garden
spark plugs Fits Briggs & chores Stron flexible tines
Stratton lawn mowers
24" sweep

Central
Center

753-7110
753-HO

HOME TV & APPLIANCE

•6 4
•J 8 4

416K Q 1096
V3
•A 9 2
•Q J 10 5
South
I.
?

ANSWER: Three clubs. Force opener to bid again, continuing to explore for the best final contract.
Seed bridge misetioas to The Aces, PO Ites
UM, Wise, Thies 711111, with relf-addressed.
stamped envelope for reply
CIWW104, was, theta Plows',wawa

The funeral for Mrs. Nellie B
Jobe is today at 1 p.m. in LeDon
Chapel, Ridgeway Morticians,
Paris, Tenn. The Rev. W.A.
Farmer and the Rev. Warren
Sykes are officiating.
Burial will follow in Foundry
Hill Baptist Cemetery.
Mrs. Jobe, 87, Puryear, Term.,
died Tuesday at Puryear Nursing
Home. She was a member of
Puryear Baptist Church.
She was married Aug. 6, 1919, to

Final rites for Charles R.
Cooksey will be tonight at 7:30
p.m. in the chapel of Blalock
Coleman Funeral Home. The Rev.
Sammy Cunningham will
officiate.
Cremation will follow.
Friends may call at the funeral
home.
Mr Cooksey, 50, died Tuesday

NEW YORK (AP) — Takever
strategist Carl C. Icahn is offering
a record-breaking $13.64-billion for
Robert (Bert) Jobe who died Jan. Texaco
Inc., but the troubled oil
4, 1964. One daughter, Vida Jobe,
mammoth says the proposal from
died Dec. 2, 1973.
its largest shareholder is a phony
Born March 26, 1901, in Henry "bear hug"
pressure ploy.
County, she was the daughter of
Icahn, who bought Trans World
the late Edward Watson Walker
Airlines and has chased other big
and Sallie Mitchell Walker. ,
companies such as USX Corp.,
Survivors are one daughter,
disclosed the $60-a-share offer late
Mrs. Elwanda Talley, Puryear;
Wednesday in a letter to Texaco
one son, Wallace Jobe, Elk Grove, managem
ent.
Ill.; one grandson, Glenn A. Jobe,
He publicized the offer shortly
Schaumburg, Ill.; three greatafter Texaco management scrapgrandchildren.
ped talks with him over how to
restructure following dits
emergence from bankruptcycourt reorganization last month.
Icahn has amassed a 14.8 percent stake in the nation's thirdlargest oil company, and has been
He is survived by his wife, Mrs. seeking
the most profitable way to
Joan Cooksey; his mother, Mrs. exploit
it.
Anna Belle Cooksey; three
Earlier this month, Icahn, Who
daughters, Mrs. Anna Vieyra,
has said Texaco would be worth
Miss Christy Cooksey and Mrs.
more broken up and sold,
Kitty Taylor; one son, Timothy
threatened a shareholder proxy
Cooksey; one brother, Gayle
fight to install five allies on its
Cooksey; two grandchildren.
board. The company responded by

suing him for alleged securities
fraud.
They began peace talks about
three weeks ago. Texaco President James Kinnear said the company terminated the discussions
Wednesday because of what he
called Icahn's unreasonable
demands for special treatment in
a restructuring.
"Texaco will not be bullied or
cajoled into recommending to its
shareholders a transaction that is
not in their best interest or the best
interest of the company," Kinnear
said.
Icahn spokesman Daniel H.
Burch said Texaco made a "totally inaccurate characterization of
the negotiations."

each or about $1.22 billion. Combined with the $12.42 billion he offered to pay for the rest, the total
offer is worth about $13.64 billion.
If completed, such an offer
would be the biggest in corporate
history. The previous record was
the 1984 $13.4 billion acquisition of
Gulf Corp. by Standard Oil Co. of
California, now Chevron Corp.
Icahn said in his letter that he
would drop the proxy contest if
management would allow other
stockholders to consider the offer.
He gave management until 5 p.m.
Friday to think it over.
He provided few other details,
but said part of his financing plan
would include the sale of Texaco
Canada Inc. and Caltex, two of
Texaco's most prized assets.
Texaco spokeswoman Anita
Larsen called Icahn's proposal
"an illusory offer which so far as
Texaco has seen, provides absolutely no details regarding
financing, disappears in less than
48 hours, and is put forward as an
alternative to allow him to avoid

"He at all times sought a
restructuring that would treat all
stockholders equally," Burch
said. "We've now proposed a $60
cash merger that does treat all
shareholders equally."
Of 243 Texaco shares outstanding, Icahn owns about 36 million,
for which he paid an average $34

the proxy contest with which he
has been threatening the
company."
Company sources, speaking on
condition of anonymity, said Icahn
had been hinting at such a move _
since talks began, and that Kinnear regarded it as a desperate
ploy.
"He's been threatening that
kind of bear hug," said one source.
Nevertheless, Icahn said in his
letter that he was so sure he could
obtain financing that he would
place $100 million in escrow and
forfeit it to Texaco if he failed to
get commitments by the annual
shareholders meeting.
Texaco said that in accordance
with an agreement with Icahn it
would delay that meeting from
June 7 to June 17, unless the financier withdrew his board slate.
Icahn's offer came after the
close of trading on the New York
Stock Exchange, where Texaco
shares rose $1 to $46.874. The
stock had been falling steadily
since the negotiations began.

Senate makes progress toward banning nuAdlesrange miss' Iles
had no

WASHINGTON (
— Senate
negotiators have cleared a major
hurdle en route to approval of the
U.S.-Soviet treaty banning middlerange nuclear missiles, setting up
almost certain approval of the
first arms-control treaty to be
ratified in 16 years
The chamber's Democratic and
Republican leaders expressed
hope that remaining
disagreements over conditions to
be attached to the accord could be
ironed out at meetings today.
"We're not there yet, but we've
made a good deal of progress."
said Majority Leader Robert
Byrd. D-W Va
-A key progress.on the treaty
was the decision on Wednesday by
the leading opponent of the pact,
Sen. Jesse Helms, R-N C., to drop
his delaying tactics Helms said he
did so in the face of a probable
vote by the Senate to shut off

debate.
'11ta1 was the end of it," Helms
conceded In a floor speech

illusions about defeating
-this treaty. The American people
lire beginning to understand that
this is a dangerous treaty."
Helms' concession ended more
than a week of delay and raised
hopes that the accord could be approved in time to be shipped to'
Moscow so that President Reagan
could formally exchange ratification documents with Soviet leader
Mikhail S. Gorbachev at the summit meeting that begins Sunday.
The primary remaining issue
did not affect the treaty itself, but
the modified conditions under
which the Senate would g
consent
Democrats .sought to attach a
condition stipulating that any attempt by -a future president to
reinterpret the treaty would have
to be approved by the Senate in
order to become effective.
Backers of the chage have said
it
an attempt to preserve the
Senate's constitutional power of
adVise and consent on treaties.

Our used cars with less than 100,000 miles antihiewer than
80 year model with our 3 month or 3,000 mile warranty.
"We Sell The Best, Wholesale The Rest"
We will furnish the previous owner's name and phone
number for your convenience.

The debate stems from a dispute
with the Reagan administration
over its attempt to reinterpret the
1972 Antiballistic Missile Treaty to
permit more latitude in developing Reagan's Star Wars missile
defense.
That treaty with the Soviet
Union was the last arms-control
pact to win Senate approval.
The treaty on intermediate-

range nuclear forces, which
Reagan and Gorbachev signed in
Washington on Dec. 8, requires
elimination within three years of
U.S. and Soviet nuclear missiles
with a range of 300 miles to 3,400
miles. It would result in the
elimination of 867 U.S. missiles in
Europe and elimination of 1,752
Soviet missiles.
While the treaty is regarded as

militarily insignificant because it
leaves most of both sides' nuclear
arsenals intact, it holds potentially
great political significance as a
model for a follow-up treaty to
provide for deep cuts in long-range
nuclear missiles.
As leaders wrangled throughout
the day Wednesday in an effort to
clear remaining procedural
hurdles, the Senate approved a

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
...OR YOUR MONEY BACK!

pair of relatively mild amendments to the accord and overwhelmingly defeated two others:
On a voice vote, the lawmakers
approved a non-binding provision
urging negotiators in future talks
on reductions in long-range
missile arsenals not to give up the
U.S. right to maintain stocks of
conventionally armed air- and
sea-launched cruise missiles.

90 day rnoney back or exchange option from GE on any new
washer, dryer, refrigerator, freezer, range product, dishwasher,
compactor or microwave oven purchased at retail

GM Program Cars
Save Up To $8,000
19811 CiiStlie Bro., white, blue leather, factory
._ warranty
1988 Cadillac Bro., tan, leather, factory warranty.
1988 Cadillac Bro., gray. leather, factory warranty.
1988 Cadillac Bro., white blue cloth, factory
warranty

1988 Pontiac Grand Am, blue, 4 dr factory
warranty
1988 Pontiac Grand Am, white. 4 dr., factory
warranty
1987 GMC Jimmy 4x4, Gypsy Pack. factory
warranty.
1987 Buick Riviera, ,ecl factory warranty
1 987 Buick Century Limited, 4 dr factory warranty
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1987 Chevrolet
warranty

Cavalier, one owner. factory

1987 Pontiac Sunbird, one owner, factory warranty
1987 Pontiac STE, sunroof, loaded. co demo, factory warranty
1985 Olds Delta 4 door one owner, low mileage, 3-3
1985 Buick Riviera, low miles, one owner, 3-3
warranty
1985 Ford Tempo, high miles, low price
1984 Olds Toronado, low miles, sunroof, one owner,
3-3 v.arr2ntv
1984 Isuzu impulse,extra sharp. loaded, low miles,
3-3 wan ant y
1984 Olds Clore, 4 dr . good miles, sharp, 3-3
warranty
1984 Buick Century, 4 dr., one owner. med miles
1984 Buick Regal 4 dr , one owner, low miles, 3-3
warranty

1984 Pontiac STE, good miles, 3-3 warranty.
1983 Buick Riverla, low miles, Bose system, one
owner, 3-3 warranty
1983 Cadillac Eldorado, low miles, one owner, 3-3
warranty

1983 Cadillac Coups DeVille, low miles, local, 3-3
warranty
1983 Cadillac Fleetwood Bro., Special $6,000 00
1982 Buick Sky Hawk, 4 dr . high miles, cheap
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
'Guys and Dolls'
Actress/director Nancy Sherburne is in Murray for three weeks
to direct the Playhouse-in-thePark production of Guys and
Dolls.
She's really pleased. Not only is
this a chance for her to "expand
my directorial horizons," but
she's been a devotee of Damon Runyon (whose stories inspired the
musical) since she was twelve
years old.
In fact, she said, "a lot of our
standing family jokes were based
on Runyon phraseology."
And she likes Murray.
"It's a pretty town, and the people are friendly. I wish I could
think of a more original way to say
it."
As an actress, one of her
favorite roles was that of Queen
Aggravaine in Once Upon a Mattress. And so, last Friday, her first
night in Murray, off she went to
see the Murray High School production of the same play.
She said she was very impressed
with young performers, many of
them members of the Playhouse's
Young Actors Guild — and that

"the Queen had all her gestures
exactly right."
Her own story fascinates,
because it parallels so much the
creative "sixties" characters we
meet in novels.
In 1968 she was in Chicago, raising three young children. She
worked as the director of admissions for a small college and her
husband was a copywriter at an ad
agency.
The family lived one block away
from headquarters of the
Democratic National Convention.
"When the cops swept down our
street yelling 'don't take any prisioners — just club them down and
leave them lay,' we knew it was
time to leave."
And so they moved to a small
farm in Woodford County, north of
Lexington, where it took Nancy a
while to get used to animal noises
in the morning.
"It was culture shock," she
said._ "I missed the honking and
the buzzing of the inner eitk."
Her husband, Jim Sherburne,
wrote novels instead of ad copy.
He's published nine, including five

"historical mysteries" which
Ove done very well.
And Nancy returned — slowly,
as her children grew older — to a
first love — the theater.
"I always wanted to be an actress, since I was five years old
and played Santa Claus in the
Christmas play. I was upset at
first — because I wanted to be a-..
snowflake (they had such pretty
costumes) — but when the teacher
pulled the sheet across the
clothesline, I was hooked!"
In Chicago, she had spent some
time with Second City, the influential improvisational theater
group, and she was there with
Alan Arkin, Mike Nichols and
Elaine May, Avery Schreiber, and
Paul Sands.
And so what to you do if you're
an actress transplanted to a Kentucky farm?
"I do it all — though sometimes
I have to travel around quite a
bit."
She's- done community theater,
college theater, professional
theater; and local television.
Sometimes she's paid, sometimes
not. She's done what she calls "the
dinner theater circuit." She's led
theater workshops for various

organizations, and she's been a
dramatist-in-residence throughout
Kentucky — including three weeks
at Calloway County Middle School
six years ago.
She has strong feelings about
schools and crramatics and the
teacher's role.
"The point of it au," she says,
"is not the quality of the production, but the way in which the individual child is allowed to grow
and feel a sense of achievement."
It was the Kentucky Arts Council, who sponsors the artist-inresidence program, who recommended her for the director's position at the Playhouse.
In the past few years, Sherburne
says, she's "slowly metamorphosized into a director. It's a new
challenge — even though it is hard
to give up my name in lights."
And she'd like to do more directing — especially with community
theater groups.
"It's because of the people,
primarily. When you work withprofessional theater'groups, the
people have the same interests
and they're usually young. Here,
you have all ages, all kinds of occupations, and different interests.
I love it."

Art exhibit opens June 1
Harvey Parker, Bachelor of
Fine Arts degree candidate at
Murray State University, will present his senior exhibition from
June 1 through June 12, in the
Clara M. Eagle Gallery upper
level. Entitled, "Wrap Up," the
exhibit consists of sculptures and
drawings done within the past two
or three-years,-with an-emphasis
on the human figure.
Mr. Parker is very interested in
how people relate to one another
and their environment, and states
that his work, "...deals with the
ridiculous and/or frightening
_aspects of luunan life; the mundane and complex situations,"

CUSTOM VERTICAL
DS
-

Harvey, a past Organization of
Murray Art- Students VicePresident, won the Junior Review
Scholarship in the fall of 1986,
after having studied drawing and
art history in Italy that summer.
He is the son of Mr. Jesse Parker,
Sr. and Mrs. Polly Parker of
Paris, Tennessee.
The Clara M. Eagle Gallery is
located on the fourth floor of the
Price-Doyle Fine Arts Center,
Murray State University, Murray,
Kentucky. Gallery hours for the
summer are: 8:00 a.m. till 4:00
Monday through Friday,
There is no admission charge.

Auditions set at Playhouse
Auditions for "Winnie the
Auditions for "The Servant of
Pooh," to be produced at the Two Masters,"
a
Playhouse in the Park by the Young Actors' production f The
Guild, will be at 7
Children's Theater Company, will p.m. Tuesday in
the library annex,
be Tuesday at 4 p.m. and Thurs- and at 4 p.m.
Wednesday in the
day, June 2, at 6:30 p.m. in the meeting room at
the public
meeting room at the Calloway library. The
production, directed
County Public Library. The pro- by Bob Valentine.
will play July
duction, directed by Mark Ether- 8-10, and
15-17. Auditions are open
ton, will play July 29-31, and to students
who will be in grades
August 5-7. Reahearsals will begin 7-12, or in college,
in the fall.
In mid or late June — auditions
For more information about
are open to children who will be in auditions, call the
Playhouse at
grades 1-6 in the fall.
759-1752.
Unlike investments that are
bought and sold as they rise and
fall in value an investment in
music study is permanent and

Come On Down and Eat With Us!
ALL THE CATFISH
YOU CAN EAT $595
SWAY SUNDAY 4100 p.m..300 p.m.
pm , Sunday Noon-8 00

always growing. For the student,
it yields intellectual and personal
dividends that will be needed

Hrs Thursday. Friday & Saturday 4-10

County Line Place

throughout a lifetime: self-

(Formorly County Lbw Grocery)
12i N. to Mayfield on Calloway-Graves Co. Line

discipline, creativity, and an
ty's greatest achievements
What's more, a sustained pro-

AFFNIM

the ncxt generation of musicians
and audiences will share in and
add to our musical heritage. Nat-

Playhouse in the Park Admhdatrative Director Louise Weatherly. at
right, discusses the "Guys and Dolls" script with director %alley
Sherburne.

Monday rriday
5:311a.m. Morning Edition Terry Gross Fresh,Air joins Morning
Edition at * 30
4-sank- -Psynnie-eksaster--Seren-hears. xi* tisane*/ musicTwatittnersint-features hosted by Margaret Hunt and. Joe Jackson

4e-is. AH-Thep-vonmorrro "):220eateutd,....22smo--1-,ww,,i,f'the sir

p.m, Fresh Air with Terry Gross
CIO p.m. Radio Reader with Dick Estell
oyager by Jeans eager azid Dick Rutan
12 Migla. Moaday-Tbearsday An hour of nes are TUE('
Friday. May MI
7 p.m. Evening(Unica - Classical Encore with C B
Hunt
•p.m. NigMbeat A program of cool and progressive jazz
i p.m. Soulflight Jasz_funk,_dnixt-e sand soul music
2 a.m. Sign-off
_
•a.m. Milan' with a look at new albums in the WEMS folk
bluegrass library
7 a.m. Weekend Edition with Scott Simon
X a.m. Music-from the Fitwit Porch'Folk'and bluegrass mask
hostedb-y Angela Johnson
and Jan Pruitt
12 elms. Mountain Stage Marla Muldaur Battlefield Hand
Seona McDowell and John
Saunders are featured
2 p.m. Our Front Porch with John SheMer Riders in the Sky
perform at the Wheatland
Music Festival
3 p.m. Lonesome Pine Special Guests are the Battlefield Band
4 p.m. All Things Considered
5 p.ni. Marion McPartland's Piano Jan with guest Muhal Ric hard
Abrahms
O p.m. Focus on Jazz Chick Webb Is featured
7 p.m. 'The Blues with John Griffin and Jim Carpenter MUM
r from one of America
earliest and continuing jazz forms
p.m. Jazz Horizons with Trent Tiffin
11 p.m. Beyond the Edge Forward music for those who like If
baaday. flay U
4144.172. Opus Pr A morning of chamber music. festival performances
and classical music
from the WKMS library
11 a.ns, Weekend Edition with Susan
Starnbrit.
1 p.m. The Big Band Era with Bobby Bryan (bunt Basle Art Kassell
Jan Savitt Doris
Day and others are featured
4 p.in. All Things Considered
5 p.m. Our Times with host Byron (nlos
Soundprtnt Weekly documentary genes hosted by John tiockeliberry
designed
Intensely explore a subject each week
0:30 p.m. NPR Playhouse
7 p.m. A Note to You with host Roland Nadeau takes you on a
tour of the world of music
Tonight Clarks lye. and the New England Transcendentalists
11 p.m. Audiophile AuchtMn with John Sun ier
• p.m. New Sounds with John Schaeffer
111 p.m. Music from the Hearts of Space Electronic and meditative
space MUSIC
Monday. May 23
6 p.m. Fresh Air with Terry Gross
CM p.m. Radio Reader with Dick Estell
7 p.m. Evening Classics - The St Louis Symphony Orchestra
p.m. Easy Street with Hobby Bryan
Tuesday. Slay 24
7 p.m. Evening Classics - The Cleveland Orchestra
•p.m. Easy Street with Bobby Bryan
liesdiesday. May 26
7 p.m. Evening Classics - Atlanta Symphony Orchestra
•p.m. Easy Street with Bobby Bryan
'Thursday. May II
7 p.m. Evening Classics - The Chicago Symphony Orchestra
•p.m. Easy Street with Bobby Bryan
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Superb Picture.
Superb Styling.

urally even such a safe investfunded, nurtured, and sustained.
But the results are impressiveand, as with any good investment,a strong performance
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w Decorator Grill
1. 3 Stainless Steel Hinges
Pre-hung for Easy
Convenient Installation
'Tempered Glass lOckplate
• 1'4" thick. 2" wide main frame • Self-storing storm door of extruded.
heat treated aluminum • Tempered glass inserts interlock at meeting
rail • All Inserts are weatherstripped and are removable • Key lock
cylinder. antflockout feature • Wide drip cap on the Z•bar frame header
• wraparound "Marine type" glazing on glass Inserts • Adjustable bot•
torn expander with vinyl sweep • SetOng ektrUded key COMM field
firmly double stftwce• • Zinc hardware and metal swivels on all Wiens
• Contoured Z.bar Is adaptable to most casings. • Delivered and installed S199.00.

TRUST SEARS TO GET
IT INSTALLED RIGHT'

Willie Vinson, of Henry County, Tenn., is pictured, left, with Glen B.
Sears, general manager of West Kentucky Rural Telephone
cooperative, at a dinner held recently to honor Vinson on his retirement after 30 years employment with the cooperative. He was one of
the oldest employees in years of service with the co-op. A retirement
dinner was held recently at the Rural Telephone Offices in Mayfield,
at which time Vinson was presented a watch by Sears on behalf of the
cooperative.

Lisa Arnold,left,leaves with mother Janet Arnold and sister Kelly after
participating in local preschool screening. The screening, sponsored by
the local school systems, provides parents with information on their
chikrsiosith.

The Murray-Calloway Preschool Screening, a cooperative community service of the Murray City Schools and the Calloway County
Schools, assessed 124 preschool children recently.
With the cooperation of the Murray Head Start and Diagnostic and
Remediation Center of Murray State University, the schools provided
parents with information about their preschooler's vision, hearing,
speech/ language. and developmental skills.
The information obtained from the screening will be used to help
parents and educators of this community to plan for quality educational programs.
Dr. Nancy Lovett of the Calloway County School System, Doralyn
_Lanier-of--the Murray Independent_School District. Judy _Whitten-ofMurray Head Start, and Dr. Betty Blodgett of Murray State Universi'
ty werelhe coordinators Of the educational agencies involved
ning the screening letter materials.
The personnel responsible for making the arrangements, Donna
Whitfield. Joan Minner, Nancy Harper, and Myra Gradisher,
credited all the staff for their participation in the screening as-well as
offering their thanks and appreciation to all the parent volunteers for
their help during the two days of the Screening.
•Thts-year a-totst atTI people'•=.7 school perscerriel.-MSt'students:
and parent volunteers — donated their time and expertise to make
the -screeriliiga Success.
Sponaors also thanked the news media for supporting the local
school system by announcing the event and were thankful for the
cooperation of the day cart and preschool centers in the community
for sending letters to parents.
We thank the local businesses for allowing posters to be used as
advertisement. We appreciate the donations of toy favors from
McDonald's and coloring books from CHAMP (Children's Health and
Mental Protection i. We sincerely appreciate the parents who
brought their preschool children to the screening. We encourage any
parents of preschool age children to contact the local education agency if they have questions or concerns about their child's development,- the spokesperson stated

Troop 77 of the Boy Scouts of America held a Court of Honor, MaL23 at
the First Christian Church. Scoutmaster Tom Northrop and Chaplain
David Roos presented Mrs. Margaret Boone a special national award
honoring the late O.B. Boone for his outstanding service to the youth of
the nation through the Boy Scouts of America, the Four Rivers Council.
The National Child Labor Committee of New York City granted a
special 1988 Lewis Hine Award to the late O.B. Boone for his remarkable
and unheralded service on behalf of children and youth. He was
nominated by the immediate past president of the United Way of Murray and Calloway County, Mrs. Betty Lowry. Each year the national
committee receives dozens of nominations from virtually every state
and area of the United States for exceptional work with young people.
Boone's service stood out, according to J.Robert Carey,president of the
National Football League Properties and Chairman of the National
Child Labor Committee Board of Trustee. Pictured above is Northrop
with Mrs. Boone.

Seven 30-year employees of West Kentucky Rural Telephone
Cooperative were recognized recently for their years of service to the
organization, and were presented rings for their long record of
employment. Honored were, from left, Odean Jackson, Ray Jones,
Cynthia Wiggins, Billy Thompson, James Harrison and Willie Vinson,
with Cooperative manager Glen B. Sears, right, who made the gift
presentation. Absent from the picture was Ken Adams.

Our partyware
selection fits in
with any celebration:
*Napkins
ce uc es
*Nide-

Telephone Co-op logs

without a lost-time accident
Employees of the West Kentucky Rural Telephone Co-op logged- 417.35&-how's -without a. lost-time accident in 1987, the most of
any independent -telephone corn-....
pany in Kentucky.
They were recognized for their
outstanding achievement and
were presented the No Lost Time

Safety Achievement Award at the
annual convention of Kentucky
Telephone Association held -recently in Lexington.
Receiving -the award- for the
West Kentucky co-op employees
was manager Glen B. Sears.

Come in and see
our great selection!

109 S. 4th St.
753-1462
Locally owned and operated b) Bob Dunn, R.Ph.

The Only REAL Italian Pizza
LARGE
16" PIZZA

16" PIZZAS
Extra Cheese
plus 2 toppings of your choice
on each pizza -

State health department to open hotlines
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP — The
state Department for Health Services will open a toll-free information line, plus locally staffed
hotlines in three cities, for Kentuckians with questions about
AIDS, the agency said
Wednesday.
It will coincide with the federal
government's mailing of pamphlets on acquired immune deficiency syndrome. The pamphlet is
expected to generate many ques-

tions about the deadly disease, Dr.
Carlos Hernadez, commissioner of
the department. said in a news
release.
The hotlines will "provide the
backup of a trained person who
can provide information
anonymously, one-to-one to Kentuckians who want more
tion," Hernandez said.
ber Is
The toll-free
es will be
1-800-654-AIDS. Phon

day through Friday and 10 a.m. to
6 p.m. Saturday, through June,the
release said.
The locally staffed hotlines will
be 502-625-5600- in Louisville,
606-281-5151 in Lexington and
606-291-6868 in northern Kentucky.
Since 1982, 147 Kentuckians have
been diagnosed as havin
and 92 have died. Twenty-six ntuckians were found to have AIDS
since Jan. 1, the release said

Dine In Or Pick Up Only

Expires 640-88 g

SOLD BY WEIGHT ONLY!

We are constantly searching for Bordeaux wines of fine
character and sensible value. With the Chateau
Malescasse we feel we have been successful on both
counts. This Medoc is well balanced with plenty of aging
potential and the price speaks for itself. Case discounts
available

and other Diamond Rings

No Dealers Please' •Layaways Available

•Trade-ins and Scrap Gold Welcome

Sale Good thru Wed.-Closed Memorial Day_
Most Repair Work Done Same Day!
Free Estimates

14KT. SOLID GOLD JEWELERS
We do Lustorn work

Bel-Air Center

your design or our.

753-1293

Now; ilt, time th

?4j,/

Off OM

Jl

Expires 6-10-88

Central Shopping Center(ocross from MSU Stadium)
Murray
759-9600

ATABOUT$8A'BOTTLE,
EASILY THE BEST VALUE
IN THE HAUT-MEDOC.

All 14 KT. Gold Chains, Bracelets & Charms

Dint In Or PK), Up On

Ihe Party Mart
S09 Lon. 001. Nit tionnon Maio
o and Sint 11111 PM
8 A N to 10 P N

1

U.S. stmol industry
Ensployntont In thousands
70(1

DENVER (AP ) - A flight
mechanic who stole a private jet
and killed himself after a
1,600-mile joyride was "upbeat"
until the moment his radio went
silent, says the pilot who talked
him through a safe landing.
"I was shocked," said Bob Cunningham, who helped his former
co-worker, Mike Christiansen, 24,
land the plane at Stapleton International Airport on Wednesday.
The thing that stays in my mind
is that he did take his life after all
that.
Within minutes of the relatively
routine landing, police, FBI
Agents and emergency crew
members who approached the
twin-engine Learjet 36a found
Christiansen dead at the controls
of a gunshot wound.

"As the crash crew and law enforcement personnel approached,
he was ordered to lock his
brakes," said Stapleton
spokesman Richard Boulware.
"They heard a noise and when
they looked in the cockpit, they
found him dead. Things happened
really fast."
The FBI and the Federal Aviation Administration have begun investigations to find out why Christiansen stole the 10-seat jet from
Patrick Henry International Airport in Newport News, Va., why he
killed himself, and where he obtained the gun.
"The indication was that he just
wanted to fly around for awhile,"
Boulware said.
Christiansen. who did not have
pilot's license, worked as a flight

Stock Market
Previous Close
kir Products
_
AT&T
Briggs & Stratton
Chrysler
CSX Corp
Dean Foods
Dollar Gen. Store
Exxon
Ford

Prices as of 10 a.m.
82 .
/
1
4
+5.56
Goodyear
1961.37
1.B.M
+%
44% UM
Ingersoll Rand
39 +%
..... 131AB 131/BA
23/
1
4A _ Jerrie°.
32% + 1 4
'inc
lunar'
..30 +/
1
2
Kroger
32% 4.
JCPenney
20% + 1/s
43% -%
25/
1
2 +1
Penwalt
/
4
--01%
Pillsbury
25% •
.6%13 8%A
Quaker Oats
Sears
43% -1/2
34/4 unc
46/
1
2 +'/
Texaco
Time Inc.
E..S.Tobacco
Wal-Mart
C.E.F. Yield
6.23

Avila_

•

414 MAIN STREET
MURRAY. KENTUCKY
753-3366

The shoe sale ad_that_rai_in_ _
Wednesday's paper for
WAL-MART should have read:
Sale Good thru May 30th.
-We are sorry for.any_incoavenience
this may have caused.

mechanic at the Virginia airport
for the Atlanta-based Flight International, which owned the plane
he stole, officials said. The company operates the world's largest
fleet of Learjets.
Pete Daikos, spokesman for
Patrick Henry airport, said Christiansen took off early Wednesday,
clipping a security guard's van on
a runway and shearing off part of
a wingtip fuel tank The guard
escaped injury.
Cunningham, 42, who worked
with Christiansen at International
Jet Aviation Services in Denver
last year, said he was preparing
for a flight from Denver to his
hometown of Albuquerque. N.M.,
when air traffic control officials
asked for his help in landing the
jet.
"He was upbeat on the radio,
and responded readily. I asked
him several times how he was doing, and he came back and said he
was doing fine," said Cunningham. At one point, he asked
Christiansen how he was and
Christiansen replied, "Feeling
great."
After Christiansen landed, Cunningham asked, -Are you OK,
Mike? mike...are__you _OK? _Have
you got that thing shut down yet?"
There was no reply, and.
Boulware said, Christiansen was
found dead moments later. -

Christiansen apparently grew
up in Colorado and attended Colorado Aerotech in Broomfield last
year. He was certified by the FAA
to work on aircraft in June.
International Jet officials said
he worked as "aircraft cleaner
and helper" for about 10 months,
resigning in August to take a job
with Continental Airlines. In
March, he moved to Virginia.
Cunningham recalled Christiansen as a "very personable"
man, who sometimes acted as his
chauffeur during his stops at
Stapleton.
"I believe he was in school at the
time, training to be a flight
mechanic and that was on his
mind, of course," Cunningham
said. "He did the job well, to my
knowledge."
Cunningham said he did not
know why Christiansen stole the
plane. "We didn't have time to go
into too much background," he
said. "We wanted to get the plane
down safely."
Attempts to reach Christiansen's family members by
telephone at the Lakewood address Christiansen gave the FAA
were unsuccessful. The
Associated Press made 30 calls to
the apartment complex where he
lived in Virginia and found only
one resident at home. She said she
never had heard of him.
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NEW YORK CAP) - After a
boldly existential ending, "St
Elsewhere" exists no more.
The show, which won a dozen
Emmy Awards, concluded
Wednesday night with a surprise
conclusion revealing the entire six
years of the critically acclaimed
series as the fantasy of an autistic
child.
"We've had the ending for a
number of years," said Bruce
Paltrow. one of the show's exthree mosques
ofecutive producers
ficials, Tass said.
"We were looking for the
It quoted Patriarch-Catholicos
metaphor for all of us to have
‘'azgen of the Armehignshigetak_created
this _fiction
froth
saying thereturn of the facilities
entire six years into the imaginawas an example of improved
tion of boy who could not comchurch-state relations.
municate with the outside world,
Tass said the monasteries had
but
had this staggeringly exciting
been under state protection for
inner life was we thought an ex.
many years, but provided no other
citingly existential end to the
details about them.
series.'
.

5 Gallon Driveway Sealer.
Coal tar emulsion sealer
protects against salt. gas &
oil damage loss

S95
CLEARANCE SPECIAL:
5 Gallon Heavy Roof
Coating. Quanties Limited

SAVE
35-50%
RoadHandler 50
steel-belted radial

OUR LOWEST PRICES EVER
AS
4099
LOW
Poo
.ociudie
Wm:0N

Steel belted radial construction for excellent impact resistance, and a unique tread design that
provides traction so surelooted you'll be
amazed' Black outline lettering plus whitewal
provide a classy look Tubeless

Y-shaped tread elements Excellent impact
resistance 35.000 mile
warranty
Poop tricludos
APOSICIN 0235 75R15 INPOng

66

Save on Great
Paints During our
1988
Gray Seal Paint
Sell•A•Bration

SteadyRiderl
AT shocks
s." DC'.
Cecil

Comfort Valve
smooths out bumps
Radial tuned.
p•o,,cipc ho,1968 Annual Calabq
'
41 88 ,,,stallso
W99311004

5299

Reg
price
Up to 575 cold -cranking
amps 1 hr and 50 mins
of reserve capacity'
c/CludOS

MY430211R

Bel Air Shopping Center Murray, KY
759-1390
Open 7 Days A Week
44' Your Carnpasita iicrna Build1n4 Supply Cantar
Illes.-Tti. 7:50-1100 Sat. 11-11 Ilea. 1-I
Bale Prises Seed at Murray Store Oily
Otker Legations—Beate' aid Lake City
Saltsfaction guaranteed or your money back

episode. but prohibitive costs kept
their script,.a.fithtic.fliiiiikS11-1
Eligius at the edge of apocalypse.
from being filmed
In the end, prohibitive costs
knocked down not only the intended final episode but the show Itself
"St. Elsewhere" was produced at
a loss by 14-TM at a time when
hour-long series are not selling
well in syndication.
The show will be seen in reruns.
but MTM will not release details of
its syNtication sales.
In an apparently personal, inside joke in the dialogue of the
final script, Dr. Wayne Fiscus
'Howie Mandel I. says of his years
at St. Eligius, "Grueling hours.
bad food, egomania, death and
moral confusion It'll be hard to
leave."
The producers of the show have
long since left and are busy on a
new series for NBC. "TatUnger's," an offbeat romantic
comedy set in a popular New York
restaurant. It is being shot on location here and stars Stephen Collins, Blythe Danner and Jerry
Stiller. The show is on NBC's fall
schedule in the time period that
"St. Elsewhere" is leaving.

Preachers differ
on future of
TV evangelists

White Toilet Tank and
Bowl. First quality. 4325

As
low
as
Our smoothest riding
light truck radial Steel
belts for long wear
Pnoe ociudes
MY65201 R
888)00,9
LY235781118

When
-made its
season ago, "St. Elsewhere" was
part of a wave of creativity from
MTM Productions that revolu•
tionized stodgy network programming in the 1980s "St. Elsewhere"
followed "Hill Street Blues" onto
NBC and was inevitably compared
to the earlier show's groundbreaking style, overlapping dialogue
and hand-held cameras
But "St. Elsewhere" went
beyond "Hill Street" in social
satire. At times serious, at times
hilarious, it took on politics,
religion, AIDS, heterosexual and
hornosextja1--rspe7---eaneer, drug
abuse, the afterlife, corporate indifference, its own network and
previous shows from NITM. One
entire episode revolved around a
male patient's insistence that he
was Mary Richards from "The
Mary Tyler Moore Show.".
- The 4.̀8t. Elsewhere-- writers

io

599

AS

10

5
Note: Based on January. 1988 exchange rates
Chcarao Tribune Chart Source Arnencan Ircei end Semi indueirY

Russian news agency report
says monasteries returned
to Armenian church leaders
MOSCOW I AP) - Two
monasteries have been returned to
Armenian church officials by the
government, the Tass news agency said.
The official news agency said on
May 25 that Armenian authorities
returned to the church the Tateva
monastery. built in the 9th century, and the Makaravank
monastery, built between the 11th
and 13th centuries.
The government-in--Armenia. a southern Soviet republic that
borders Turkey, also returned

'83

82

Comparing omploymont costs

WASHINGTON (API - Two
Baptist television preachers
disagreed over whether scandaltoppled TV preachers Jimmy
Swaggart and Jim Bakker should
be allowed to return to television
preaching.
On an ABC television show, the
Rev. James Robison of Dallas
argued that through forgiveness
the Gospel offers "whole and total
restoration on the platform and in
the pulpit."
However, the Rev. Jerry
Falwell of Lynchburg, Va., said
clergy have special responsibilities and "we don't have the
luxury of a major, scandalous sin,
and then going back into the
pulpit."
Robison said he has been
counselling with Bakker and his
wife, Tammy, and "I think we're
going to see a miracle in the lives
of two people I once despised. I
want to see them restored. I love
them."
Both Bakker and Swaggart were
ousted from their TV operations
after sex episodes, but Swaggart
defied his denomination's orders
to stay off the air for a year, returning to it this week.

---
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Reber & NO Wiggins.
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PREGNANT? Wor
red? There is sane
body who cares! Call
Opportunities For Life,
toll free 1 800 822 5824
for personal,
confidential help!
THE Gold Nugget,
south side of square,
Mayfield, Ky 247-6762.
Diamonds, black hills
gold, 14kt. gold chains"We sell for lesS!” -We
guarantee it " Jimmy
Thornpson Jeweler.

TRANSFER

your 8MM

home movies to video
tape. $3 50 per 50 ft
reel, tape included
Also, slides, negatives
and photographs. Free
pick up and delivery.
Call Donna Darnell,
Video Production
Specialties 759-9246.
WANTED 11 Qualified
homeowners to display
thermally sealed in
sulated replacement
windows Deluxe pack
age. $7988 per window.
7 windows, $49 monthly.
Financing available.
Phone 1 800 422 9872

IF BORN TODAY you like excitement in your work and may experiment before settling on a career.
You're good at taking chances, but
may be expedient at times. You have
leadership abilities and strength in
the face of adversity. Philosophy,
literature, law and teaching are some
of the field.s which promise you
happiness. Something of a law unto
yourself, you dislike being in a
subordinate position.

A

WONDERFUL
Family Experience.
European, Scandinav
ian High School ex
change students arriv
ing in August. Become a
host family for
American Intercultural
student exchange. Call
1800 SIBLING.
FOR Fast, Friendly and
Prompt Free lnspec
tions for Termites and
your Pest Control
needs, call WALT
BULLARD, Servall
Termite and Pest Con
trol
Days 753 6433,
Evenings 753-8950.
NEEDED

-------53

PONT yOu EVER wONDER
HOW 7065 GOT TO
BE 50 PERFECT"

homeowners for 1988
pool ITTstallatiCm-S.
Financing available.
Prices start,$58841188.
Deluxe installation
complete $99 monthly

l
i f3IRD5 NEVER WONDER
ABOUT ANYTHING

We Represent 7 "A" And
"A +" Rated Insurance Companies. If You Are In Average
Health For Your Age, We May
Be Able To Save You Several
Hundred Dollars Per Year,
CALL TODAY
Jerry McConnell Insurance
753-4199
-"Our 26th Year Of Service"

THE FAR SIDE
•
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-
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highly charged business, financial, public
sectors; Experienced
Sales or Human Resources Development
professional only. High
commission structure.
Resume: Butler/Interchange, Box K, 1325
West Dorothy, Dayton,
Ohio 45409.

CHILDCARE Worker
for Adolescent Group
Home. Responsibilities
include: Household
management, direct
supervision, informal
counseling, case management. Must be able
to live in 5 days a week.
Salary plus benefits
-Experience Or degree.
Send resume to: Direc-TOr, 37U'WradShiw,
Hopkinsville, KY 42240.

;
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NANCY
f5112Ci-k • TiSERL
i5 NOTHING MORE
'GROSS THAN A
NAIRBRUS4-1 FULL
OF HAIR'

GARFIELD

LET'S TAKE A WALK IN MY
NEIGHBORI400P, 0045 ANC)
GIRLe WOULD YOU LIKE THAT?
SUR E , •0
UNCLE ROY

(RE WE ARE 01.1T.9114 MY 1400. .
HELP!DINKY TNE CLOWN'S
HEY!-WMAT ARE YOO POING?! STEALING MN HOESCAPB!

Fruitcakes of the World

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
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ACROSS

Hi

1 "The 39 6 Plague
11 Courteous
13 Hauled with
effort

BEETLE BAILEY

TH 15 15
GENERAL
HALFTRACK.
WHO 15
THIS?
"NJ

-

THI5 15 A POOR
NAMELESS PRIVATE
SLAVIN& AT A THANKLESS J013 TO MAKE
A STUPID GENERAL
LOOK GOOD

&OOP WORK!
HAVE YOUR
CAPTAIN CALL
ME BACK

11-5 TRUE...
BIG SHOTS
ONLY HEAR
WHAT THEY
WANT TO
HEAR

14 Ruthenium

a15 Nought
17 Greek letter
18 High card

IA
Dutf
WALar
5-2‘

doomed*
•

bit

BLONDIE

20 Balance
21 Cul de 22 Pound down
24 Seine
25 Apportion
26 Insignificant
28 Deduce
30 Den
32 Small.
Informal
letter
33 Agent
35 Fixed period
of time
37 Location
1

2

3

4

WASP
F I RU
RUB
ERIE
ATOM
UR I
TERROR
MAT
TI
URAL
TABLE
PRESIDES
IL
LAMAS
TIBB
ERR
AT
LOB
PAT
OE
YEU 13IU
TERSE
BOIT TOR E D
RE
SNIINE
BELT
P 13C
RA
IZIEEDED
ARK
ROME
OMUT
SKY [DNS
STUN

DOWN
1 European
herring
2 Big-billed
bird
3 Spanish
article
4 Metal

fastener
5 Halt
8 Melody
7 Breakfast
Item
8 Silver
symbol
6

5

I1

7

8

9

15

Is

17
ill

WI

19

10

13

12

14

Answer to Previous Puzzle

38 Diving bird
40 Peruse
42 Individual
43 Beasts of
burden
45 Expire
48 Father
47 National
hymns
49 Prefix: down
50 Martini
ingredient
PI
52 Looked
Intently
54 Renovate
55 Merits

ill
22

23

25

24

THE PHANTOM

26

UU

29

28
30 IIIII

vig-tar 11/RP COULD

32

CARRY TWO COWS? EVEN
ONE? YOU'RE DRUNK.

.4
36

ill

WI

ill

41
NI•uu
11
42 1
43

111

iill
48

il

ill

II

III

52
lidUdUUU

54
ill

9 Lawmaking
body
10 Elicit
12 Kind of collar
13 Heed
16 Hastened
19 Rival
21 Cut
23 "Peyton -"
25 Bishop's
headdress
27 Illuminated
29 Decay
31 Cooks In
oven
33 Last act
34 Hurry
36 Unmarried
woman
37 Profound
sleep
39 Retain
41 Acts

ill

LOCK HIM UP!

6. Help Wanted
LPN Position for the
11-7 shift. Employee
will be scheduled
Monday -Friday
w/every weekend off
Excellent salary &
benefits.
Apply in person at
Heritage
Manor,
Fourth and Indiana,
Mayfield, KY 42068 or
call 247-0200. .„.

gi A HILLHAVIN FACILITY
ANNOUNCER/ Pro
ducer News for 1,000
Watt NPR Affiliate in
Western Kentucky.
Host early morning
news program, morning
edition, produce news
and public affairs
features, do general
reporting. Bachelor's
degree, experience in
news and public affairs,
good production and
interviewing skills,
good on-air delivery.
Starting date July 1,
1988, or as soon there
after as possible. Sal
ary, 813,000/ $15,000.
Send resume, writing
samples, audition tape,
references to: News
Search Committee, Box
2018, University Station,
Murray, KY 42071.
Murray State University is an Equal Opportunity/ Affirmative
Action Employer.

Full-time Checker,
Experience
Preferred.
Apply in Person
Owen Food Market
Murray
EXPERIENCED
Housekeeper wanted
one day a week. Must
have references and
own transportation

Call 753-1231 after 6P.M.
SHE P M -A-19-7
Women: Top level sales
positions- ay ail ableifl
Kentucky with National
Fishing Organization
Work at your hobbie
407-425-0045.
GENERAL Freight
Hauling. Commercial
Transport needs
owner/operators, If
you need
- training, we
will train you. You will
operate your own tractor. If you don't have

CORN Austin has
fulltime sales and
management trainee
positions available in
Mens's and Ladies
Dept. Experience
preferred but not
necessary. Apply in
person, 402 Main St.,
Murray, KY.
DRIVERS. We're still one, Commercial
here! Victory Freight
Transport offers a pun
ways is now Stoops chase program that we
Express. We still have think is one of the best
our terminal in Seller- in the industry. If you
sburg and it will remain are 21 or over and think
a full service facility. If you may qualify, call
you want: *Top Pay, for a complete in•
*Time at Home, *Great formation package. Call
Equipment, *People weekdays: Toll Free
who Care, call us today 1-800-348-2147 ask for
at our Sellersburg Operator 194. Corn
Terminal. You must be mercial Transport is a
at least 23 years old d ivision of nor
with 1 year OTR tractor thAmerican Van Lines,
trailer experience. a Norfolk -Southern
Stoops Express, Corporation subsidiary.
Louisville, Kentucky, IMMEDIATE Opening,
Nationwide: 800-457Administrator,
6418; Indiana: 800-872- City
KY.
6707 . Ask for City of Marion,
Send Resume by June 3
Recruiting.
to City Hall, 108 East
EXPERIENCED Bellville, Marion, KY
Secretaries for part
42064. 502-9652266 for
time and temporary details.
assignments. Send resume to: Office Extras, LEARN a Career in the
Route 6, Box 10, Horse Industry! The
Kentucky Equine In
Murray, or call 753-5650.
stitute is now taking

By GARY LARSON

X

Z

I
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Lloyd Super Party
Plan, 500 Exciting
Items. Area supervisors
needed. Work from
home. No investment,
pre-training. Call Doris
502-653-3671.
AD Specialty Sales. Top
commissions selling
calendars, pens, caps
and other advertising
specialties locally. Full
or part-time. Call
Shedd -Brown, Harlon
Saylors, Monday 9-3,
615-361-6255.

marketing- 30+ refinement programs for
managers, supervisors,
sales force, workers in

i
l'

,‘

4

ACT Now New House

AREA Manager. Exceptional growth opportunity, your area,

..,
`L
--..--

Babysitter Needed
for 2 month old
Prefer in my home,
non-smoker. 4 or 5
days per week.
Ref. Necessary.
753-8798

,

a.

__,.......

weekly. Easy assembly
work at home making
small decorative
pillows. Full or parttime. We supply all
pre-cut materials and
pay shipping. Free Info.
Send a stamped, selfaddressed envelope to
Coast Enterprises,
Dept. 102, Biltmore St.,
PSL, FL 34984 or call
407-335-04.56.

If Your Company Has Raised
Your Rates, Please Call Us Immediately For A Price Quote,

Call 1 800 331-5864.
NEED Jeans? Country
Jeans is the place Sale
prices every day on
name brand jeans. Lee
Jeans for men, Jr.'s,
misses and waist sizes.
Manisha, Lawman,
Zena, Chic in acid and
stonewashed. Men's
Jordache and Levi's.
Lots of tops, blouses and
jeans on sale. Large
selection of waist size
jeans, some with elastic
waist: Hours
Thurs. Fri., 4-6P.M ,
Sat., 10-5P.M.. 5 miles
94 East. 759-1062.

1

6. Help Wanted

HOSPITAL INSURANCE
Age 40 To 65

43 Qualified

Notice

LIQUIDATION Sale All equipment 10% over
cost. All in stock parts
20% off. Cash sales only.
Stokes Tractor, Industrial Road. Call 753-1319.

6. Help Wanted
$450 PER 100 paid

"tree local claim service"

PIANUTS

PONT YOU SOMETIMES woNCER
HOW DCCt-, 601 TO BE THE
i-ilE-NE5i i7EvELOFE2 OF ALL
LIFE FORMS ON 11415 PLANET 7

2

753-1916
5:30 to 6 p.m.
Mon.-Fn.
3:30 to 4 p.m.
Sat

No age limit to apply.
Our most comprehensive policy pays for
Skilled, Intermediate
or Custodial Care.
With Medicare's new
guidelines for confinement, Nursing Home
Insurance is more irnportant than ever.
For free information
call:
Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

Opm: Thurs., Fa

Notice

Missed
Your
Papor?

NURSING HOME
INSURANCE

Wiggins Furn.

NEW Concord Family
Hair Station, Wolff
Tanning Special, 360
minutes for !30. Perms,
$20 Call for appoint
ment, 10A.M. 6P.M ,
Closed Mondays, Open
Saturdays 9A.M 12
Noon 436 2714

2

WE have large live
Catfish available. $60
per lb., 20-40 lb. range.
Murray Bait Co

Shoppers Mall

Call 436-2865

A

2.Notite

Borkline
urnitur• Oallory
Now Open Al

Allis Chalmers
Model CA, wide
front-end, up front
2 row cultivator,
plow, disc, bush
hog, Woods belly
mower, 2 wheel
trailer.

FOR FRIDAY, MAY 27, 1988
SCORPIO
(Oct.23 to Nov.21)
qte
It's best now to sidestep clandestine involvements and potentially
embarrassing situations. Judgment,
though, is excellent regarding financial interests.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov.'22 to Dec. 21)
frie
Misunderstandings could occur in
financial dealings with others. Distractions occur at work. Tonight,
though, IS super for social activity.
Meet with friends and loved ones.
CAPRICORN
(Dim.22 to Jan. 19)
You're a bit independent now and
hesitant to commit yourself romantically. Some red tape is encountered
in business, but you're still effective
and will succeed.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
A friend is unpredictable. It's a
good time for creative types to meet
with agenLs and _representatives.
Legal news is good. Make vacation
plans now
PISCES
new
(Feb. 19 to Mar 20)
IOW
Thuigs are tumultuous for a while
In:. business, but. The _day ends .on -AL
positive note Real estate and home
matters are pluses for you. Apply for
credit now

Notice

FOR SALE

What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth sign.

ARIES
(Mar 21 to Apr 19)
Misunderstandings could occur
with a close tie today, but they can be
resolved by evening. A heart-to-heart
talk clears the air. Rapport is
restored.
TAURUS
(Apt.20 to May ',X)
You may run into someone by
surprise today. After a sluggish and
unproductive beginning, you begin to
make headway. Money improves.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
It's a sudden infatuation for some
of you. (Inc appointment is changed
now. Writing and speaking abilities
are marked now. An understanding is
reached with a child
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
PIE
A loved one does the unexpected.
With some privacy now, you're able
to catch up on correspondence and
phone calls Mental work and studying are favored.
LEO
(July 23 to-A1ig:22r
A flirtation is nothing more than
that A business luncheon may be
cancelled at.yQu're kept waiting You
express yourself well at a club
meeting. Friendships are highlighted.
VIRGO
(Aug. 23 to Sept22)
It's the perfect day for business
discussions or :c.r t•.:;ising for a raise
Though income increases now, you
need to be careful of things you own
Protect against loss
LIBRA
(Sept. Z..) to Oct22)
ZAS
Dealings with advisers are favored
now You may make plans for a
vacation trip Impatience at work
could mar efficiency Mistakes now
come because of haste

2

Notice

43 Again
44 Pintail duck
47 Haw
48 Ocean
51 At home
53 Redford 10

epplications for the July
11th, 1988 Class. VA
Approved- Scholarships
available. Contact:
Kentucky Equine Institute, 4089 Iron Works
Pike, Lexington, Ken
tucky 40511. Phone
606-233-4303, Ext. 263.
LItENSED Life 8.
Health Agent Needed.
Quality products, high
commissions with adv
ance before issue, lead
system. Call: 1.800.255
2255, Ext. 4277.
NEED Babysttter 18
years or older to
supervise two children
in my home from
8 A.M.- 3 : 30P .M
Mon.-Fri. Must furnish
references. Call 759 9812
after 3:30P.M.
NEED Lady to live in
with invalid lady Board
and salary. 759-1661.
NEED a job? 4 openings
now. You may qualify
if: (1)you do not have
GED or your high
school diploma, (2) you
have been out of school
9 months or more, (3)
you are between ages 16
& 21. We are a EOE
This project is funded
by the Western Ky.
Private Industry
Council- JTPA. Call
J.T.P.A. Out Of School
753-9378 between 8:30
12:005 days a week.
OPENING for outside
retail sales person and
advertising layout per
son on daily newspaper
staff. Must be ex
perienced in print
media field and have
strong sales or layout
background. Good spot
for right person. Send
resume and information
to: Advertising Direc
tor, The Gleaner, P.O.
Box 4, Henderson,
Kentucky 42470.

O TR- DRIVER§
Needed. For Western
Kentucky Company
Weekly pay. bonuses,
medical, benefits 502
825 8973

•
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Help

Wanted

OWNERS/Operators
Want to feel positive
about your future?
Malone needs 0/0's,
Van -Flatbed -Reefer
Your trailer or ours No
Company Trucks. 800
962-8789
PART TIME Position in
Student Health Ser
vices. B.S. degree in
Medical Tichnology or
appropriate science,
certification as a medical technologist by an
acceptable agency; a
minimum of one year of
clinical experience
preferred; supervisory
experience preferred
buy not mandatory;
other qualifications
may be considered with
experience. Must be
able to 'perform anaiy
sis and demonstrate
proficiency in a variety
of roLitine anc
specialized laboratory
procedures. Must alsc
demonstrate the ability
to operate different
types of sophisticatec
electronic equipment.
Responsible for quality
control programs and
maintenance of laboratory supplies. Apply at
Personnel Services,
Sparks 44-all, - Arturray
State University,
Murray, KY 42071.
E0E/M-F.
STORE MANAGER AT
IKT Auto Parts in
Murray. Experience in
auto parts and sales
required. Many benefits
available Send resume
to: IKT, P.O. Box 760,
Metropolis, IL 62960.

10. Business Opportunity
1,000 SUNBEDS, Toning
Tables, Sunai Wolff
Tanning Beds. Slen
derQuest Passive Ex
ercisers. Call for Free
Color Catalogue, Save
50% 1-800•228-6292.
FOR Sale_ Redmon Stake
Co because of illness. 4
miles South of Murray on
Hwy 641. 753 2417, 192
8400.
TRUCK Driving
Training- 3 week Training D.O.T. Certifica•
tion. Training in Murfreesboro, TN. Corn m erc i al Driver In•
stitute, Inc. Toll Free:
1•800-821-1416.

15. Articles for Saes

Mirrray Ledger & Times

24. Miscellaneous

ANTIQUE Mission Oak
Buffet. Claw foot bath
tub. Antique metal ice
box and other miscell
aneous. Call 753-3722
after 5P.M.
DORM size refrigerator,
bedside commode and
walker. Call 753-5118_

FIREWOOD for sale
Also, tree removing 30
years experience 436
2758 or 136 2562

28. Mobile Homes for Rent

32

Apts for

Rent

PINE Bark Mulch 2.29 2
ft. bags. Pine
nuggets 2.19 2 Cu. ft.
bags. We also have top
soil, potting soil & peat.
16. Home Furnishings
Coast to Coast
Hardware, Murray.
FOR SALE. Very Fine
POEMS
Short Stories
Formal Dining Room
Wanted for 1988 Ken
Table, solid pecan and
tucky Literature. Send
mahogany, with six
self addressed stamped
upholstered (including
envelope for informahost and hostess) tion,
P.O. Box 55525,
chairs. 11,000, 753-9320.
Lexington, Kentucky
AIR Conditioners
15
34 Houses for Rent
HERCULON Sofa, 40555.
000 BTU 220. and 12,000
chair and ottoman. PORCH
2
BEDROOM house
Swings Now in
BTU
110 Both work
Excellent condition, Stock!
Solid Oak Harperfectly. Call 753 0157 Stove and refrigerator
Instruction
11
1200. Call after 5P.M., dwood
furnished 413 S. 10th St
4 ft
Swing, or 753 8218 after 1P M
753-4074.
Call 474 775.4
e• $31.99. 5 ft Swing, FOR Sale: 24,000 BTU
TEN Piece Rust Sec
139.99. Coast to Coast Window Air Conditio
3 BEDROOM home Eas
tional Livingroom Hardware. 753-8604.
Side of Murray. 2 sleepinc
ner, 1250 Call 753 1388
Group. Call 492-8553.
rooms upstairs Availabli
SEE Your Family on
now 1400 per month Cal
30. Business Rentals
television 8 16mm
753 5980
Home movies
19. Farm Equipment
BODY Shop for rent 1
photographs -slides mile
South of Almo 3 BEDROOM brick wilt
TRAVEL AGE",
1980 D 3 CAT dozer, like transferred to
pool 518 S 6th St $37!
Heights on Old 641 Call
new, 17,000 hours. 126,500
videocassette. Guaran- 753-5618
plus deposit
TOUR GUIDE
Cal
Phone 753 4 389 or teed Finest quality
492 8755
AIRLINE RESERVATIONJST
SMALL
Building
near
753-5960.
available. Second
NICE 2 Bedroom, stove,
mastercopy Free. For campus. Ideal for office refrigerator, disposal,
or
small
business
Call
20. Sports Equipment
Start locally , full/part time
Special Pricing 1-800'
in Murray References,
753•2967.
Train on live airline comCUSHMAN Electric 888-8808.
deposit
Married
puters Horne study and resiSIX Toning-Exercise
Golf Cart, good condi
couples only, 492 8594
dent training Financial aid
New Office Space
tion. New Titleist Metal Tables (one year old);
available Job placement
THREE Bedroom house
assistance. National Hdqtrs
miscellaneous exercise
Woods- one, three, and
in the country Adults
For Lease.
Pompano Belt, FL
five. Call 753-4575 after equipment. Everything
preferred, no pets Call
to start business.
6P.M.
Will finish to suit 753 9866
A.C.T. TRAVEL SCHOOL
(606)82
4
after
/063
GOLF Cart: E-2 GO
TWO to Three Bedroom
tenant. 600 sq. foot homes
1-800-327-7 728
Gasoline Engine, 4 4P.M.
in town for Rent.
Accrechted mernbr NHSC
wheel model with SWIMMING Pools
ofice, 1,000 sq. foot Call 753 1000 Ask to talk
Here's your chance to
fiberglass top. Good
warehouse with 10 to JUDY JOHNSTON
condition, 1450. Call own a quality Kayak
Pool at an affordable
759-9644.
foot overhead ser- 36 For Rent or Lease
price. We now have a
vice door, Gas
limited quantity of fac•
22. Musical
tory reconditioned deTRALN
utilities
. Located
Miller's 1 2 1
50 WATT Marshall luxe model swimming
TO BE A
Guitar Amplifier, mini pools in various sizes.
Hwy
641
N.
PROFESSIONAL
next
Mini
to
Storage
HELP NEEDED
full stack. Call 759 1028 We have pools to fit
*SECRETARY
Joe
Smith
Carpet
everyone's budget. and
evenings,
759-4512
days.
121 B p,,s,
Located
or
Meat Dept.
•SEC./RECEPTIONIST
SPINET Console we accept almost any
Center,
753-6774 0, 753 6855
*EXECUTI
VE
Apply in person
Pianos, used. Wanted thing in trade. 30 Year
atter 5 p m
SECRETARY
Call 753-0414
responsible party take Warranty, installation
Owens Food
an Meaty, felLpen dote.
and
financing
available_
over payments
(days),'753-1294
Leers used preeeesseg set
FOR Rent or Lease
Lonardo Piano Co., Call now and make us
Market
relabel weresarial skins.
2.900 sq ft at 800 S 4th
anof
f
er!
Paris,
(after 5 PM and
TN. Next to
kswly assi Ilaskiess
St Will rent all or part
1 -800-THE-POOL, Ext
Penney's.
Treeing. Maileasa Wore
Call 759 1164 after SP M
weekends.)
Peuipass Bel., PTB115.
9. Situation Wanted
PENT to Own a Heavy
24. Miscellaneous
TROY Bilt Tiller, like
i-800-527-77%
Duty Washer and
24 HeUR Childcare in
new. Catt 7511059 -or 3!.
3 cu. ft. WHEEL
Want to Rent
THE ii ART •CHOOL
Dryer, $li per week
Any home in Hardin.
753-3896.
-.4••••••••41••••••
BARROWS with steel
Call Movie World at
Meals and snacks fur.WO Adjacent otos. S1N-GLE Campos Mott
tray and legs, only
•CIDoftion
nished. Dependable and
ster
needs
C T Cows
bedroom
3
Murray
Memori
al
$16.88 Steel Clothesline
good references. Call
home Prefer close to
T- Posts, only $12.88 Gardens, Garden of
37 Livestock Supplies
437-4678.
campus Lived in last
each on sale now at Devotion, $1,000 for
residence
BEEFMASTER Bulls
7
CHRISTIAN family will
years
$250
both.
Write:
P.O.
Box
Coast to Coast Hard
price range Need by and young heifers for
1040-1, Murray, KY
do mowing, light haulware.
753-8604.
14.Wan
t
to Buy
June I. 1988 753 9786
sale
Top breeding
ing, and house cleaning.
12071.
5 GALLON Buckets of
quality, registered,
Also, plumbing. Prices ANTIQUE Music
Latex Paint Clearance, WASHER and dryer, 32 Apts for Rent
service age good calv
reasonable. 492-8899.
Boxes, any condition. only 120.00 each,
your deep freeze; air con
Alan
1 hEDR6OM apartment 'no results
COLLEGE Student will Call Don at 753-6485.
choice: •Interior High ditioner and refrigerator
at 1628 C Miller $135 rent SChamp, 502 269 2306
do house cleaning. Re- TWO Ton Grain Truck Hide Flat White, Reg
Call 753-4684
asonable rates. Call in good condition. Call $38.99; •Interior Flat WOOD For Sale. Green
Registered
and deposit. Call before FOR sale
Polled Hereford bulls
753-8810 anytime.
5P.M. 753-3115.
492-8411.
White, Reg. 129.99, and seasoned
ready
for
service Alsc
FOR Rent 2 Furnished
GENERAL house and WANT To Buy: Boats, 'Interior Semi-Gloss 125/rick Call 437 /927.
Rey
apartments Both are younger bulls
office cleaning. 6 years motors, trailers, parts, White, Reg. 149.99;
Robinson
901 247 547
27. Mobile Homes for Sale nice, clean and close to
experience. Re
anything marine. Paris, 'Latex Interior Wall
ferences. Call 759-1578 TN, 901-642-6569, 8A.M.- Primer, Reg. $36.99.
campus $135/month PERFORMANCE
14 X 70 HOMETTE and
after 3P.M.
1165/month. Call Tested Simmental arc
5P.M. daily, 1-5P.M. While supply lasts,
Corp., Northern in
Maine Anjou crossbrec
753-7276.
MOWING and Trim
Sunday
Coast to Coast Hard- sulated
zone, 2 bed
ming, large or small
LARGE Furnished one service age bulls Only
ware. 753-8604.
room, 1 bath, stove,
bedroom, $200 per the very top perform
yards Call 135-4447
BUSINESSES Caps, refrig., antenna tower
15 Articles for Sale
month. Air conditioned, ance bulls offered for
jackets, T-shirts, golf
and rotor, 200 amp
All bulls health
10. Business Opportunity
gas heat, carport 801 sale
2 ROUND trip airline shirts for employees service pole, all elec
Coldwater Rd., near tested and guaranteed
and advertisement. Can
tickets departing from
tric, house type roof,
university_ Call 759 4.577 Broadbent Farms,
be embroidered or
Nashville to Orlando and
concrete steps, above day,
Cadiz, KY 42211 (Day)
or 753-0030 night
return. Leaving June 2nd, printed. Faye's, 514
average condition, $9,
1502)235 5182, (Night
MUP Cal apts. Nor
Main St., 753-7713.
coming back on June 7th
000. Call 759-1132.
(502)215-5170.
thwood Dr. 1. 2 or 3 BR
1210, 753-4707.
CARPET: Buy Direct!
14 X 70 WINSTON
POLLED Hereford
Your complete log home
4 X 8 UTILITY Trailer, Wholesale Prices. Excel4nt condition. 2 Now renting. Equal Buhl,
registered, per
Housing Opportunity
manufactunng company has
1250. 1967 Chevelle, 2 Commercial and rebedroom, 2 bath, cen
formance tested, ser
759 1981.
all of Amenca's finest lines,
sidential shipped direct.
door, V•8, automatic
tral electric heat and
vice age Long Brancn
ONE Bedroom apart
Kentucky references.
stamng at $9.675 Great
Call 762-6256.
air, stove, refrigerator,
Farm, Route 2. Bran
ment, carpeted, fur
Free samples! Paraearning potential, will not
dishwasher 10 X 20
denburg, KY 40108.
nished, private parking
dise Carpets, P.O. Box
interfere with present
covered patio. 10 X 12 All
ANTIQUES FOR SALE
502 422 2711, night call
2488, Dalton, GA 30722;
utilities included
employment. Investment
name/ Kentucky
custom built workshop $175
502 422 3873
a month, deposit
I 800-338-7811.
Eight antique shops in one
100* secured by model
with full attic storage
and lease required NC SIMMENTAL and
CHEST
Type
Freezer.
block
Largest
selection of
Set up, underpinned, children
home Call Mr Lamont
or pets Single Simbrah bulls Per
Incubator and Brooder. lands
fine oak. cherry, walnut and
caped in occupancy. Nov. formance & semen
toll free 1-800-321-5647
All very nice 753-7477.
pine furniture in 200 meet
homeowners only park_
available. Call 136 2755.
tested Excellent quai
Depression glass. kitchen colFIREWOOD for sale
112,500 or $13,500 with
ity 1650 & up Cadiz.
lectibles. old tools dolls.
ONE Bedroom Fur
137-4667
workshop
753-6923
.
or
advertising Items, art potKy 522 8794
rushed apartment
GE
PORTAB
753'7475.
LE
Dis
tery, fine glassware. ironSome utilities paid
TWO Arabian Geldings
hwasher
,
Call
$100
ware old blue stoneware,
1979 11x70 WINDSOR, Near University anc One well trained,
one
753 62*.:mangiest. graruteware. picfront kitchen, 2 bedroom, Hospital Call 753 401; untrained
One Chest
and iippky bac. tures and prints. quilts Open
GLIDDEN Latex Wall
1 large bath, excellent or 753 8756
nut, one Bay
Also.
seven days a week All In
Paint 5 gallon can
condition. After 6P M. ONE or
Two bedroom Triggs 2 horse trailer
Hazel. Kentucky Eight miles
RI 6 • 346
$29.99. Get at Black's call 436-2630
with dressing room
apartments near down
south of Murray on CS 641
LOGUE ROAD
Decorating Center, 701
SUPER Savings Time town Murray. Call 753
Call
Call 437 4667
5021 492-8138 for
S.
MT lULlET, TN 37122
St.,
4th
Murray,
KY.
at
Voluntee
Information
r Homes! 4109 or 436 2844
GOVERNMENT Jobs!
Prices slashed up to TAKING applications 38 Pets -Supplies
Now hiring in yo'ur
12,000 on some Double
for Section 8. Rent AKC BASSETT Hound
area, both skilled and
Wides. Up to 11,000 Subsidized apt 1, 2 or 3
puppies Long ears, sad
unskilled. For list of
discounts on 1.1' and 16' BR. Apply Hilldale
faces Buchanan, TN
jobs and application, wide homes. Act now
Apts., Hardin, Ky. 901 644 9108
call 615 383 2627, Ext. and receive a Free
Equal Housing CHINESE Shar Pe
J.500.
,
Florida Vacation. Opportunity.
(excluding Denim & Crafts)
Puppies and Stud Ser
GULF Shores Volunteer Homes, Lake
THREE Bedroom vice $350 $450, Terms
Plantation
Enjoy 6
Hwy., Paris, TN. Duplex with
all ap
Available Call 901 247
swimming pools, Dome 901 612'1/66
No Layaways
pliances, double carport 3250
with indoor pool, 8
with storage, central air MALE Basengi -Puppy.
tennis courts, 1,000 feet
28. Mobile Homes for Rent and
Sale,heat Call 753-5111 male Lhasa Puppy.
of private beach, fully
2 OR 3 BR, furnished or or 753-7947
female Schnauzer
equipped kitchen Free
unfurnished, some new Two Bedroom apart
puppy Call 489 2246
brochure
furniture, natural gas
merit in Northwood
1 -800-242-GULF
ISTERED AK(
electric, air con
Subdivisi
on.
Rent 1245 Old English Sheepdog
HALF Price! Flashing
ditioned. Shady Oaks per month
Cali
puppies, 5130. Call 247
arrow signs, 1299! 753-5709.
759 4406.
2820, Mayfield, KY
Lighted, non arrow,
Olympic Plaza
753-9228
1289! Unlighted, 1249!
41. Public Sales
Free box letters!
Warranty. See locally.
Limited time only.
Price war! Call
factory. 1 800 423 0163.
HOME entertainment
system. Call after 5P.M.
Hwy 79E
Paris TN
753 7701.
Annual
Presents
LARGE, large, large
Bob Gales has bought an estate in St. Louis
selection of storage
and is bringing it here to sell.
buildings in stock for
Partial listing Dining room suite w/china
immediate delivery.
cabinet, buffet, table w/3 leaves & 4 chairs.
Acree Portable
Buildings, Mayfield,
bedroom suite w/'4 beds & beveled edge
Ky. 502 247-7831.
mirror that hangs over the dresser, small
LAVA Rock 1 cubic ft.
Muilcal entertainment hv R,i n 1,'
modern
bedroom suite, steamer trunk.
bags, only S2.99. Black
small lingerie chest, chiffarobe, blonde
and 111.• M0,1
.
Landscape Rock 50 lbs.,
Lane cedar chest, 1926 Maytag washer, old
$2 69 We also have Patio
Rrorig lour
of
•,(4
Stones starting at 169
desk, beveled edge mirror w/etched glass,
P to 10 in r •••• Sallif(foy June :it
each for 2"Xt1"X16" size.
Inlaid leather table, odd tables, hat pins, old
S I . 69 each for
jewelry, chest of drawers, odd chairs, lots
COME SE E
2"X12"X12" size. Coast
to Coast Hardware 753
of dishes, pots & pans, linens, Roger silverFull Sralr Repiti
8604.
ware, hand painted plates, lawn mowers,
t
Vs.• v
,tM
LOG Homes. Over 46
tires, wash tubs, large window fans, floor
Saturday
standard models. Free
Ian, bicycles, baby furniture, fireplace
Brochure. Honest Abe
AM-5 PM
8
mantle, old tools, lots more
•Cliorlt
•I
". A
Log Homes, Route One,
1605
Haffiliton
For more information call 901-844-952A.
Box SICK, Moss, Ten
'Newest Models on
nessee }11575. 1-800-231
(Otf
16th
St.)
Gary Pinson & Charles Earley,
:31.3..!ciot.
3695
Early
No
Sales
'
•Hetrit.
I
t,11
,
NEW Ariens Riding
Owners
hestnut drawers twin
Firm 01682
Lawnmower, 11HP,
•COMP trio th., i on
beds, night stand lawn
Bryan Dell Carter,
Industrial. $1,300. AlsO,
chairs 10-speed bike
Upright Deep Freezer,
Auctioneer 61941
washer & dryer much
$200. Call 753 8014
much more
anvtime.
Cu

41 .

MOBILE Home, 12 X 60,
TWO Bedroom apart
gas central heat, cen
ment available after
tral A/C, furnished,
June 1st No pets Call
nice. Water, sewage,
753 0521 QJ 753 9475
garbage and lawn ser
droom duplex
vice furnished. Good Two
location. Phone 753 3895 for rent Utility room,
carport
Call 753 2769
after 5P.M.
TWO bedroom mobile VERY Nice 1 or 2
home at Pirates Cove bedroom apartments,
completely furnished: fully furnished, near
microwave oven, outside campus. Also, 3 bed
deck and picnic area, room house for rent,
nicely furnished near
Year round swimming
pool and recreational campus_ Call 753 6111
facilities. Phone 753 2613. (days), 7 5 3 0 6 0 6
(nights).
29. Heating and Cooling

Fri., Sat., & Mon.
May 27, 28 & 30
At Poplar &
2nd Ste. (Old
Garment Factory)
SOrneltung 1,0
e,rune
morCial *Sete,s Shelv.ng cktoiay
racks ch.'s, desk {pod use('
oars.%
Soec,w Buy any
dams as malked QC 3,J ,
ter
Of aqua, 0, *Id V•I0• NOD

Very Large
YARD SALE
Fri., May 27
8 AM-6 PM
• 1011 Payne St.
Furniture office desk
boy's men s & women s
clothing toys beds
refrigerator moving sale

Family Tree

Auction

Volunteer Home

641 Auction House
Hwy 641 North, Paris, TN
Fri., May 27th at 6 p.m.

Mobile Home Show
June 3. 4.

Yard Sale
Fri. & Sat.
May 27&28
8 a.m.-3 p.m.
502 Broad
(off Vine)

"FREE"

MOVING
SALE

4

•

41

Public Sales

YARD SALE
Fri. & Sat.
2 miles out 641 South
(Beside John Deere
Equipment Salsa)
Welding machine PTO
Winch Pony Buggy
Marlin Lever Action 22
rifle, clothes. knick
knacks 110 volt Air
Conditioner

MOVING
SALE
Fri. & Sat.
8 AM-4 PM
Hwy 94 East
Via miles

41. Public

Sales

Moving
Sale
Fri. & Sat.
May 27 & 28
9 AM-5 PM
llonticieflold Sub.
(Just off 111 at
Grans County lino.)
Furniture
tools,
bicycles toys, misc

YARD SALE
Thur. & Fri.
94 toot to Von
Cleave Rd. 2nd
hard too on loft,
(Bethel Church BC)
3 miles to sale.
Watch for shwa.
oois clothes
furniture some
antiques

Public Auction
Friday Afternoon May 27th, 1988 at 5 p.m. at the Dan Miller
Auction Barn at Lynn Grove, Ky. From Murray, Ky. take
94 West. From Mayfield, Ky. take 121 south to ('oldwater.
Turn on to 1836 south to auction. Watch for auction signs.
Will sell a large stock of groceries - tobacco products - paper bags
free standing grocery shelves manual cash register. grocery scale
about 100 gal of assorted paint still in boxes - other misc. items

Auction held rain or shine. Not responsible for accidents.

Dan Miller - Auctioneer
•

Public Auction
Saturday, May 28th, 1988 at 10 a.m.
From Murray take Highway 94 East to Highway 280. Follow
280 to Bean Road, Turn south on Bean Road, 1 mile to auc.7_
tion. Watch for auction sips. Jerry sad Janice Owens have
"sold their house-and will sellisorne-of their tine antiques--

farm equipment - nice boat, motor and trailer.
Nice old oak ice box • primitive open walnut quilt box • nice oak

dresser with bevil mirror - old wood scales box - other old wood
boxes, some dove tall - shell box small primitive receipt box - fine
old shaker berry basket egg basket - fine old Amish wood hay fork
- old wood tooth hand rake • 2 Dazy churns, one metal, one glass.
10gal jug salt glaze with wood cork & spigot - several pieces of
good stone pieces - stone funnel - fine granite coffee pot - dinner
kettle with rack - old wash kettle - 1•'atso stove • brass lantern
kerosene lamp - round dough tray • some good tin pieces old corn
shelter - cross cut saw - one man saw - old pitcher pump - large
drawing knife - plumbers pot - platform scales
plaid couch
microwave & stand - clothes cabinet • recliner • bean bag - pots
& pans - glass - set of nice china like new 5 h p Roper rear tine
tiller - nice 1984 15' l'roCraft boat and trailer with a 70 Yamaha
motor - nice Yamaha 3 wheeler 200 shaft • small lawn trailer 11
h p electric start Lawn Chief riding mower with grass bag • push
mower - 1973 M F tractor gas 4 cylinder multipower power steer
mg spin out wheels - 5' bush hog - 6' pickup disc 2 bottom plow
5' blade-boom pole - 1973 Plymouth Road Runner restored. P B .
power steering - wood rack - chain saw • log chains - shop fans •
10" ban saw - bench grinder - depth tinder - C B radio work benches - truck tool box - hand & garden tools Many other items not
listed

dealership

Wed. Thru Sat.
Closed Memorial Day

Sales

MEMORIAL DAY
WEEKEND SALE

log homes

1/2 PRICE STOREWIDE

Public

Auction held rain or shine. Not responsible for accidents. Lunch
available. For more information and your auction needs phone
435-4144 Lynn Grove. Ky.
licensed & Bonded in Ky. & Tenn. 01281

Dan Miller - Darrell Beane
Auctioneers
•
VIM

Memorial Day Auction
Monday, May 30th, 1988 at 10 a.m. at the Dan Miller
Auction Barn in Lynn Grove, Ky. From Murray, Ky. take
94 West to Lynn Grove. From Mayfield take 121 south to
Coldwater, Ky. Turn onto 1836 south to auction. Watch for
auction signs. Antiques - Collector Items - Good Used Fur-

niture - Farm Equipment.
2 camel back trunks - flat top trunks - high back rockers - old
dressers- wardrobe - small lamp tables - kerosene lamps - metal
Aladdin lamp - stone pieces - some old glass & china - large lot of
old coins & money - cast iron pieces - bedroom suite - couch & chairs
- table & vanity lamps - color T.V. - coffee & end tables - metal
cabinet - table & chairs - electric stove & ref - auto washer & dryer
- odd chest & vanities - lot of carpenter power tools - mechanics
power tools & wrenches • air compressor - air tools - new kerosene
heater- radial arm saw - hand sander - router- drill motors - nice
165 M/F tractor, diesel, power steering, hyds., multipower, good
rubber - super nice 800 Ford tractor 2 row cultivator - 3 bottom
plow - 8' wheel disc - 4 row cultivator - good bush hog - Brand 6'
rotor cutter - J.D. corn planter - hog feeders - rotary tiller- shotgun
- nice 2 horse trailer with math & flap - old wall telephone, old kitchen clock, good antique showcase, central a/c unit. This is only
a partial listing.

Auction held rain or shine. Not responsible for accidents. Lunch
available. For more information & your auction needs phone
435-4144, Lynn Grove, Ky.
Licensed & Bonded in Ky. & Tenn. 01281

Dan Miller - Darrell Beane
Auctioneers
Watch Next Week's Paper
For A Fine Antique Auction
On June 4th at 10 a.m. at
Mrs. Pezmington's home on
94 East of Murray, Ky.
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Real Estate

VEAUTIFUL

_

Lake
home, private corn
munity, Panorama
Shores. Private boat
launching. Two bed
room, 1 bath, living
room and kitchen. 72,
000 BTU air conditioner,
energy efficient_ Corner
lot. Serious people can
call 436-5355.
130B Haley
Credible
Knowledgeable
Easy
to Work With. Call him
at 489 2266 or Roberts
Realty 753 1651.
FlUSINESS Property
for sale by owner 1303
Chestnut adjoining col
lege Building with 5
apartments and busi
ness front. Large lot for
future development. 10,
000 below appraisal.
Call 615 262 0000.
FOR Sale: Good rental
property, four apart
ments, 1 block from
campus $40000, call
753 1203_
kOPPERUD Realty
offers a complete range
of Real Estate services
with a wide selection of
Quality homes, all
prices 753 1222, toll free
1 800 251 HOME Ext
711L for courteous,
competent Real Estate
service We make buy
ing & selling Real
Estate easy for you
LAKE Property at
bargain price 8 X 38, _2
bedroom trailer on ap
proximately 100'X150'
lot Septic, deep well
with pump, storage
building and deck, near
Blooclriver, $5,000 314
471 6163 or 314 472 1675
POST Frame Buildings
24'X36'X9' cave, corn
pletely erected. $4,545
Includes Ill 12'XI' end
slider, (1) standard
service door Choice of
12 colors Other sizes
also available Blitz
Builders, Inc 1 800 428
4009

46. Homes for Sale
2,128 SQUARE Foot
Lakefront Home for
sale on one acre lot
North of Paris Landing.
Private dock and more
land available. 901 2328392
1 BEDROOM home on
one acre, carport and
storage shed, ceiling fan,
air and wood stove, one
mile from East Elemen
tary, low 520,000's 759
1054.
BY Owner Recently
redecorated 3 bedroom,
2 bath brick home on
2/3 of an acre in
Kirksey. This lovely
home includes central
heat and air, one car
garage, seperate living
room, dining room,
kitchen, and utility
room Kitchen includes
a garbage disposal,
dishwasher, electric
range, and refrigerator.
All of these features for
only S43,500. Shown by
appointment only
Phone 489 2286
COUNTRY Cottage 4
bedrooms, 1 1/2 baths,
sunporch, carport,
garage/shop Fenced
back yard Garden spot
About 5 miles from
Murray. (502) 435 4298
evenings/weekends
FIVE Bedroom home in
Canterbury, has kitchen
with breakfast room,
large den, living/ din
mg room,' large utility
room with lots of stor
age, Rec Room, and 2
1/7 baths Fenced in
backyard with deck and
storage building $110,
000 Call 759 1509
FOR Sale by Owner 3
bedroom house with
central heat and air,
newly redecorated, in a
Quiet neighborhood 20
X XI block building used
for a shop also on the
lot Call 492 8575 or
492 8158
FOR Sale or Rent
House at Lakeway
Shores Lake view Call
753 8631

46. Homes for Sale

TWO to Three Bedroom
House, LR, kitchen,
DR, utility room, bath,
large porch, carport
and shop. Aluminum
sided, gas central heat
and air, good
neighborhood Priced
for quick sale, $22,000
Call after 5P M , 492
8595
47. Motorcycles
1978 HONDA Goldwing.
Custom seat, good con
dition
Also, 14'
Aluminum Boat, 7 1/2
HP motor. Call 474-8056.
1980 SUZUKI GS 450L,
13,xxx miles, 1400. Call
762-4782.
1481 650 HONDA, good
condition, 1,400 miles.
Call 759-1959 after 5P.M
1988 YAMAHA Blaster,
very good condition only 5
months old. $1650. 759
1108 after 5P.M.
1988 YAMAHA Blaster,
3 months old, perfect
shape Call 489 2640
90 CC STEP through
Honda excellent condi
tion, 1666 Ryan Ave
MOTORCYCLE Tour
IN Accessories Saddle
bags. Tank bag, Gloves,
Cold weather suit, $150
Call 753 6238
48

Auto Services

ENGINE, 305 Cl, '87
model-, 3,500 actual
miles, si,000, call 527
9729
49

Used Cars
1967 DATSUN SRL 2000
Roadster very rare,
fast, an easy restora
tion
$2,000 firm Bob
Futrell, 901 247 3374
1
DATSUN B 210, 2,
door, new tires and
motor, $750 Call 436
2116 or 436 2427
1975 PLYMOUTH Gran
Fury. 4 door, gold, 146,000
miles rebuilt engine only
44 Lots for Sale
has 600, good transPorla
tion 436 2522 between 6
CHOICE' Lots for Sale
and 10P M
Rd .
.Johnny Robertson
_ _
Stdrcom _Ranch. 1977- BUICK
'Riviera
City water, natural gas. Style brick home:
underground utilities. Fm II y r_ooM With p s , p.b , $550. Call
Slre 12.3 X 230. 753 51170
fireplace insert and wet 753 04114.
kENTUCKY Lake Lot bar, central vacuum 1977 BUICK LaSabre,
121(60 Mobile Home system, central stereo good condition $650 753
septic, well, lot goes to and intercom system, 2 3188
TVA survey line, car garage, workshop, 1977 NOVA, automatic,
$16,300. 442 1770 or 447 1,700 plus square feet air conditioner, power
living area. 1.'2 acre steering, $800 753 8909
3632.
LARGE lot Lakeland wooded lot, 6 miles from days, 753 9396 evenings
Resort on Kentucky Lake Murray, $76000 Call 1978 CADILLAC Coupe
De Mr, priced- to sell.
in Tennessee 53500'753 753 22114.
THREE Bedroom home New paint job Call
5 7 9 2 after 6P M
12 miles East of 753 9959
even'flOs
LOT 855 in Pirates Cove, Murray. Good well, 2 1978 CUTLASS, good
condition $1900 or best
approximately 6 10 of sleeping rooms up
stairs, on about 3 1/2 offer 753 5375
a mile from water
1979 CHEVROLET
Contact Danny Cox, or acres. $50,000 Call 753
1203
call eV! 3720 after 4P M
Malibu, 2 tone charcoal
and silver Black inter
!.
ior, new set of Sears
tires, cold air 759 1758.
1979 FIREBIRD, PS, PB.
AC, AM/FM cassette,
good condition, 51500 753
7161
1983 MUSTANG LX,
black with red interior,
7ttt, Cru(se, A M/f-eil
'stereo, p.s., p b , air,
Attractive Home. Attractive Price. Total24,000 miles,, extra
sharp Call 759 154.3 or
ly Re modeled Home near university.
75.3 0509
941,500.

KOPPERUD REALTY
753-1222

711 Main

Absolute Auction Sale
a.m.
290 Acres In Three Tracts
Location: 20 miles North of Paris. TN,
15 miles Southwest of Murray, Ky., 8
miles South of Tn-City, and 10 miles
West of Puryear. Tn., just East of the
Kentucky-Tennessee State Line Road.
Turn North at the intersection of Ky.
Hwy. 97 and Tn. Hwy. 69, Near Jones
Saturday, June 4, 1988, 10:00

Cars
'85 Lincoln Town
Car...Loaded extra
nice and clean Must
see and drive
Camaro
'83
228...local 1 owner
adult owned and
driven extra clean
'83 Chrysler EClass...fully loaded
full power

'83 Chrysler 5th
Avenue...Fully load-

MW.

ed new tires

TRACT al. 4/1 ACRES: This tract has approx
Imately 30 acres of cleared, tillable land, and the
improvements consist of a four room brick and
siding house with a good well, and central elec
tric heat There Is also a good stock barn, and
tobacco barn

'83 Toyota Corolla...Low mileage, 4
door. 5 Speed. air.
AM/FM cassette

TRACT et. at ACRES: This tract has road frontage on a gravel, county road, and joins Terrapin
Creek on its East boundary Approximately half
of this tract is fertile bottom land with the balance
in young timber.
TRACT 113, 150 ACRES: This tract has road frontage on State Line Road It has some clear
ground, but is made up mostly of young timber
These tracts will be offered individually, and then
in combination The entire parcel has a 1 9 Wheat
Base, 26 8 Corn Base 1 2 Grain Sorghum, 1 39
Dark Fired, and a 03 Air Cured Base There are
approximately 38 acres in the CRP Program,
which will pay $1,906.00 per year, for a period of
10 years This property will be selling subject to
an Option Agreement between the Moore famtly
and K-T (lay Company
This farm has some high yielding, fertile soils
that are ideally suited for row crop farming. We
consider Tract #3 to have considerable value for
recreational purposes. such RA hunting, camping,
ATV riding, survival games, and many other outdoor activities
REMEMBER: This property is selling ABSOLUTE, NO RESERVE to the highest bidder,
whatever the price! We have aerial photos,
surveys, and other pertinent information at our
office for your inspection For an appointment to
inspect this farm, or other assistance, please call
the selling agent
TERMS: 20^7,- down with balance on delivery of
deed within 30 days
(
14/.
e.

CSWEft012

REAL ESTATE & AUCTION CO
811 PARIS ROAD. P0 BOX 1006
MAYFIELD, KENTUCKY 42066
(502) 247-1388

'77 Chrysler Corthan
dobs...Less
52.000 actual miles in
good condition

Trucks
'88 Dodge Dakota..
Local 1 owner. 4 cyl
5 speed, 2.000 miles
warranty!
'87 Ford Ranger..
local 1 owner, AM/FM
Cassette

'87 Dodge D-100...
Local. I owner, LWB
auto, air, power steering
brakes.
and
AM/FM stereo, red

'85 Dodge Caravan...
7 passenger, full
power & air, nice

'85 Chevy Scottedala...Local I owner,
auto, air, AM/FM,
power Steering and
brakes, less than
50.000 miles

PEPPERS
CHRYLSERPt
132 East Wood St
take Hwy 79E
Paris, TN
901-642-5661

49.Used Cars
1979 TRANS AM, sharp,
good condition, $2,300
Call 753 7752 after 5P M
1980 CUTLASS
Supreme, 350, V 8,
A/C, AM/FM, cass
ette, good condition!
Great family car or
graduation present, $l,
695 753 9786 or 753 9623.
1980 DELTA Royale
4 door with equipment,
extra clean $2,1003 Cali
436 2682
1981 CHEVETTE, air,
automatic, low mileage
Excellent condition, $1,
900 or best offer Call
901 642 7248
1982 BUICK Regal
Limited, 2 door, V 6 261,
loaded, excellent con
dition
Call 492 8855
before 2P M
or
weekends
1982 OLDS Toronado
Call 753 6308
1982 VW RABBIT, 82,
000 actual miles, one
owner, factory air,
stereo, 5 speed. New
tires, new brakes Ex
tra nice Call 753 5400
after 4 30P.M.
1983 BUICK Regal, 4
door, PS. Pb. A/C,
50,000 miles, one owner,
extra clean Phone 753
6349
1983 NISSAN Sentra
Wagon or 1985 Toyota
Corolla, 4 door sedan
Both are good cars
must sett- one tail
753 6487
1983 TOYOTA Celica
c4T'S
Red, 5 speed,
loaded Excellent con
dition Call 1599719
1984 CHRYSLER Laser,
all power, AM/FM
cassette, 2 2 Turbo.
49,000 miles Call 753
6497
1984 COUGAR LS, 35,
000 miles, V 8, white
with red interior, $6,800
Call 436 2977.
1984 MAROON Buick
Skylark Limited, PS, PB,
auto, air, tilt wheel, low
mileage 753 5216.
1984 OLDSMOBILE
Toro n a di:2,—MetaIlitblue, vinyl .top, low
nIIQE --"Wire7
.-Whet7S;
fully loaded. Call 753
8931.
1984 VW SC I ROCCO,
25,000 miles Asking
55,000 Call 753 0062 or
753 9714
1985 FORD Tempo, 4
door, blue inside and
out, automatic;
60,000 miles. Call 4928884, 14,130.

Miirray Ledger 8r Times
49

Used Cars

1986 CHEVROLET
Cavalier, 2 tone blue,
blue inside, tilt, cruise,
AM/FM stereo, p s
p.b., air, 27,000 miles.
Extra nice. Call 759 1543
or 753-0509
1 9 8 6 CUTLASS
Supreme, V-8, loaded,
31,000 miles, white with
burgandy half top with
burgandy inside. Extra
sharp. Call 759 1543 or
753 0509
ABSOLUTELY Gor
geous 1983 Buick Elec
tra Limited, 4 doors.
Maroon. All options.
49,000 miles. 753-0126.
JUST in time for Sum
mer vacation, Pretty
Blue 1987 Caprice
Classic 9 passenger
wagon Real nice car.
Average retail- $10,750.
Desperate to sell for
$9,500. 753-0662.
RED HOT bargains!
Drug dealers' cars,
boats, planes re
possessed. Surplus.
Your area
Buyers
Guide 1-805-687-6000,
Ext. S 8155.
50

Used Trucks

1949 CHEVY Pick Up
Truck, 3/4 ton, $300
Call 474 8813
1959 CHEVROLET Viking Farm Truck with
round water tank and
tank-- motor Call .492
8212.
1968 DODGE 4)(4, 3/4 ton,
318, 4 speed $550
753 7161
1971 FORD Pick Up,
green, 3 speed, $700.
Call 753 5522 days, 753780 evenings.
1974 DODGE D-I00 Pick
Up, bronze gold color,
87,000 actual miles. V 8,
automatic, p.s., 3 ow
ner, bought new in
Murray. 759-1758.
1975 CHEVY Short
Wheel Base, step side,
V 8, new rubber, p.s.,
p.b., $1,000 or best offer.
Call 753-0742.
1976 DODGE 4x4, 3/4 ton,
360 4 speed, New
Wrangler radial tWet
$1000. 753 7161.
1979 FORD Econoline
Van. Has raised bubble
roof, customized inter
ior, A/C, p.b., p.s.,
AM/FM cassettee.
Call 489-2181

50.Used Trucks

FOR SALE

59,000"
753-6753

AUCTION SALE

Otto Chester's
Auction Service
435-4128

AUCTION SALE

Otto Chester's
Auction Service
435-4128

53. Services Offered

Gil's

Carpet and
Upholstery
Cleaning
Special!

*39.95

Carraway
Farms

ta
•l
A
11111P111111111pirawm

53. Services Offered

•••••-

53. Services Offered

MOBILE HOME SEWING Machine ReSpecialist, Repair, pair. All makes and
leveling, underpinning, models. Home & Inset ups, tear downs, dustrial. Bag closing
1985 NISSAN 4 X 4 King
roofs, floors, plumbing, machines. Also scissor
Cab Sport Truck. 36,000
wiring, washing, sharpening. 40 yrs.
miles, loaded. Call 751
hurricane straps 759- experience. All work
5279 after 5P M,
4850.
guaranteed. Kenneth
PAINTING
Interior Barnhill, 753-2674,
51
Campers
and Exterior. 25 years Stella, Ky.
Steam & Vacuum experience. Quality SHEETROCK finishing,
16' TRAVEL Trailer,
work. Reasonable. Free new or repair. 436-2811.
self contained, sleeps
System
estimates References. SUREWAY Tree
six, awning and air, 1666
Call 436-2245.
Ryan Ave.
Service- Topping, prun1984 TOYOTA Motor
PAINTING, Exterior ing, tree removal. Ae
Three
Rooms
and Interior, Houses rial bucket truck. Fully
Home, 20', low mileage
16 18 mpg. New radials
and Mobile Homes, insured for your protHall
&
quality work, free es- ection. Stump removal
Roof air, sleeps 6. Good
condition. Must sell.
timates. 489-2279.
with no lawn damage.
Call 474-2384 or 474-2796.
PAINTING
Interior Free estimates. No
1315 Olive Blvd.
and exterior. Reasona- obligations. 753-5484.
28' LARK 5th wheel
ble, quality work. Call SWIMMING Pools incamper, located at Iron
753-3727
after 5P.M., 753-1449.
Hill campground over
stalled above ground,
Sewell
Gil
looking Leisure Cruise
PAINTING
Interior all sizes. Quality work,
Bay on Lake Barkley.
and exterior. 10 year's call 489-2279.
15 years experience
(502)825-3469
experience. Reasonable
rates, Free estimates. 55. Feed and Seed
52 Boats-Motors
HAMILTON Cultured Call Willie, 436-2579.
marble and tile. 643 Old QUALITY construction
16 1/2' EVINRUDE ski
New NK
Benton Rd. 753 9400.
boat, V-6 buick motor,
repairs and alterations.
INSULATION blown in Free estimates. Call G
Hybrid Sudan
walk through windshield.
by Sears. TVA ap & A 4362617.
51500. 436-5870 or 759-9469.
Grass
1978 IMPERIAL 19' proved. Save on those WET BASEMENT? We
S59-19 Soybeans
high heating and cool
make wet basements
with trailer, 165 HP
irig bills. Call Sears dry. Work completely
S7744 Soybeans
inboard motor, full
instrument and canvas. 753-2310 for free guaranteed. Call or
(early
bush type)
estimate.
write Morgan ConGood condition. Call
Stack Dust
LAURA'S Cleaning struction Co. Rt, 2, Box
354-6454.
Service. Spring or 409A, Paducah, Ky.
14' PONTOON, 50HP
Johnson, good shape, General cleaning. Car- 42001 or call 1-442-7026.
pet shampooing. Call WILL do plumbing in54,000. Call 474-2377,
502-247 4789.
stallation & repairs. All
28 PONTOON Muscle
121 & Nods Rd.
LAWN Care: We do guaranteed. Free esBoat and Trailer. 1986
7534622
40HP Evinrude motor, anything. Call after timates. Phone 492-8899
rigged and ready, 5P.M., 753-504 or 759 or 753-1308.
4531.
5,4,500. Call 354-8180.
LEE'S CARPET
FISH or Ski in versatile
CLEANING. For all
159" Ski Barge. Well
your carpet & upholst
cared for 1973 with
753ery cleaning. For a free
65HP Evinrude with low
5940
estimate call 753-5827.
hours. Depthfinder, Satisfied references.
Custom IKatthen
trolling motor, other
LICENSED electrician,
Cabinets
equipment. Trailer has residential and comnew tires, paint. New
mercial. Air conditionAN Types Of
Cranking battery. ing. Sales and service.
Custom Woodworking
52,250. Call 4362556.
•
Gas installation and
FOR Boy Scout Camp: repair for natural and
LP. Fred's Repair 753Sunfish or similar
•
sailboats. Will buy or 7203.
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
receipt tax-deductible LICENSED Electri'Drop by & SAO our showroom
gifts. 443-6441 or 436- cian, Doug Jones Elec409 SUN BURY - MURRAY — amend Sunny Ilierie
2444.
tric. Residential wiring
•
Or•••••
•
•••••*********
_GIBSON Executive and electrical and elecHouseboat, 1980 model, tric motor repairs. No
.50 feet, good condition, rewinding, Call
759-47517—
has all the extras
$58,500 firm. 502 885- MAX W. Parker,
1900, 886-8928 or nights Attorney at Law. For
mer county attorney,
886 7597.
SUNFISH Sailboat and former district judge.
Office, 104 N. 4th St,
trailer, $1,000. Call 753
Murray, 753-3153;
4051,
Home, 753-7900.
1981 CHEVY Custom
Van. Excellent condi
tion. Call 492 8553.

A 1 ENTERPRISES offering brick and block
1983 International truck
driveway and patio
9670 cab over-Extra -1 work. Carpentry work
nice 300 Cummings
of all phases. Also,
Now it's
natural and LP gas
motor i5.000 miles on
work. Free estimates
motor after major
436-5355.
-Fownortyiv skniwra Fueon
overhaul) 9 speed
Al TREE Service and
24,500"
stump removal. Your
professional tree ser478 Raven alum flat
vice. All types, remot- r,1 trailer nice
val, topping, feeding.
Free estimates. 50'
Used
bucket truck and chipGM Executves
per. Call 753-0906.
Program VerucieS
ACE Lawn_ Services:
1982 CHEVY,short wheel Mowing, -Landscaping,
101-1414100
base, 6 cylinder, 31,000 any type of yard work.
Hwy. 79 W. — Paris
miles 54000 firm
Call 492-8650,
753 8281
ALL Types of gravel
and white rock hauled.
Also, slabs and light and
dark mulch, hauling
and any type of clean up
work. Reasonable, ReSat. May 28th 10 A.M.
ferences. (Industrial or
Residential), 753-0467
14 mile west of Lynn Grove Ky.on Hwy 94.
after 6P.M.
Will sell a house of extra nice furniture, apAPPLIANCE SERVICE.
pliances, glass. China, collector items,
Kenmore, Westinghouse,
Whirlpool. 28 years exchoice antiques, tools, old money and lots
perience. Parts and sermore. Extra nice bedroom suite with big
vice. Bobby Hopper, 7534872 or 436-5848.
high posts, other bedroom suits and odd
YARD landscaping
beds, nice couch, love seat hide-a-bed, cofLeveling driveways and
fee and end tables, lamps, pictures, linens,
bushhogging. 436-5430 or
nice tin dr. pie safe, round walnut table and
753 0659.
BRICK block and con
chairs, small antique tables, wardrobe,
crete driveways,
fancy book shelf, corner what-not shelf,
sidewalks, patios, house
trunk, nice refrigerator, app stove, wood
foundations, chimneys.
New and repair. 27
cook stove, picnic table, lots of cast iron
years experience. Free
items, stone jars, churns, pictures, bowls,
estimates. Large or
ladder back chairs, lots of China trinkets,
small jobs. Charles
Barnett 753-5476.
corn shellers, drop leaf table, bentwood
BUSINESS CARDS Get
chair, 85 Yamaha childs 3 wheeler, large
1,000 Free with 1,000
lot of tools, much more
cards ordered Highest
quality at lowest prices
For Info. Call:
Weekdays only, 436 2263
CONCRETE drive
ways, patios, carpentry
and block work Call
502 492 8160
CUSTOM square Bat
mg New Concord area
Call 436 2388
1.ynn Grove Ky.
FAMILY Lawn Care
SI\
Specialize in lawn
mowing including
shrubbery and hedges
Servicing city and
county. Lower rates for
Senior Citizens. Call
now and register with a
Monday, Memorial Day
dependable Lawn Ser
May, so, 10 A.M., Rain or Shine
vice_ 7 5 3 3 5 3 4 or
753 3455.
At the Late Zula Cathey Home. 603
FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753 2310
Sycamore St., Murray Ky.
for free estimate for
Nice poster bedroom suite, other odd beds,
your needs.
living room suit, odd chairs, nice Duncan
FOR most any type
driveway white rock
Phyfe dining table with 6 rose back chairs,
also, any type gravel,
glass door China cabinet, home freezer.
dirt and sand call Roger
oak wardrobe, other wardrobe, fancy oak
Hudson, 753-4545 or
7536763.
dresser, high back oak bed. rocker, 4 small
GENERAL Repair
antique tables, cast iron items, stone jars;
Plumbing, roofing, yard
floor lamp, feather beds, fans, heaters, pic
work, tree work. Wood,
$25 a rick Call 46-2642
tures, some gifts. China, collector items,
or 436 5895
linens, some hand tools much more
GUTTERING by Sears
Sears continuous gut
For Info Call:
ters installed for your
specifications Call
Sears 753 2310 for free
estimate.
MITCHELL Paving Driveways, parking lots,
seal coating and striping
Also, limestone, gravel,
Lynn (rove,
top soil and grading
Phone 753 1537

Dan Taylor
Chen*, Oldsmobile,
Coax,lx. of
Pens, TN
New &

53. Services Offered

CH-STYLE LIVING just minutes from
town. This 3 BR home features roomy floor plan
and storage, storage, storage! Priced to sell at
$48,500.00.

Septic Tanks
Pumped
...Sewer

lines cleaned
,-Grease Traps
Pumped
...Portable toilet
rentals
--Office trailer rental

ERA
.HERITAGE REALTY
The Village

& sales

759-9ERA

MAY CLOSE-OUT SALE
-Johnson Outboards-

Lane's
Mobile John &
Septic Service
527 9945
1 800 592 3308
RIP Rap, Sand, Fertilizer. Will haul any
thing. Call 753 0467
ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair. Roofing, siding,
painting, plumbing,
concrete. Free es
timates. Call 474-2307 or
753-6973.

04-GTS 150's •2-40 VRO's
•7-Bombers
,•Wirwers
.25-Used Boats or Motors

DARNELL MARINE
SALES
753-BOAT or 753-3734

Hwy. 94 East

ABSOLUTE AUCTION
SATURDAY • MAY 28th • 10:00 A.M.
Buchanan, Tennessee
KENNON AUCTION COMPANY has been commissioned to
sell at absolute auction the antiques and personal property
to settle the estate of the late

L.A. BENNETT
216+. ACRES SELLS ABSOLUTE
JOE KENNON has been commissioned to sell at
absolute auction 216 + - acres. For more
information or to see property before sale call
KENNON AUCTION COMPANY
Joe Kennon
Auctioneer Aff

901-642-3750
Jimmie Johnson

Becky Kennon

Broker

Aff, Broker

Broker
REAL ESTATE SELLS ABSOLUTE AT 11:00 A.M. SHARI'
MR.INVESTOR, MR. HUNTING CLUB MEMBER: Here is an opportunity to buy some of the finest hunting property in West Tennessee. Lots of Beautiful building sites, close to Kentucky Lake,
marketable timber, two year-round streams. beautiful meadows
and secluded. This property has it all and will be sold to the highest
bidder. no minimums - no reserves.
TERMS OF SALE OF REAL ESTATE: 15e'r down day of sale,
balance due at closing within 30 days.
PERSONAL PROPERTY: •1963 Ford Falcon - 2 door futura
*Illinois Watch Co. gold filled 17 jewel pocket watch *Old Essex
single shot 12 ga. shotgun *Primitive blanket chest *Old trunk
*Kitchen work tables *Primitive dining table and bench *Cane bottom chairs *Blue fruit jars *Iron and wood beds *(2) Tin door pie
safes *Dresser w/beveled mirror *Old calendars *Old bottles (embossed) *Side saddle *Old cream seperator •Graniteware *Kitchen
utensils *Silverware *Much more
TERMS OF SALE OF PERSONAL PROPERTY: Cash or check
with proper I.D. day of sale.
DIRECTIONS: From the court square in Paris, take Hwy 79E
(Paris Landing Hwy)approx. 14.8 miles to Hwy. 140. Turn left and
go approx. 2.3 miles and turn left. Go to sale site. Signs will be
posted.

Of Sale Take Precedence
Over All Printed Material

Announcements Made Day

Iry KENNON

0
IkL AUCTION-r

Of fcfNivON
All
I.—, 1082
.901. 641 3150

901 6.1;
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Gardner chosen to post on
state senior citizens' group

IP 0
's
t

Dr. Betty Blodgett (second from right), interim chairman of the
Department of Special Education at Murray State University,
recognizes (beginning at left) Murray State students Shirley Conner
• of Clarksville, Tenn., Donna Jury of Murray and Lisa Lanceskes of
flopkinsville as honor members of the National Student Speech,
Hearing and Language Association. Miss Lanceskes also won the
Outstanding Service Award in Communication Disorders. The
students accepted the honors at the annual Special Education Awards
Banquet on campus recently. Forty-five departmental, community
and service awards and scholarships were given to Murray State
faculty and students and area professionals who have made extraordinary contributions to special education in the past year.

Irving M. Lipetz of Louisville and Jack Gardner of Murray have
been elected chairman and vice-chairman, respectively, of the
Special Advisory Commission of Senior Citizens.
Lipetz represents the Kentucky Association of Older Persons and
Gardner the Kentucky Retired Teachers Association on the commission. The two were installed May 19 during a two-day meeting of the
commission.
The 100-member commission, established in 1977 by the General
Assembly, utilizes the expertise of older Kentuckuuts in dealing with
problems facing the entire state.
The commission is composed of representatives from all 15 Area
Development District (ADDs) and four statewide senior-citizen
organizations: the Kentucky Retired Teachers Association, Kentucky Association of Older Persons, American Association of Retired
Persons and the National Association of Retired Federal Employees.
The commission also elected officers for each of the five subcommittees used to study specific issues. The subcommittees and their
officers are:
Health and Human Services: John Garner, chairman, Edna
Westerfield, vice-chairman;
Transportation: Judge Lloyd Key, chairman, Dr. J.M. Dodson,
Vice-chairman;
Consumer Affairs: Tor Eberhardt, chairman, E.K. Bristow, vice
chairman;
Taxation: Robert Becker, chairman, Pearl Miller, vice-chairman
Insurance: Bill Hawkins. Chairman, Clifford Ward, vicechairman.
Jack Gardner represents the Ky. Retired Teachers of Kentucky
on the commission.
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tiena Gresham of Eddyvilie, Treasa Barnett, Murray, and Cheryl
Dunn, Murray Oeft to right) display certificates for receiving
Manning-Stewart Sdsolarships from the Department of Special
Education at Murray State University. Miss Dunn also won the
outstanding Service Award in Learning and Developmental
Disorders, the Louise Mandrell-Paducah Downtown Kiwanis
scholarship and the Civitan Scholarship. They accepted the honors at
the annual Special Education Awards Banquet on campus recently.
Forty-five departmental, copununity and service awards and
scholarships were [given to Murray State faculty and student and
area professionals who have made extraordinary contributions to
special education in the past year.
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Seventeen students from Calloway County High School recently competed in the State Foreign Language Festival at the University of Kentucky in Lexington. Those competing were, front row, from left: Jennifer Henry,Katy Hokans, Tracy Franklin, Gina Harris, Tracy Walters,
Wendy Smotherman and Amy Nesbitt; back row, from left: Rhoda
Jones, Wendy Peiper, Brenda Cooper, Anisha Frizzell, Jessica Myrand,
Susan Herndon, Jeff Enoch and Jason Vain. Jason Groppel and Betsy
Herndon were not pictured.
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VP?

Marianne Scott of Murray receives the Service Award in Reading
from Dr. Yancey Watkins, professor of special education at Murray
State University. She accepted the honor at the annual Special
Education Awards Banquet on campus recently. Forty-five departmental, community and service awards and scholarships were given
to Murray State faculty and students and area professionals who
have made extraordinary contributions to special educalon in the
past year.
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